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An Alternate History Novel originally written in the

1980's when the Cold War was still a reality. Rex Futurus is

based on events of that time and speculates on alternate

events thereof. A rollicking romp through the ages by one of

the Internet's most inventive pastiche authors.

CHAPTER ONECHAPTER ONECHAPTER ONECHAPTER ONE

To wield Excalibur. . .

Stridently screaming, the alert siren dashed

daydreams of gleaming armor and holding Excali-

bur, burning with molten intensity as its magical

aura pulsated. I hastily put aside my well-thumbed

copy of Malory's Morte d'Arthur and rolled off the

coffin-like confines of my bunk. The blaring contin-

ued unabated as I buckled on pistol and slapped the

helmet on my head and into the chaotic hallway.

I was like an overturned tree in a flood of

sailors. Even off-duty, I was required to go to my

post in the combat information center. I snatched at

the arm of the first rating that I could catch. His

eyes bulged nervously in his youthful face as my

hand clamped on his upper arm.

"What's happening, sailor?" I clipped in my best

officer tone.
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"Convoy under attack, sir!" the boy gulped,

saluting quickly.

"Damn! Carry on, son," I said, releasing my

grip. I plowed on. As I gained the destroyer's

narrow outer deck, I could hear the shrill whistle of

Russian Backfire Bombers mixing discordantly with

the alarm's clangor. I almost slipped as our gray lady

shifted beneath my feet.

"Clear the deck!" a crackly voice issued from

the loudspeaker jarringly close to my head. "Incom-

ing ASM's! I repeat, clear the deck—Incoming

ASM's!"

I rushed up metal stairs. Around our guided

missile destroyer other ships of the convoy began

to maneuver in defensive zigzags. My ship, the USS

Spruance, and her sisters, Fletcher and John Han-

cock, rode herd over a motley collection of supply

ships. I saw a Danish frigate of the Niels Jule class

slice by, throwing up green spray all around. The

ship shuddered as surface to air missiles sped from

their racks to seek out as yet invisible air-to-surface

missiles winging towards us from the distant bomb-

ers. The Soviets were using the one tactic we had

all agonized over in countless briefings during these

fifteen months that nobody dared call World War III.

"The simplest tactic for penetrating our air de-

fenses," Capt. Paul "Sea Cabbage" Jakes voice echo-

ed through the corridors of my mind, "is to over-

whelm them. Any defensive network can only

handle so many targets. The obvious Soviet tactic

is to close and fire missiles from as many directions

as they can. No matter how good a boxer is, he can

only dodge so many punches."
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The nightmare of Jakes' lectures was becoming

reality. I walked into the red-lit bridge, acknowledg-

ing in kind to the clockwork salute of our inevitable

marine guard. In the midst of this was Capt. Jakes,

tall and proud, jaw thrust well forward from beneath

an angular face. He swung about at the sound of my

entrance, icy blue eyes burning from their recesses

in his reddish, leathery face.

"Lieutenant Williams!" he barked. "Glad to see

you got your nose out of that damn King Arthur

book to do some real-world jousting. Before you go

to Phalanx control—check out the situation on the

big board."

He waved a hand at the array of computer

consoles that monitored and directed the ship's

main weapons. He seemed oddly at home among his

flowerbeds of flashing lights and flickering screens.

"ECM that son of a bitch! Can't you shoot it down?"

This volley to the Electronics mate seated before

him.

"Sorry, sir; it got by the first salvo."

I shouldered myself to view the display termi-

nal. A single, brilliant streak bore down upon us

across the flat geography of the VDT. A similar line

marking our intercept missile passed it, low and

left. Jakes hounded the Electronic Countermea-

sures man. "Jam the bastard! Can't you screw that

Russki's computer brain?"

"They are using a sophisticated counter-coun-

ter measure or it's optically guided," was the ECM

rating's reply. "I'm trying, but it don't look good."

I broke in. "I think I've seen enough. I'm going

to Phalanx control, sir."
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"Go, Hurry!" was the terse order. To the radio

man—"See if you can raise the John Hancock.

Maybe she can intercept."

I heard the heart-crushing answer as I sped into

the next room.

"The John Hancock has been hit, sir. CIC and all

gun directors out. She's taking water."

Then I was in Phalanx control, the last-ditch

antimissile defense. It consisted of four 20mm

multiple-barreled "Gatling" automatic cannons, able

to fill the air with shells. Through a port, I saw a

greasy smudge on the horizon. I knew it had to be

the John Hancock. If we were not to share her fate,

Phalanx must do its deadly work. I examined the

compartment. Zack Reuther, my relief Warrant

Officer, huddled with two ratings before the Pha-

lanx control's VDT, faces a sickly green from its

glow. He glanced up to acknowledge me, then back

to the terminal.

"What's the bearing?" I demanded, trying to

peer past them. I felt like Merlin looking into a

crystal ball. Did he use one?

"Right down our damn throat!" Reuther growl-

ed. "We can only engage with our two forward

guns."

I slung my body back around the doorway to

the main CIC. "Captain Jakes! Missile is coming at

zero degrees, right down the bow! Turn away

slightly and I can give you more defense."

"Just make sure none of those twenty-mike-

mikes come whistling through here!" he snapped

back as I ducked away.

Spruance lurched beneath me like a live thing,
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loose objects sliding here and there. I clutched at a

door handle for support, trying to keep my eye on

the witch-cauldron display. "How about now?" I

half-screamed at Reuther.

"Yessir, three can engage," he reported, smiling.

"Then, do so, for God's sake!" I yelled.

Fingers flew over keyboards and a staccato

drumming vibrated through the ship. The three

auto-cannons threw thousands of shells toward our

nemesis. Correlating the screen image with reality,

I strained my eyes to see if I could glimpse the

oncoming missile through the port. There! A black

dot amid black blossoms of Phalanx's curtain of

destruction. On it came, then exploded 200 yards

away. The detonation was deafening. When I could

hear again, the phone buzzed incessantly. I took the

receiver from the rating who picked it up.

"Damn good, Williams." It was Jakes. No doubt

he called so he wouldn't have to yell through the

door. "When we get to Bristol, I'm going to recom-

mend you and your men for a decoration." Then the

line was dead.

Bristol! England! Oh, Albion would I ever see

your sceptered isles? Corny and poetic, but what can

one expect from an ex-English Lit professor? Of

course, I wasn't doing much teaching in the middle

of the Atlantic. That's what I get for volunteering. I

figured convoy duty would get me what I could

never afford to do—see England, land of my ances-

try. Like most fools and dreamers, I didn't know

what I was getting into, trading a desk job in Nor-

folk for the most nervous sardine can in the Navy.

The next report from the loudspeaker was not
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unexpected. "Clear the deck! More missiles! Clear

the deck! Stealth bombers!"

I heard the whine of jet engines. Damn! The

Soviets had trotted out Blackjack bombers to aid

their older Tu-26 Backfires. These semi-stealthed

planes appeared like ghosts on radar, much like our

B-1's and F-20's. Usually, you didn't know they

were around until after they'd launched. No doubt

we were also going to be favored with a barrage of

missiles. I looked East, through the oblong exterior

door, hoping to catch a glimpse of the English

shore, the home my grandparents left 50 years ago

during another war against another totalitarian

regime. All I could see were gray seas and gray

skies. I heard the explosion as a missile ripped into

the ship. A detached part of me felt its thunder an

instant before its force knocked me through the

doorway and over the railing. A few inches either

way and I would have smashed into a wall. Instead,

I plunged into a blackness that had no end.

* * * *

My next clear recollection, after the nightmare

of fire on the water, was a piece of debris to which

I clung. It was still night and nothing was near. The

convoy, of course, would not look for survivors nor

stop until they reached their destination. The moon

was bright and full and I peered into the water to

make sure I was whole below the waist because I

had no feeling at all. Even in summer, the Atlantic

was cold and icy. My hands were blue, knuckles

white from the death grip I had on that piece of
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planking. I was about to pass out again when I heard

the haunting call of an accented voice floating over

the wavelets. A fresh chill shocked me through my

numbness.

"Halloo-o-o! Halloo-o-oo!"

"Here!" I managed, croaking. "Over here!

Help!" I called. "Here!"

"Keep your damn drawers on!" came that same

strange voice. "I can only row so fast!"

Faintly, I heard the lapping of oars approach.

Yellow moonlight illumined the shape of a small

boat surging out of the night's gloom. A tiny boat in

this immense void, painted a pearl gray. There was

one man inside, pulling awkwardly at the oars. I

read the inscription Niels Jule on the boat's side.

Apparently the Danish frigate had met a similar

fate.

"Here!" I yelled again, my breathing labored.

"Hokay! I see you!" he returned. "I save you!

Hold on!"

He got the boat to me and held out his hand. I

grasped it firmly. I looked up into a high-cheeked

angular face, framed by curly light blond hair. Blue

eyes and white teeth smiled at me as he pulled. His

Danish regs were damp and wrinkled, and his left

arm was bleeding just above the elbow. Still, he

braced his legs against the side of the boat and

pulled. I was little help, but he managed to drag me

in eventually.

"You look just 'bout done in," the Dane re-

marked.

"Naw, just waterlogged and stiff," I replied.

I stripped off my wet clothes as he rummaged
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around the compartment built into the bow. He

produced some thick woolen blankets, tossing one

to me. Then he got out a gallon water jug. I man-

aged to drink without spilling too much. After a

short rest, I felt one hundred percent better. At

least, I didn't go into shock.

"Need some coffee, by damn; fix us right up,

ja?" He looked over his shoulder as he continued to

fuss amongst the emergency supplies.

"Yeah, I could use a cup. I don't suppose there's

a coffee shop in rowing distance, is there?"

"No, damn me!" His smile broadened. "Ha,

that's good. You're a funny, guy, Yank."

"Thanks." I grinned wryly. "I'm Rex Williams."

"Peder Jarlsen."

"You know, your English is pretty good."

"Didn't have much to do on ship except learn

language. I have no government to pay me since

those bloody Soviets moved into my country."

"What happened to your ship?"

"We hove-to to picking up survivors from the

John Hancock. One of those Soviet AS-6's sheered

the end right off us! The poor old Juel went down so

fast I barely had time to leap into this boat."

"We were hit after the John Hancock. All hell

broke loose and I couldn't see anything. Right. Well,

what are we going to do now?"

"Not bloody much we can do, except sit and

swap lies. We're a hundred miles from the nearest

shore. We'll see what happens in the morning." He

wrapped the other blanket about himself and lay

down.

My last remembrance was looking up at the
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constellations in the black, star-strewn sky.

CHAPTER TWOCHAPTER TWOCHAPTER TWOCHAPTER TWO

Dead-headed and groggy, I emerged from sleep

as Peder gave me a rough shake.

"I'll be damned!" he said. "Look! Land, by damn,

land! I can't believe it!"

I rubbed my eyes and peeled the damp blanket

from my clammy frame. Cramped and stiff, I gripped

one of the boat's sides. I focused on Peder, who was

pointing in trip-hammer jabs. I guessed from the

well-up sun the direction was west. In the clear

morning light I saw an uneven black silhouette on

the horizon. "I thought you said it was a hundred

miles to land," I managed, dry-mouthed.

"So I did! An island. What else could it be? It's

better than this, eh? Let's get to it! We've got to

hurry to make a landing before dark."

After a dubious repast of hardtack and water, I

pulled on my soggy regs and we took turns rowing.

In between stints I occupied myself cleaning and

drying my sidearm and extra clips. "Best be ready

in case we meet unfriendly natives—or Soviet

tourists," I said.

"Good idea. All I found in the emergency sup-

plies was a survival knife."

Peder's hands were raw when he shifted posi-

tions so I could take a turn at the oars. As I pulled

I mused out loud: "Wish I'd grabbed my copy of

Malory..."

The Dane grinned, asking a question. "Thomas

Malory? Le Morte D'Arthur?"
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"You know it?"

Peder pointed at me with a wagging left forefin-

ger. "I did my thesis on the Charlemagne cycle—

Roland, Charlemagne, Ogier le Danois—who, of

course, is a national hero to us Danes—Holger

Danske we call him. On the continent Charlemagne

has as big a following as your English King Arthur."

The conversation took my mind off the strain of

pulling the oars. "He wasn't English. A Briton—Ro-

man educated Cymric. Fought the Saxons and the

Angles—and the Danes, too, probably."

Jarlsen's grin widened. "To think I'd end up in

the bloody Atlantic talking about King Arthur with

a bloody Yank."

"That's what happens when you rescue an

English Lit teacher."

"Pah!" He shook his blond head good-naturedly.

We stopped at noon to eat and rest for twenty

minutes. The island looked as far away as when we

started. I wondered if wind and current were a-

gainst us. I resumed rowing first because the

Dane's arm had began to bleed during his last turn.

Like Peder Jarlsen, I had not expected to be alone

in the Atlantic with a Dane...

My English Literature class heard the Soviet

Premier's ultimatum broadcast which was piped

from the airwaves into the school's public address.

How many of my young men, who volunteered in

defiance, were now lying dead in the pulverized

wasteland of West Germany? As a reservist, I was

called up immediately, doing staff work while the

active men went to sea—to places like Diego

Garcia, where a thousand sailors went down with
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the carrier Eisenhower, or Iceland's coast, where the

battlecruiser Kirov was sunk rather incidentally by

a battle group on its way to relieve poor, doomed

Norway. Yes, it had been a costly war. Still it

continued, albeit more slowly now, as ammunition

and fuels were expended at a rate three times that

of production. It took longer between offensives

now and the days of rapid advances by massed tanks

and armored personnel carriers was past. A static

front, similar to the trench lines of the First World

War, divided Europe. Yes, I thought as I pulled at

the oars, it had been a costly war.

The black line of coast expanded gradually into

a beach-edged island, lush and verdant in many

places. It was a good size chunk of land by the look

of it, perhaps fifty square miles, if I was any judge of

dimensions.

"Ready for another turn?"

"Ja, if the island doesn't vanish when we get to

it. That would be the last straw."

"You said it."

I found some first aid cream in our meager

supplies for my blisters while Peder pulled away

the last intervening 1200 yards. The sun was

setting as the lifeboat's prow scraped on solid white

sand. We got out, wobbly-legged as a pair of drunks,

and pulled the small boat well up from the surf.

Suddenly, the war, and our being shipwrecked,

vanished from my mind. I was on an adventure!

Here was a new place, uncharted and unexplored.

"Well, Friday, what now?" I wondered as we stood

peering about.

"Friday, hah! You can be damn Friday, Yank!
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We better start gathering some firewood instead of

making wisecracks."

The beach was only about twenty yards wide,

but it stretched unevenly all along the coast, until it

curved out of sight. Trees grew densely, so I

assumed the forest to be in its first growth. I

directed Peder to collect firewood while I looked for

some sturdier poles to make an improvised lean-to

from our boat. I marveled at the lushness of the

undergrowth, dotted with bright flowers and alive

with birds and insects.

"Maybe we're on one of the Canary Islands," I

hazarded, not too seriously.

"I think not, Yank," Peder grunted, laboring

over an armload of sticks he had collected. "Your

brain was waterlogged by your swim if you think we

are that far south, and—"

He was cut off in mid-sentence. A multi-level

shriek erupted, like a steamship's boilers bursting

in near simultaneity; a wavering, monstrous wail,

unlike anything I'd heard up until then. Peder

dropped his burden of firewood. He was shaking

visibly, blue eyes wide in terror.

"What da Hell?" he whispered. "It was worse

than all the ghosts of Kroneborg Castle."

"No animal could wail like that, at least no

animal in existence. Maybe it was a jet bomber."

"Hmmm. Maybe so, but I tell you one thing,

Yank; it was awful damn scary."

We retreated from the ever-blackening woods,

propping up our boat as shelter against the ocean's

breeze. We spent a relatively secure evening before

our small campfire, munching on hardtack as we
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occasionally peered toward the forbidding woods.

Once, I saw a pair of red eyes reflecting our sud-

denly inadequate firelight, then they were gone.

Peder was asleep, so I decided not to bother him

with what I saw. I drifted off, not on purpose, but

both of us shot bolt upright when we heard that

awful cry again. It was much closer and vibrated

through our frames with its piercing ululation.

Peder was agitated, his head bobbing as he

stared wildly about. "We'll be sitting ducks here on

this open beach!" he worried. "They'll blow us to

pieces."

"Stay calm," I commanded.

"I don't know. I've got a feeling about this place.

It's weird—I can't describe it."

Deep inside me, in a secret section reserved

only for sensations like fear of falling and other

nightmare terrors, I, too, shuddered. Something

primal made me shiver. Then came the crashing in

the brush. Deep in the forest something huge slid

past tree boles, moving between the unlit arboreal

colonnades.

"What is it?" Peder wondered. "A tank?"

I drew my pistol. "It's big as a tank, Peder, but

it's alive. You don't hear an engine, do you?"

"Maybe it's a herd of cattle."

"Maybe. Just be quiet, okay? We don't want to

attract attention." For a third time we experienced

the violent, whistling wail of that unknown thing.

"That," I remarked, "is no herd of cattle."

We spent the rest of the night huddled in our

pitiful sanctuary, shrouded in blankets. Peder held

his survival knife in his right hand, my pistol rested
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on my lap. There we sat until dawn, neither daring

to close his eyes for fear that howling mystery

creature would fall upon us as we slept. Two more

wretched individuals could not be imagined as we

sat before our pitiful campfire.

CHAPTER THREECHAPTER THREECHAPTER THREECHAPTER THREE

My head ached abominably as the sky turned

blue again. Peder was asleep—unconscious, no

doubt. I got up and poked the pile of blackened

embers outside our cover. A wisp of smoke puffed

upward. I threw off my heavy, dew-soaked blanket

and rummaged in our supplies. Ah! A packet of

aspirin came to light. I tore it open and swallowed

two pills with some water, following it with some of

our dwindling hardtack supply. Peder twitched in

his sleep several times then sat up and yawned, one

hand rubbing across the whitish stubble sprouting

along his jaw.

"Blessed Redeemer, what a night," the Dane

commented. "Sure could use a cup of coffee."

"You got some?" I demanded.

"Let me look."

He came up with some packages and a pint-

sized tin cup. He filled it with water from one of our

bottles then ripped the top off one of the packages.

As the sparkling brown crystals cascaded in the cup,

Peder looked at me. My eyes lit up, and his engag-

ing grin returned.

"Looks like freeze-dried Ambrosia, eh, Yank?"

he remarked. "Get the fire going so we can brew

this stuff. It tastes like liquid iron if you drink it
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cold."

I gathered some twigs and scrap paper from our

supplies and placed them on the embers. After

some head-throbbing huffing and puffing the fire

once more blossomed into life. Peder pushed the

cup close and hovered over it while I dried my

pistol again. We passed the cup of strong black

mixture back and forth between us, uncaring for its

scalding temperature.

"We must strike inland," Peder stated as I

drank, "if only to find out how bad a navigator I am."

I warily eyed the somber trees, fog shrouded

like a grayish quilt. "Or along the coast. The forest

might end. I certainly am in no hurry to cozy up to

whatever was making that terrible racket."

Peder brewed a second cup. When it was ready

I took it and downed half, my spirits rising as the

steaming liquid seared my throat. Peder had mean-

while tied up our belongings in two bundles made

from our blankets. The Dane finished the coffee and

shoved the cup into his pack. The survival knife was

sheathed at his waist.

"Which way?" I asked.

"How about south?" Peder suggested. "It's as

good as any direction."

I checked the sun to make sure he was indicat-

ing the correct direction, then shouldered my bun-

dle and followed him as he started down the beach.

Our trek across the sand was pleasant; a gentle

breeze ruffled my hair and sea birds squealed and

gamboled along the shore. A few miles of walking

had us both unbuttoning our shirts as the sun rose

higher. I felt as if we had shipwrecked in Paradise.
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The woods stayed at our left the entire way, show-

ing no sign of thinning. Trees were generally North

Hemisphere in nature—oaks, walnut, and a sprin-

kling of firs. We traveled due south until midday

when the shore curved to the east. Not a mile past

its turning we found an outcrop of boulders. It

looked as if a giant had heaped the rocks into odd

patterns. The granite was weathered and seamed,

some chunks thirty feet long and ten feet thick. I

paused in the shade of an overhanging slab the size

of a Stonehenge megalith and regarded Peder as he

wiped sweat from his long face with a grimy sleeve.

"Well, partner," I said, "this looks like a good

place for lunch."

"Right, Yank," he agreed. "I'm going to need a

good lunch before I tackle this pile of gravel."

"We could always try the woods."

He grimaced. "No, thanks."

Laughing, I began to swing my bundle off my

shoulder. As I did, I heard a thunderous crashing in

the trees just down the beach. I drew my pistol.

Peder's knife appeared in his hand like miniature

lightening. We stood transfixed by the tumult in the

wood followed by that awful shriek with which we

had become familiar. I shivered at the intensity of

that unearthly blast. A huge form slithered onto the

white sand, bulky as an eighteen-wheeled truck; a

vast barrel shape, tapering at either end.

"Dear God," breathed Peder. "What on Earth is

that?"

Indeed it was. Seventy feet of oily, glistening

vitality shuffled along on four short, yet powerful

legs. Its head was wedge-shaped and waved in an
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ophidian manner on a long, muscular neck. A ser-

rated frill flapped along the length of its body to the

tip of its slender, whipping tail. Fish-like scales

gleamed iridescently, save for the dirty, leprous

white of its belly. Claws as big as my size 10 bro-

gans gleamed as they churned sand, and fangs as

long as my forearm protruded from its leathery lips.

It was searching—and I had little doubt as to what

it sought. It snuffled at our tracks with inflamed

nostrils. Eight-ball sized emerald eyes cast back and

forth until we were spotted. Its head reared back

two stories above the sand and that awful hiss

bellowed forth again. The beast surged forward,

less than two hundred yards away.

"For God's sake, Rex, do something!" Peder

snapped.

"What?" was all I could say.

"Shoot the damned thing before it has us for

lunch!"

I said a silent prayer and squeezed the trigger.

Bullets thundered out, striking the sloped forehead.

I could see three scalloped plates buckle but the

effect was negligible. The beast stopped, blinked in

momentary confusion, then leaped ahead unabated.

"Now you have made it angry!" Peder hollered

over that boiler room din.

"Let's try our luck with the rocks!" I suggested

as I emptied my clip one-handedly at that rocketing

pile of flesh.

There was no sense reloading. I jammed the

pistol into its holster and ran for the rocks. Peder's

slighter build gave him an advantage and he beat

me, scampering up moss-encrusted rocks. We
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leaped and hopped upwards without thought of

slipping because the terror at our backs wiped out

any consideration for a broken leg. The huge crea-

ture was game, hauling its putrid bulk over the

outcropping's edge, fist-sized eyes rolling in their

slimy sockets, searching for us.

A triangle of slabs formed a narrow defile.

Peder slipped into it with ease. I threw my bundle

through and followed sideways, sucking in my desk-

jockey gut. Hard granite sandpapered my shoulders,

then I was through, sliding down into a depression.

Lizards scuttled into cracks as we landed on pebble-

strewn sand.

"Behind that rock," Peder hoarsely whispered.

We dived behind a large conical spike as our

tormentor jammed its saurian muzzle into the

triangle. We froze, not daring to breathe. It could

not see us and wheezed with confusion. With an

almost resigned sigh the creature retreated, back-

ing away clumsily.

We waited for fifteen minutes then carefully

threaded our way through the boulders as opposite

from our hellish pursuer as possible. The pile of

rock was no more than one hundred yards across.

We stopped shy of exiting to rest upon some stool-

sized rocks and ate a meal.

"That was a damned, big, blighted lizard,"

observed Peder. "What in the name of a sane

Creation was it?"

"I'd be a real smart fellow if I knew that," I

returned. "Looked like a dinosaur, or a mutation."

"Come on, Yank—I realize you and the Rus-

sians nuked Germany into a desert but the scien-
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tists did away with those old horror stories of

radiation-bred giant ants and Godzilla."

"Okay—no atomic lizard and no Dino the

dinosaur. Doesn't leave much to work with."

"Oh? What is your opinion, then?"

"A dragon."

Peder stared long at me for an instant, water

bottle halfway to his lips, then convulsed with

laughter until his once sallow cheeks glowed red. "A

dragon? Did you hit your head on a rock or some-

thing?"

"That thing is real, right?"

"Oh, yes. It's real!"

"Then, until we know more, it's a dragon," I

declared.

"Next you'll be St. George or something."

"Can't," I smiled. "St. George slew his dragon."

We closed our packs. The rock outcropping

seemed to be the terminus of a cliff wall, topped by

forest. Eastward was the mouth of a valley that ran

north-south, sloping gently, with steep, naked rock

lining the two hundred foot walls.

"Shall we go on, or try the valley?" I asked,

shouldering my bundle.

"The valley," Peder decided. "Certainly looks

inviting."

From our vantage we could see a pool as clear

as glass about half a mile away, fronting a dark stand

of firs. Flowers dotted the pleasant vale and a cool

breeze from it. A trail wound along the valley floor

past the trees. Peder gave a cry of exclamation and

sank to his knees, pointing at the ground before us.

"Look, Yank! Here's the first good sign we've
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had in two days."

I followed his grimy finger. In the dirt was the

mark of a booted foot, deep and broad, and obvi-

ously fresh!

CHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOUR

I regarded this spoor for some seconds before

remarking: "Down into the valley." Raising my eyes,

I grabbed Peder's shoulder: "Look! The pool!"

Motionless as an alabaster statue was a deer,

but unlike any other. The albino creature was at

least eight antler points and peered at us unafraid.

It bent its magnificent head to drink at the pool.

Then, with a flick of white tail, bounded down the

north trail.

"Meat on the hoof!" cried Peder.

We ran in pursuit until we stood at pool's edge.

Looking along the trail we could see nothing of our

intended prey. Peder grumbled, flinging his knife

into the soil where it stood hilt waving. "Why didn't

you shoot him?"

"A quarter mile away with a pistol?" I was

equally disappointed, but was determined to gain

something for our recent efforts. "The pool looks

inviting. We could use a bath. Does your kit include

a razor?"

"Ja, by damn!"

Laughing like boys, we stripped and dived into

the warm water. But something made me uneasy

and I turned my eyes back to the shore. The white

deer stared at us with rather un-albino-like black

eyes. I felt a chill sweep through me. "Peder, the
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deer!" I called.

With powerful strokes, we plunged toward

shore in an attempt to intercept our watcher. The

deer leaped northward between the silent firs. I

emerged from the pool, squeezing water from my

close-cropped hair.

"Get dressed, Yank; we'll track it!"

"Appears almost tame the way it hangs around.

I had a weird feeling when I looked at it—like one

of those magic animals in fairy stories. True albinos

have pink eyes. That deer had black eyes, not pink,

so it was naturally white."

"Ja, so? There are white deer in the arctic, and

foxes and wolves."

"This isn't the arctic!"

"Escaped from a zoo or perhaps part of a private

collection. This island could be a rich man's play-

ground."

"And I'm Tarzan of the Apes! This island is

wacky—remember the dragon?"

"You call it a dragon."

"Fine. In that case, our pale friend is my 'white

hart.'"

"White heart?" Peder looked perplexed.

"Hart—H-A-R-T. Medieval literature, like the

Holy Grail, magic swords like Roland's Durindal,

Arthur's Excalibur, Holger Danske's Cortana,

Charlemagne's Joyeuse, just to name a few."

As we dried off Peder shook his head. He

produced a razor to scrape at his bristles. "Don't

forget Holger's horse, Papillon. They say it

breathed fire."

"Yes. Well, in Arthurian legend the appearance
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of a white hart presaged an event of great impor-

tance."

Peder handed me the razor. "This is the

twentieth-first century, or what's left of it. There's

no such thing as magic or the supernatural."

"Oh, come now, Peder," I smiled. "You believe

in God; you swear by him enough. Don't you believe

in the supernatural?"

"Don't speak to me of God!" Peder spat. "He

and I haven't got along since my ship pulled out of

Alborg under fire from the 3rd Shock Army. We

carried refugees, mostly women and children—and

the old Niels fairly groaned with the weight. Ten

times their number on shore begged passage as we

set sail. All those faces—weeping and screaming

and cursing." Peder was shaken as he recounted the

event, and my heart went out as I listened.

"They cursed us as traitors—until the first

tanks arrived, the red stars on their sides shining

like fresh blood. Assault troops clung to their sides

like leeches. At a word from their commander a

deadly curtain of automatic fire mowed down those

who could not scatter. The tanks drove through my

people, firing indiscriminately, treads churning on

living humans. You talk about God's mercy?" Peder

scowled. "Was he sleeping as thousands of inno-

cents died?"

"Don't blame God. Men make war. Ayatollahs,

Premiers, Presidents— Oh, how I wish that white

hart could lead us to fairyland. How I hate this war!"

We packed our bundles and took the trail

winding through conical firs. From time to time I

thought I saw a flash of white amid the deepening
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shadows. I checked my weapon, keeping the flap

loose on my holster.

Peder snorted. "You almost convinced me.

Dragons and white harts, and fairyland. Typical

Celtic bedtime stories. None of that in the Carolin-

gian cycle. Charlemagne and Roland fought the

Moslems—real foes! They even fought with Holger

Danske—but they couldn't beat him!"

The shadows lengthened as we passed between

brooding firs. Grassland resumed, and lining our

route was a jumble of granite similar to that where

we eluded the dragon. Further along I saw a blos-

som of white. The deer! It seemed to taunt us as if

we truly faced creatures leapt full blown from the

pages of Geoffrey of Monmouth and Sir Thomas

Malory. All this strangeness—modern science had

examined the entire globe with a microscope, so

how did it miss this island?

We entered the cool confines of the rocks,

darkness painting deeper hues. In the distance, near

our snowy tease, two structures were silhouetted

against the darker background. "Look—a house,

two!" Peder exclaimed, pointing a slender finger.

"I see them. Looks like our ticket to sanity. Do

you see any lights?"

"No. They look ancient. I don't see a telly

antenna."

The pair of quaint buildings were made of

stone, roughly dressed blocks roofed with straw

thatching. The shuttered windows and wooden door

appeared unpainted. I regarded the hart. Again I

looked into its liquid gaze. The beast regally lifted

its head and vanished—it simply disappeared! I felt
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as if I was plugged into an electric socket. So shak-

en was I that I jerked about when I heard the clink

of metal sounding above and to my left.

"Halt or die!"

I was stunned a second time, not by the com-

mand, but by the fact that it was delivered in a dead

tongue. Flawless Latin.

CHAPTER FIVECHAPTER FIVECHAPTER FIVECHAPTER FIVE

I turned to my left. High upon that bleached

granite a figure crouched. The dying sun cloaked

him, making him a black, indistinct blob perched

above us. A second voice, this time speaking barely

recognizable French, caused me to turn again.

"He means it, gentlemen," cracked the new

voice.

My French was schoolboy, but Latin was

almost a necessity for some of the ancient British

texts I studied at the university where I taught.

That classroom seemed now to be on another

planet. I stared at this new speaker. There had been

a note of good humor in his voice, smoothly coating

the underlying steel. He was better delineated, his

deep blue cloak thrown back. Again, a thrill of

surprise coursed through me, caused mainly by this

man's costume. He looked as if he had stepped from

one of my own texts.

Finely meshed mail glittered in the last embers

of daylight. He wore a coat of this armor, hanging

skirt-like to his knees. Leather leggings spiraled

along his thighs and heavy boots shod his feet. In

one leather gauntlet was a sword, nearly four feet of
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it, broad and long. A dagger hung in a thick leather

belt to complete his regalia, but the man himself far

outshone his archaic garb. His hair and beard were

like bunches of fine copper and his wide, mobile

mouth and pale blue eyes were as good-natured as

Peder's.

I turned a third time, to the Latin speaker. "We

are at your service. We are no enemy. We await

your instructions."

"Well spoken," came a deep, resonant voice

from the shadowed figure. "Though it is something

of a pity that you did not contest us. It has been

quite a while since I last met a foe in anger. Hold

thy ground, then, and we shall descend and join you.

I am most curious as to how you happened upon our

isle."

The figures vanished and soon stood before us.

The Latin-languaged one had removed his hood, and

his dark, bearded features were intelligent and

demanding. He wore a breastplate, Romanesque I

decided, and his tunic was heavy cotton. Iron

studded the knuckles of his hide gloves. The sword

in his right fist was narrower—its crosspiece

worked to resemble claws. The pommel was jew-

eled with a huge red stone, caged in steel and gold

wires.

This dark man was shorter than his Nordic-

looking companion, but every bit as powerful—from

his straight black locks to the supple boots on his

feet. He gestured with the sword, its steel glowing

oddly in the twilight air. "Now, my strangely

dressed friends. Who are you, and why are you

here?"
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"We were shipwrecked," I explained. Peder

frowned, his command of Latin was poor.

"Impossible," grinned Redhead, speaking a

heavily accented Latin. He exhibited a Germanic

growl as he barked out the classic language. "We

have been here a long time and nobody has ever

been here. We have seen many ships pass—most

recently huge gray hulks that smoked and moved

without sail or oar—none have stopped. But, do go

on."

"Impossible or not," I continued, "it is true. Our

boat is on the beach westward. We traveled that

whole side looking for some sign of life, then we

were chased by an oversized lizard—"

"Ho! You saw a Drake, did you?" marveled the

dark one. "Was it white or red?"

I called my memories of that vast monster.

"White—you mean there is another?" My heart

grew cold as I envisioned a whole tribe of loath-

some beasts pursuing me.

"Yes. A lovely copper beast all teeth and claws.

The two set up quite a clamor at night, but one

seems never to best the other. Now, again, who are

you and where do you hail from?"

"I am from America. My name is Rex Williams."

"Rex, are thee? And king of what—America? I

have not heard of it."

I smiled at his misinterpretation. "I beg your

pardon. Rex is a name. It has no meaning—like

Cooper or Smith who no longer make barrels or

forge iron. As for America—everybody knows of

the USA." By now, I was convinced they were

either madmen, or were playing some sort of game,
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perhaps as part of some medieval society.

The dark one scowled. "What is USA? There

was a river by name Usa, in my native Britannia. No

matter, I do not claim divine knowledge. And as for

the word Rex being meaningless, by sweet Jesu, I

hope not! Who is your friend? Is he Americanian, as

well?"

"No, sir. Peder Jarlsen is Danish."

"Ho!" smiled Redhead, revealing tombstone-

like teeth. "A fellow Dane!" He spouted off a gut-

tural language I could make no sense of.

Peder's eyes became huge as he heard it. He

answered in kind, then, to me, in English: "He

speaks Danish, but it is so old I can barely under-

stand him. It's scary, like talking to a ghost. What

have they been telling you?"

"Weird stuff, like they've just dropped in from

1066," I replied. "Or worse, that we've dropped in

on them."

The dark one cut me off. "Hold thy tongue,

knave, for it prattles in some Saxon dialect. I know

not all the words, but I do know not to trust a

Saxon! That race was ever my bane; I reaped a red

harvest of them from the Giant's Ring to Hadrian's

wall! I never found a Saxon to my like who was still

upright and breathing! So, now, tell me straight

your game, lest I carve you like roasted bullock!"

Menace in his face matched the cobra dance of

his blade. I was confused, but I knew better than try

to outdraw this man. It was as if his waving blade

had its own life.

"It's true sir, all of it! Hold it not against us that

we speak the tongue of Saxons!"
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My eyes bulged as he swung that beautiful

blade to and fro. He talked like a real nut case—all

that garbage about reaping the Saxons from the

Giant's Ring (an old name for Stonehenge, I re-

called) to Hardian's wall! Oh well, they say you are

to humor madmen, so I tried. "Will you allow one

question, sir?"

"Well?" His dark eyes flashed in the night,

catching fire from his glowing blade. "Speak it!"

"What is your name, sir, so that I may show you

proper respect."

"Of course, try diplomacy where the enemy

holds the advantage. You are a wise one—even for

a Saxon. Very well, I am Artorius, Dux Bellorum of

all Britannia."

My heart stopped beating. How could it be? No,

it was a dream—a delirium! My jaw hung so low at

his pronouncement I was afraid to raise it, because

I might scrape up a mouthful of sand. Either this

man was mad—or I was.

Peder frowned. "It was too fast for me, but you

look like you've been struck by lightning."

I sure felt that way. I turned nervously to face

him, staring right into his china-blue eyes. "You

won't believe it," I told him.

"Try me, Yank. I've seen a lot this past day."

"He's King Arthur. The King Arthur. Like in

Knights of the Round Table."

"I guess this other big bastard is Holger Danske

himself."

"I'm afraid to ask."

Peder snorted and spoke to Redhead in Danish.

I was chilled straight through by his insane-sound-
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ing "Ja!" and my friend staggering back a step. He

rubbed a trembling hand across his forehead. "I'm

crazy. This war has driven me over the edge, Yank."

The Dane swore heavily then, showing the range of

his English learning. Then, "This big loon claims

that he is Holger Danske!"

"Why not?" I queried. "If one can be Arthur,

why can't the other be Holger Danske? Next, they'll

show us Galahad and the Holy Grail. Follow my

lead—humor them."

"Right." Pedar looked dubious.

I bowed low then, from the waist, to "Arthur."

"My lord," I began. "I had no idea I addressed

the great King Arthur himself."

"Well, King I'm not so sure of," he said. "Arthur,

though, is my Saxon name. To the Britons, I was

Arddu, the dark one. To the Romans I was Artorius.

I dealt with them all in my time, pulling Britannia

out of its Saxon-induced funk and defied the world!

Three hundred horse I had at Badon hill, against

two thousand Saxon bearshirts! Ho, those were

tight times! You've a quick tongue, my tall friend—

Rex, is it? Were you somewhat shorter, and your

nose more Roman, I would think you a kinsman. I

certainly sense you are no enemy. It grows dark, let

us repair to our huts, where you may enjoy our

hospitality."

He gestured with a sideways nod of his head. I

saw the pink fault-line of a wound, four inches of

scarred, twisted flesh, high along the back of his

skull. I had read of how that scar was made. I had

seen the blow struck in numerous movies. No, it

could not be—I was mad! Yet, the coincidence was
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too much. Reality caved in about me.

"It's—it's true," I gasped. "You are he—Ar-

thur— Rex Quondam, Rexque Futuris. My lord!"

Half-swooning, I dropped to one knee, head bent in

supplication. "I am your servant," I heard myself

say, my mind split between being the observer and

the instigator. "Forgive my doubts, but that

scar—the death wound from Mordred—"

"Get up, Rex, get up," Arthur grunted, looking

embarrassed as I stared into his dark eyes. "I am no

king—I have no lands, save this rock. You make too

much of me. Holger, my friend, is this how it was

during the court of Carolus Magnus—this moon-

eyed fawning?"

"Of a truth," laughed the hearty Dane. "They

told some very tall tales about you then—God

knows how they have been magnified unto this age.

I swear by Cortana—"

"Cortana?" Peder breathed. "This—is Cortana?"

He gestured at Holger's sword.

"Aye, it is." He lifted the brand high until it

caught fire in the starlight.

"And yours, lord Arthur?" I spoke through

chattering teeth.

"Caledwich," he pronounced, waving it against

the deep mantle of night while I marveled at its

fluorescent-like shimmering.

"Excalibur," I mumbled, my throat tight.

These revelations shocked my war-wearied

brain. Nuclear missiles, supersonic aircraft, and

King Arthur, waving Excalibur—or Caledwich.

Here was the sword of legend that I dreamed of

holding—of wielding it against the forces of evil.
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Then, the ground seemed to rise up and smother

me, and I swooned into oblivion.

CHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SIX

It was raining. Through sluicing leaden sheets

I guided my huge warhorse, his mane plastered by

the deluge. About my body was a heavy coat of

mail, numbingly cold where it touched my skin. A

dark and fog-shrouded forest surrounded me.

Suddenly, my plodding was arrested by a familiar

air-brakes hiss. Through heavy brambles crashed

the white dragon, its huge bulk glowing amidst

black tree boles. I drew my sword but my horse

bolted, with me its unwilling partner. Heedless of

where it was going I yanked back on the beast's

reins but to no avail. A pond, mist topped, mercury-

bright, spread before me—unavoidable. The horse

dove in. I was drowning. My stout mail sealed my

doom.

Then I woke up, water running in rivulets down

my face. I sat up. I was in a building. I felt hands

upon my shoulders.

Peder held a ceramic bowl and towel. Nearby

stood our new friends, their gloved hands restrain-

ing me. I could barely cope with their alleged

identities, much less the nightmare I had just

experienced. That scar had been a real blow. It

made the legends true, doubly true, for here was

that other hero of old, Holger the Dane—Charlema-

gne's hero—second only to Roland in Carolingian

fable.

He certainly looked typical for 800 AD. Though
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his mail coat hung across a carved wooden chair, he

was no less impressive in tunic and leggings.

Bullfinch's Mythology and the Chansons du Geste

were instantly reviewed in my mind. What con-

nected these two legends? Arthur lived about 500

AD, Holger around 800 AD—three hundred years

apart. Here. Today. A thousand years later!

Holger laughed, jabbing an elbow into Peder's

side. "Do you think we are visions of the feeble-

minded?"

"Forgive me, but I'm still not one hundred

percent sure on that point," I admitted. "Okay, let

me renew my history. Arthur, you got that wound

at the battle of Camlann, about 520 AD, right?"

"Is that how men named it?" Arthur's face tilted

until shadows obscured his features. "Descriptive

enough; it was near the Cam river."

"You became a legend. Most of the older

writers claim you were borne away from Camlann

on a barge manned by queens."

"Hah!" the Briton grunted. He paused to rub his

scar. "The truth is, I remember none of it. I do

remember slamming into Medraut's horse with my

own, a quick exchange of blows, then I was falling,

my head afire, Caledwich clutched tight. The rest is

hazy. I awoke to find Bedwyr—Bediverus—dear

Bedwyr, bending over me with such a look of pain.

I shall not forget that look. Such heartache—over

who, what? War Duke of a bunch of squabbling

bumpkin kings who thought that Rome would

eventually rescue them from those benighted

buggering Saxons? They offered me a crown, you

know. Rex Britannia. Unfortunately, I did not stop
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fighting long enough to be crowned. No, 'twas

Morgana brought me here."

That one last sentence chilled me like a blast of

arctic air. Morgana! Malory's Morgan la Fay! Witch,

sorceress! Second only to Merlin in the wheeling

pantheon of the Arthurian cycle. I croaked on,

trembling. "Morgana—the sorceress?"

"And so she was! What power lay behind her

sorcery, I know not. God—or the devil—it brought

me here, and healed a death wound. It keeps me

young, as well. What year is this?"

I told him.

"Nearly 1500 years!" Arthur marveled. "I should

feel rather decrepit. Holger, you are 1200! We have

both outlived Methuselah!"

"Why Morgana brought you here, I shall never

fathom, but I have no doubt it was my prowess with

the sword which attracted her."

"Or some such weapon," Arthur murmured.

Holger looked pained, and turned to Peder,

jabbering in Danish. Arthur turned back to the win-

dow, but continued to speak to me.

"Morgana's motives for magicking us here are

known only to her. I know not what the stories say

of me and she."

"Bitter enemies, most say. Some like to think

it as because you got her sister pregnant with Me-

draut—Mordred he is known to us."

"Sister? She had no sister. A foundling, her par-

ents probably killed by the Saxons, Morgana was

taken in by my father. Being about my own age, we

were naturally thrown together. My brother Caius

was far older, and had already gone off to war with
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Ambrosius. Fast and close friends we became. We

were both barely in our teens when it happened. I

mean—our bodies demanding to experience

things—innocent children reaching to each other.

Oh, why am I telling you this? Your mind is poi-

soned by fifteen centuries of lies. She was beautiful,

even then. I think she never really understood why

Myrddin took her under his wing, but he was wise.

He knew she must be kept apart from me."

"MYRDDIN!" I exploded. I felt on the edge of

swooning again. "I need a drink. Is there anything

potent here?"

Holger found a dusty bottle, its glass half an

inch thick, and poured a good jot into a goblet that

appeared to have been beaten from gold. I drank it

down, belatedly realizing that it was an excellent

red wine. It was potent, all right—a helluva lot

better than navy grog.

"I am in Paradise!" I exclaimed. "All my dreams

come true! Arthur, Excalibur, Morgan la Fay—and

Myrddin—Merlin Ambrosius! I must be dead!"

"Of a truth, you are not, else I am the healthiest

corpse in Christendom!" Holger pronounced, taking

a huge, gulping swig of wine. He passed it around

and everybody had a good drink.

"Now," said Arthur, looking at me in dead

seriousness, "you must tell us your story, no matter

how strange and confused it will sound, because you

really should not be here."

"Why not?" I stared worriedly at him, a vision of

a hag-like Morgana hovering at the back of my

mind.

"Morgana told us that she had woven a spell
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about this island," Arthur continued. "This spell

makes the island invisible not only to the eye, but

all instruments—ancient and modern. Holger said

this place was but a legend even in his time."

"The isle of Avillion," Holger injected.

"This?" I cut in. "This is the vale of Avalon?

There is more truth to the legends than I realized.

Avalon, Fairyland. This is indeed an enchanted

place." I delved into our story, painting it in as

broadest strokes as possible so that technology and

historical changes would not confuse our Dark Age

hosts.

"So," concluded Arthur, after I finished, "these

Soviets, who are descendants of the Tartars and

Mongols, with a mix of Northmen as well, have

attacked Europe, Aegypticus and Palestine, even to

Persia and Arabia?"

"Yes," I confirmed. He caught on amazingly

fast.

"Their army must be formidable. How many

horsemen?"

"None, my lord. Instead, they drive about in

iron chariots, driven by engines."

"This smacks of sorcery. And so, you and the

Dane were sailors, and your warships were sunk by

the enemy."

"That is correct, my lord."

"And you say that you observed this island from

a distance?"

"Nearly a day's rowing, as my blistered palms

will testify."

"This means but one thing," Holger com-

mented. "Morgana is not here. She has left us
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before—for how long we do not know since time

runs differently. Arthur estimates he had been on

this island but a few months before Morgana spir-

ited me here. Until your arrival, no more than a

year has passed. Evidently, whatever spell she

wove on this island must depend on her presence.

Certainly her time-confusing spells have not lapsed,

or have they? How would we know?"

"Something must have occurred," rapped Ar-

thur, pointing to a corner of the cottage. "Look!"

In the corner, its sword belt hanging from a nail

on one wall, was Caledwich/Excalibur. The bluish

glow I had noticed earlier had increased until it

pulsed with white-hot light. It dazzled us. Holger

stood up and drew Cortana from its leather sheath.

As he did, it came forth with a burst of incandes-

cence, bright as a welding torch. Holger's hand

shook as he gazed at its actinic glare, then threw

the brand from him. "Aiee!" he screeched.

Cortana hit the undressed wooden floor with a

dull clang. From there it continued to radiate steadi-

ly. Holger stood, arms stiffly at his sides, staring at

Cortana with all the apprehension of a man waiting

for a snake to strike. "More sorcery!" he growled. "I

knew Cortana to be a special sword, but not one

steeped in the foul venom of necromancy!"

"Hold, my flighty Dane," cautioned Arthur.

"Though rare, I have seen Caledwich burn bright

before. Those pigheaded tribal chiefs who would not

serve me after Ambrosius' death raised an impres-

sive force, but little in the way of experienced

soldiers. Initially, we routed them, but they gained

the high ground among those Cornish hills. I vowed
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never to let an enemy have an advantage in terrain

again. 'Twas Myrddin who bade me lift Caledwich.

This was the symbol, he told me, by which I was to

unite Britannia against the scourge of the Sea

Kings. I held Caledwich high. A blinding beam of

light shot forth. My men rushed forward and the foe

surrendered in droves, blinking and rubbing their

eyes." Arthur looked into the brilliance of the sword

in his hand. "Truly a portent. I feel the need to have

Myrddin counsel me. After all, it was he who last

caused Caledwich to glow."

"But you can't!" I injected.

Arthur continued, a sad look drawing down his

dark features. "He disappeared after Morgana

brought me Medraut. Oh, that, that witch! Shaming

me as she did. Parading that bastard of ours before

Ambrosius' court, claiming to have the true right of

Celtic matrimony over me, that only through our

union would Britannia be truly united. What my lady

Gwenhyfar went through—oh, my gentle darling!

Myrddin managed to remove Morgana, but, then, he

did not return! What would I not give to have him

here with us on this island!"

"Would that it could be that easy!" broke in

Holger, his gigantic mirthfulness dimmed by Ar-

thur's lament. "All the world knows that Merlin, or

Myrddin, is imprisoned in the Armorican forests in

a jail without walls, built by his fairy lover."

"This is true," I agreed. "Nimue, Viviane—the

lady of the lake, whatever you know her by—the

scribes say she imprisoned Merlin as her lover,

some say in a cave, some in a glass castle, some in

a jail made of her wimple."
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"No writer speaks of his death, eh?" Arthur

demanded.

"None, my lord. It is the same with you."

Arthur drew himself up with a sigh. "Then, we

must seek him out!"

CHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER SEVEN

Lulled by alcohol, I dozed a fitful sleep, my

drugged senses conjuring up shadowy figures in

armor who marched through my brain accompanied

by steel clashing against steel. I opened my eyes to

find Arthur and Holger fully dressed, chairs close

together as they whispered. Peder lay upon the

floor, stretched out on a mat Arthur had thrown by

the stone fireplace. I found myself in the King's bed.

No, he wasn't really a King—a war duke. Where

Arthur had slept was beyond me. I rose groggily

and dressed. A fire had been built and a cauldron of

water was steaming over it. Arthur turned at my

noises.

"Good morning, friend Rex," he greeted. "I trust

we did not disturb you?"

"No, my lord," I informed him. "You are making

plans?"

"Yes. If your legends are true, then we must

set sail for Gaul."

"Gaul? Oh, yes. They call it France now, after

those Frankish warriors who claimed Gaul after the

collapse of Rome. Do you have a ship, then?"

"Nay. We hope to use yours."

"I have no sail, my lord. It will take us many

days to row, I fear."
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"No matter. A sail will be produced then.

Morgana has provided us with ample clothing. Let

the two Danes prepare a sail from it."

"Ho, now I am your seamstress, is it?" bellowed

Holger, laughing so hard that he roused Peder from

his sleep.

"What of you and I, my lord?" I inquired.

"We shall visit Morgana's house, at the north

end of the vale."

"Er—we shall, my lord?"

"We must move quickly, before Morgana

returns from wherever she has gone."

I checked my pistol with care. Arthur stared at

the Beretta with interest.

"An odd device," he commented. "What does it

do?"

"It kills, my lord," I replied pointedly. "It holds

projectiles similar to Roman sling bullets and ejects

them out of this hole through the ignition of a

sulfur-based compound."

"Say no more!" He held up a hand. "My head

spins. This compound sounds similar to that used

by Eastern tricksters in my day. I insist you demon-

strate it. Holger and I must become acquainted with

your modern methods of dealing death."

We went outside into morning's cool caress.

Dew painted our feet as I cast about for a target.

Hanging on an identical hut that faced Arthur's

across the path was a canvas-covered triangular

shield. I took the recommended stance and leveled

my pistol at this convenient target.

"Watch the shield," I directed to Arthur. I fired

a single 9mm slug dead center. Canvas exploded
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and the force of my shot shivered the shield from

its hanger and it clattered groundward. Holger

rushed forward and picked it up. With a look of

amazement on his face, he brought it to us. A crack

showed in the soft medieval iron and a hole marked

where my bullet had penetrated clear through.

"A deadly weapon," Holger commented. "Chain-

mail would do little to stop this. It is more powerful

than a bow shaft. We are like two rotten oaks before

a new axe, my Roman companion."

"Don your shroud later, if you have any material

left from sail-making," Arthur told him. "Come, Rex,

let us leave this funeral."

We set off northward. Arthur was not a huge

man, as one might expect. His dark features be-

trayed his Romano-British ancestry. Caledwich

hung at his side, its glow faded in morning's bright-

ness. He wore his Roman-style breastplate over his

tunic, a helm of plain iron upon his head. What was

fact, and what was fantasy?

The valley's sides steepened and pressed in

until soon we were traveled in a narrow defile. We

marched in a deep, cool gloom. Not long afterward

our way opened. Before us stood Morgana's house.

It was made of dark wood, real glass in its empty,

staring windows. It was a tall building and looked

very modern to me. I half expected to see a televi-

sion antenna sprouting from its scallop-shingled

roof. I paused, one hand resting on the chimney's

neat brickwork.

"Morgana has left before?" I asked.

"Oh, yes, on occasion," Arthur replied.

"For long?"
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"Who knows on this island—I mean, 1400 years

in as many days! Let us go in. If there is any clue

about Morgana's magic or Myrddin's whereabouts,

it is within."

The door was of a single wooden slab, incised

with strange runes and symbols. I knew nothing of

sorcery. The closest thing to magic I came was

reading my horoscope in the paper. There was a

latch, simple and rough, smithed from brass. I

turned it, and the door slid open silently. I held my

pistol before me. Inside, all was dark, save for some

glimmers from metal and glass, and humps of things

unidentifiable. I took a single step forward.

"We should have brought a torch," I com-

mented. "It's black as—" I was cut off in midsent-

ence as a heavy weight fell upon me. I crashed to

my knees. Hands with steely fingers encircled my

throat. I gasped, my free hand grasped a naked

body, cold and rubbery. I brought my pistol up,

firing it twice into my attacker's form. I knew I had

not missed, but the slugs had no effect. An inexora-

ble pressure on my windpipe left my head ringing.

Suddenly, my eyes were dazzled with light. Arthur

had stepped in with Caledwich drawn. The pressure

on my throat vanished as the thing on my back

slithered off me. I shook my head, gulping in air and

rubbing my throat.

In Caledwich's harsh blue light, I saw an impos-

sible creature. Oh, I'd seen pictures of it but never

took them for representations of a true being. The

thing before me was about four feet tall, slender and

bony, but supernaturally strong. Its fingers and toes

were long and tipped with wicked claws. Its flesh
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was a slate color, and looked like an eel's skin. The

head was inhuman—narrow with a beaked snout,

lurid yellow snake eyes and membranous ears—and

above its ridged brow protruded little horns no

bigger than thimbles.

"So," hissed Arthur, "a guard demon."

"I-I shot it twice," I croaked.

"If your weapon cannot touch it, a special

defense must be needed. It fears my blade right

enough, though. Speak, demon, or I shall lay you

open!"

"Forgive me, lord Arthur," it pleaded, voice

creaking and growling. "My mistress bade me

defend this house against all who might come."

"Where has she gone?" Arthur demanded.

"To the continent, lord. She wished to delve

into the affairs of men. They are killing themselves

in copious amounts and she wishes to see what fate

is blown along the winds."

I had regained my senses enough to get to my

feet and approach this newly-defined demon. I

stared in wonder at its unmarked bluish underbelly.

I looked into its dull, ophidian eyes, searching for

some sign of humanness. I'm not sure what I was

really after, maybe a zipper in that sealskin hide.

"I shot you at close range," I stumbled, unsure

if he knew about guns. "What—what happened? You

didn't flinch a bit."

"Your strange weapon cannot harm me," it

sneered, breath like a rotten skunk's effluvium.

"This is what it fears!" Arthur roared, holding

forth Caledwich so that its glare turned the beast a

sickly color. "The pure taste of cold iron, right,
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Hell-born? Shall I lay it 'crost your back to show my

friend?"

At this, it shrank visibly into a fetal position of

terror against that blinding glow. "No!" it shrieked.

"You are right! Do not burn me with your magic

iron! What do you want of me?"

"Where is Myrddin?" Arthur demanded.

"I know not!" it blubbered.

"Speak! All these years you have waited here

as watchdog to Morgana! You must have heard of

his whereabouts!"

"Armorica! Please don't hurt me! Armorica! In

the Hills! Forest of Broceliande!"

"I know little of where he speaks," Arthur

admitted to me. "I have never been there."

"Nor I, my lord," I returned.

"Well, we must go there. How he is imprisoned

or how we shall free him is yet to be determined.

Let us search this house."

"I cannot allow it," groaned the demon. "My

mistress will be furious! I—I—" He fell silent as

Arthur's pulsing blade hovered over him. "Do what

you will then!" he squalled.

We examined the room—so full of clutter it

was almost impossible to walk about. Books from

every age littered the room, from ancient scrolls to

a paperback copy of dear Mr. T. H. White's "Once

and Future King . I shuddered at the realization that

Morgana traveled among us mortals, plying her

sorceries long after we had ceased to believe in

them. Row after row of shelves lined three walls,

filled with jars, flasks and canisters. Curious devices

defying description were scattered about, but that
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wall without shelves fascinated me. A huge oil

painting hung there, surrounded by an intricately

carved heavy gilt frame. I stepped toward it, craning

my neck to examine it as it was hung above the

stone fireplace. Its style was of an earlier time,

colors more muted and less pure. It was a painting

of a woman, and I cannot fully describe her with any

hope of doing her beauty justice. Her pale ivory

skin stood out starkly against her cowl of deep,

black hair. Thickly layered pigment gave her flesh

a shiny, hard look. Her eyes were green, shining

and glittering like faceted emeralds. The artist had

highlighted her night-black hair with blues and

whites, and jewels lay clustered below her ears and

in her throat's salmon pink shadows. One perfect,

slender hand rested upon her full, deep breast,

fragile and ghostlike against the purplish velvet of

her gown. Almond shaped nails tipped her long

fingers, and finely worked rings banded most of

them. Behind her, the artist had depicted a stark

wasteland devoid of life, ruled by a bloated moon

which gave that dead landscape a silvery tinge. Her

beauty was that of a still, winter's night—cold and

deadly.

Arthur's voice at my back broke the spell she

subtly cast upon me. "Morgana is indeed beautiful,"

he observed. "She seems never to age, while I

would spot a new gray hair upon every glance at the

mirror."

As he drew close, Caledwich's light made the

painting bleach, glare obscuring its details. That

light glistened against a small brass nameplate

previously unnoted by me, obviously installed at a
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date later than the painting. Its inscription burned

into my memory however, as I read: "From my old

friend, Leonardo da Vinci."

At my vision's periphery, I saw a blur of slate-

gray. The demon moved toward the door and

certain escape. Like a panther, Arthur was upon it,

Caledwich drawn back to strike. "You give me clear

conscience, demon," Arthur growled. "I could not

search for Myrddin in peace with you babbling to

Morgana of my whereabouts. I am but a soldier,

first and last; and I do what I must to ensure suc-

cess."

Caledwich whirled in a terrible blue arc, and the

demon's misshapen head flew from its shoulders,

leaking a milky whitish fluid. Its body twitched

spasmodically once and lay still. Arthur examined

Caledwich. The demon's fluid sizzled and evapo-

rated in a noxious steam that made our noses

crinkle.

"Faugh!" rasped Arthur. "Nothing smells worse

than demon blood."

CHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER EIGHT

A light breeze whipped little wavelets on the

ocean as we our boat. It lay overturned where we

had dragged it, now covered with a coating of fine

sand blown up by wind. The blackened aureole of

our campfire remained, along with some new

marks. A chill ran up me as I looked at platter-sized

tracks that one of the great dragons must certainly

have left in its search for us.

"Let's not tarry," I told my companions.
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Holger and Peder unrolled the bundle they had

prepared during Arthur's and my visit to Morgana's

hideaway. Our two Danes had not only put together

a sail but carved a mast of solid English oak. With

nylon cord from our boat, we attached our mast

tight as we could against the boat's middle seat.

Then we unfurled the sail. An uglier conglomeration

of woven fiber I had never seen before. It was a

patchwork of cloaks and blankets, sewn with thick

string into a rough square about eight feet each

way. With our remaining rope we lashed it to the

mast's crosspiece.

"Not half bad," Arthur commented.

"Well, I am a sailor," explained Peder, trying to

look offended. His grin, however, got in the way.

"I am not," spoke up Holger, "so I am proud!

The sea is in the blood of every Dane but my

training was in the horse and sword."

Arthur shrugged. "Come, let us push off so that

these worthy seamen can take us to the Gaulish

coast. How I wish it were my beloved Britannia."

"Beware, Arthur!" Holger cautioned. "There is

an old saying about making a wish—you never

know when it might come true!"

We shoved off and our sail worked, after a

fashion. I let Peder handle it since he claimed to

have done quite a bit of plying about the Frisian

islands. The noonday sun was bright and we had

good visibility. We tacked around the island's north

end. This side had a large cliff face. I knew that

opposite that sheer expanse of granite was Morga-

na's lair. As we turned our ship eastward, a shrill,

familiar whistle ripped the air. Peder took one hand
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from the taut nylon to point.

"There!" he cried. "On the cliff—both of them

this time!" His out-thrust finger led my eyes to that

stark cliff.

The white dragon's humped, bleached form

suddenly reared up, fore paws waving as its snaky

head struck again and again at an unseen target.

Then, a second dragon was revealed, surging up to

meet the darting assault of its antagonist. What a

monster! The second dragon was indeed a beautiful,

though terrible creature. It was fully as large as the

other, coated with bright, almost glowing, copper-

red scales. The two reptiles crashed into each

other, locked in a titanic struggle. Dust and pieces

of vegetation began to fly as the two combatants

fought and shrieked along sheer rock.

"I have seen them fight before," Arthur com-

mented, "but never like this. This time it is to be to

the finish."

Red dragon against white—suddenly my mind

clicked. This was a struggle that had taken place

before. "The dragons of Vortigern's tower!" I ex-

claimed. "Not yet. There is a legend, written down

by Geoffrey of Monmouth about a ruler named

Vortigern, which means Overking. He built a tower

upon Snowdon hill in Wales, but every night, the

tower would collapse. He was told by his magicians

that the tower was cursed. Only by the sacrifice of

a boy who had no father could the curse be lifted."

"A boy with no father! What rubbish!" Peder

snorted.

I raised my eyebrows and motioned toward the

reptilian wrestling match. I continued. "A search
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was executed. A boy was found. His mother was a

nun, who had been seduced by an incubus—a

demon—and she conceived. The boy's name was

Ambrose."

"Ambrose? Like in Merlin Ambrosius?"

"You catch on."

"Obviously, the boy was not sacrificed."

"Exactly. He prophesied to Vortigern, saying

that the Overking should dig up the tower's founda-

tion. Vortigern had this done, and found a secret lair

where two dragons fought by a pool. One was red,

the other white. The red drove the white almost to

the edge of the pool. Then, the white rallied and

drove off the red. The boy Ambrose prophesied that

this battle represented the struggle between the

Saxons, who were symbolized by the white dragon,

and the Britons, who were symbolized by the red

dragon."

"Of course, Yank, it came true. I mean, the

Britons were driven out from most of England. That

doesn't explain why the damned things are here."

Peder winced. We were interrupted by shrill,

gurgling shrieks as the beasts fought.

"Perhaps," I continued, "they are a sign, a

manifestation if you will, of a struggle that is, or will

soon be, taking place."

"You mean this war with the Russians? They

aren't Saxons!"

"True," I mused. "I'm not Merlin so don't expect

me to prophesy like him. I'm sure it's some mani-

festation—some portent—like the glowing swords

and the white hart."

Blood flew in brick-red globs as the two drag-
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ons battled. The wind picked up and we slowly

pulled away from Avalon. Arthur, I noticed, was

expressing no interest in the conflict. His face was

set eastward, his brows a hard line as he peered out

to sea, as if searching for a coast that was long out

of reach. The two battling reptiles looked like

miniatures as they began to dwindle away. Soon, I

could not make out which dragon was which. The

wind fell abruptly, and across that vast rolling

surface came a single, bloodcurdling howl. I could

make out one of the ant-like figures tumbling down

the sheer cliff to plunge into the ocean.

"One was vanquished!" Peder exclaimed,

squinting westward. "Which one?"

"I don't know," I told him. "It was too far away."

"Damned quilt of a sail! Come!"

He turned to struggle with our patchwork sail

as the wind picked up again, driving us eastward.

Arthur sat opposite me as the boat began to sway.

His face looked troubled.

"What is wrong, my lord?" I inquired.

"Is the ocean always so rough?" he demanded.

I looked briefly at what few small whitecaps

there were in disbelief. Could it be that Arthur was

not familiar with traveling by sea? "I expect it will

get rougher, Arthur," I replied. "Are you feeling ill?"

"No—of course not!" He averted his face, which

was beginning to pale.

"Well, if you do feel ill, merely place your head

between your knees—"

"What?" he roared. "It would be unseemly for a

man to act thus. I merely need a diversion to pass

the time. This Saxon dialect of yours, is it com-
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monly spoken?"

"Yes, my lord. It is the standard language of

England—er, Britannia, and America."

"Then, you must teach it to me. Holger and I

have swapped all the language we know, so now I

must learn again the tongue of my land."

"Fine. I would be happy to begin—my lord!

Watch your helmet!" I managed to catch Arthur's

Roman-style helmet before it slipped overboard as

he hung his head over the gunwale to retch. Talk

about unseemly!

Holger managed a barking laugh. "Ho, you

British landsman! You have not the stomach of a

man born to the sea like a Dane, eh, Peder?" He

spoke in Latin. Peder only nodded at his name

being mentioned.

Arthur groaned from the gunwale. "When I get

my feet on dry land, we'll see who has a stomach

left!" He resumed retching, and Holger put a rough

hand very gently on Arthur's heaving shoulders.

Time did pass, however, filled in just as Arthur

wished, in language tutelage. I taught both Arthur

and Holger rudimentary English. Each had certain

advantages. Arthur knew some Saxon, while Holger

spoke several Germanic tongues, plus having Peder

to help. Of course, Peder had some problems of his

own with Holger's archaic Danish. Good weather

held for three days, and we sailed steadily. Arthur

gradually overcame his seasickness, but ate very

little. I felt we traveled in the hollow of God's hand

and that any second He would drop us. We felt land

must be close on the fourth day because land birds

had increased in number. We anticipated seeing the
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French coast any second.

From eastward, purplish clouds boiled up,

expanding and scudding toward us. Peder sniffed

the air with a frown. "Smell the ozone?" he re-

marked. "Storm coming up for sure, by damn!"

Arthur was like an eagle, perched in the bow.

Suddenly, his studded glove stabbed forth.

"Land!" he cried. "The Gaulish coast!"

"You hope," countered Peder. "The weather

will reach us before we reach land. Shuck all that

mail, my friends!"

"But we need it to fight!" roared Holger into

the rising wind.

"You can't swim in it!" Peder seethed. "Yank,

distribute the life vests!"

I broke out our supply of orange vests and

showed Arthur and Holger how to don them.

The clouds were now big and ugly with whitish,

phosphorescent fringes. We stared grimly as swells

increased in size. Arthur began to look a bit green,

but his jaw was set. Then, thunder pealed and vivid

forks of lightning stabbed down. A sudden chill not

related to the weather went through me. Rain

began to fall in big heavy drops that stung when

they hit. We seemed to be in a coastal current and

were heading closer to the obscured shore. Our

boat began to fill with water from both rain and sea,

so Peder found a couple of plastic containers in the

bow. Arthur and Holgar joined me in bailing with

one while holding on for dear life with the other.

After about two hours the rain stopped abruptly

and we were on an endless roller coaster of wave as

winds shrilled through the rigging. Then, eastward,
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the luminous thunder heads brightened in curious

eddy. A shape slowly formed into a human image

dressed in a flowing gown. A female shape was

delineated. Long hair billowed out and her slender

arms swept back like wings. Her beautiful, terrible

face shone forth, and I recognized it.

"Morgana . . ." I whispered.

"Her wrath has an awful manifestation, eh?"

Arthur commented. "Oh, Morgana, you wonderful

creature! How happy we might once have been.

Even after I met Gwenhyfar—I would have broken

our betrothal, but not after what you did—not after

you paraded Medraut, and demanded he be heir. My

poor Gwenhyfar, what she went through—the

shame. For that, I may never forgive you, no matter

how much sorcery you expend to keep me young."

Peder began to shake visibly as he stared slack-

mouthed at the swirling vision. "Is that her? The

Morgan la Fay? The one who called up sea-goblins

to carry you to Avalon, Holger?"

"I don't think it's her," Holger decided. "Just a

vision—not real."

"A projected image, I think," I injected. "I'm still

not sure how much of this magical business I

believe in, but you can't deny your eyes, unless we

are all subject to mass hallucination."

"I don't even know what that is," groused

Arthur.

"Seeing things, my lord. But we are all seeing

the same thing—the sorceress Morgana. She has

called up the weather, and not a healthy rain, most

likely."

"From the east," gulped Peder. "Full of fallout.
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Should we worry, Yank?"

"No, I shouldn't think so. Nobody's used a nuke

in over a year, so the level should be tolerable.

Besides, most of it will be washed off, anyway.

What a waste."

I turned to the clean, cold wind. "The ashes of

20 million Germans and over a million Americans,

Poles, British, French, and Russian troops, plus a

few other allies, not to mention all the cities that

were destroyed between Berlin and Frankfurt. A

band of wasteland from Rostock to Innsbruck—500

miles of pulverized, filthy land—gray chewed earth

like so much glistening graphite—where nothing

grows—argh!"

I stared up into that bright, awful image, and

found it to be thinning, softening.

"I think we shall make it," opined Holger.

"Morgana magicked this storm from afar, and it

must strain her to maintain it from where she is."

"How does she do it?" Peder demanded. "Her

spells, I mean? Where does she get the ability?"

"I could not tell you," admitted Holger. "Even in

the late 700's, she was a marvel. So much so that

the churchmen would allow no written record of

her. Since they were virtually the only ones who

could write, they could exclude anything they like

in their histories."

"Even in my time it was so," broke in Arthur,

half in English, half in Latin. "The church tried to

suppress the old beliefs, to make the old gods into

demons—Lugh Lamfada of the long hand into Hell's

gatekeeper; Gwyn, son of Nudd into the huntsman

from Hell—Ha!"
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"Some even say the huntsman is you, my lord,"

I said.

"Har! Me? What a laugh!" Seldom had I seen

Arthur even smile, and his dark face split into such

a grimace now and it was frightening. "A fat lot of

hunting I've been doing on Avalon. The church is

something I love, and blessed Jesu I adore, but

some of those anointed who keep his earthly affairs

leave a great deal to be desired."

At this expression of faith, the image broke up

and blue skies showed through, making the waves

sparkle. Then came a rainbow, and the day became

so cheery that I expected to hear a chorus. That

rainbow did provide a morale boost, and we put up

our sail and made for land. The sun was just over

our shoulders as we faced this new land—new

because none of us had set foot on it prior.

"My good friend Roland was governor of the

Breton marches," Holger explained, "but he never

set foot beyond Nantes. Even Charlemagne was

afraid to stick his nose into that wild country.

Roland found it better to fight a thousand Saracens

than ten Bretons. In the end 'twas those traitorous

Basques that did him in. Perhaps he should have

given them more booty. The Basques have always

been for themselves, anyway. You could march

through their land, but you could never conquer it."

The Brittany coast (if, indeed, it was) became

clearer and clearer in the lowering sun. It was bleak

and jagged, limned over with huge clumps of kelp.

Here and there amongst the granite chunks were

pillars of smoke.

"They burn kelp here, to get iodine," Peder
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commented. "I read that—or studied it in school.

They've been doing it for decades."

We passed south of a large island, and the wind

died with sunset, taking us through some barrier

reefs and islets that seemed to be part of a circle

which included a long peninsula.

"Any idea where we are?" I asked Peder.

"Just a guess," he replied. "I'd say we passed

Belle-Ile—that was the island. We are on the

southern coast of Brittany, below l'Orient. That's if

I'm right. I can see a town. All other things consid-

ered, we should make for it."

The town had a small dock area beside a nice

beach. Most of the boats looked to be in port and

nobody was about. In fact, the entire town seemed

deserted as we peered into deepening gloom. Peder

tied our boat at a sturdy wharf while our living

legends donned armor and weapons. I, too, fished

my pistol from the bow compartment. Up from the

beach we found good, paved roads paralleling the

coast. I read a road sign.

"Avenue des Menhirs. Going inland, the Ave-

nue des Druides. Looks like we're in the right town.

I remember reading about some Celtic ruins on the

Brittany coast, but my memory's vague."

We followed Avenue des Druides inland, until

we came to the center of town. To the right was a

raised area. All was dark, nobody on the streets. We

saw some lights at the mound and decided to

investigate. Arthur and Holger kept their swords

sheathed, lest their glow betray our presence. On

the mound were some restaurants and hotels

ringing a spectacular display of Celtic dolmens.
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These huge upthrust stones stood stark against a

purple sky, mute testimony to the past.

"This is a place of power," rasped Arthur. "I

have heard of this place. It is the temple of Carnac."

"Carnac! Of course. It was here they changed

the stag-horned god Kernunnos into good Saint

Corneille. It is said that Saint Corneille was pursued

and turned his followers into these menhir stones.

To this day they are called Soudar Sant Kornely, or

the Soldiers of Saint Corneille. The old Breton

name for Carnac was Kerreg, or Stone Town. I read

about this place in a book by Markale on Celtic

civilization."

We were in front of an imposing structure

whose sign indicated it was a museum of some sort.

We stood for some time viewing the dolmens when

Peder clutched my arm and pointed down the

mound.

"Look!" he hissed. "A light."

Indeed, a short, yellow shaft was bobbing up

the hill. I heard voices, sharp and guttural.

"Who are they?" I whispered. "Townspeople?"

"No!" snarled Peder. "Russians."

CHAPTER NINECHAPTER NINECHAPTER NINECHAPTER NINE

Russians! Now, this was an enemy I could fight,

not demons and witches. I squinted down the curve

of earth. Five, it seemed, with only one light in use.

They advanced in a single line, toward the museum

at our backs.

"Behind those dolmens," hissed Arthur, point-

ing. "Holger, get close to them without making
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noise. Rex, you wait near this building. Now, Hol-

ger, you must get the first one, and quickly, so that

we can rush in. Peder, you will fight with me. Can

you use that knife?"

"Yes, against them," he murmured, stiffening

visibly. "Let's go."

"My lord," I cautioned, "they have guns, bigger

than mine, that can expend bullets much faster. You

must surprise them."

"I will, Rex, I will," he winked, eyes reflecting

little lights from the museum's roof.

Moving lithely and carefully to muffle their

clinking accouterments, my companions drifted into

darkness, leaving me hunkered down against the

mound's damp earth. The night air was chill. I

shivered as moisture soaked my khakis. Rough

voices came closer, and I could hear boots scraping.

Behind their light I could just make them out in

coarse uniforms. They were no more than a dozen

yards away when I heard a leonine roar and the

thunk of a heavy blow. There was a shriek, then

confused voices babbling. I got up on one knee

then, and pointed my automatic at the fellow hold-

ing the light. I fired off two rounds right above his

flash and he grunted, light tumbling from his hand

to lie pointing at its owner.

The Russian had an officer's hat on, and a big

pistol in his right hand. He never fired it, though,

because I had put those two slugs right in his chest.

I could see wet stains there as he fell into a heap.

His light showed the others, too. They had brought

up their assault rifles, old AK-47's I noticed, to a

ready position, trying to fan out. Holger was the
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source of their problem, as he flung the fifth man's

twitching body from him. Cortana blazed in his

hand, and I could see that the Russians couldn't

make out what kind of thing stood before them.

They hadn't turned to look at me, yet.

Then, Arthur thundered from the gloom,

drawing forth Caledwich. Behind him was Peder,

murder etched on his face. The leftmost soldier

fired off a single shot, which spanged off Arthur's

shield obliquely, then tried to put his bayonet in

Arthur's face. Arthur shivered the AK-47 to pieces

as he lashed out with Caledwich, slashing its tip

along the soldier's face until he buried it into his

man's collarbone with a crunch. Peder closed with

another, slapping aside his jabbing rifle. Peder

drove up with his knife into the Russian's stomach

and up to his sternum.

The last Russian threw down his rifle and put

his hands up so straight, his uniform sleeves slipped

down to his elbows. I snatched up the flashlight and

jabbed it at his face. It was broad and oblate, pale

with a long rubbery nose and muddy eyes. His thin

lips were working over flat teeth as he shivered.

Our prisoner had no sidearm, but I snatched a knife

from his belt and stuck it in mine. Sweat was

dribbling from under his wool cap, tinting his brown

hair dark.

"Speak English, friend?" I demanded.

"N-nyet," he stammered.

"Wait, Yank," Peder said as he jerked his knife

from his kill and wiped it on the green coat. "Re-

member, I'm the SIGINT man. I've got to know

Russian to do that. Let me talk to him."
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"Find out what he's doing here," I requested.

"Last I heard, the Soviets were barely past Com-

peigne and Lyon. Even Rommel didn't flash through

France that fast."

While Peder interrogated our prisoner I gath-

ered up fallen weapons. Arthur had ruined one, so

I popped its curved magazine from its coupling. I

checked it. Two brass bound shells fell out. Hmmm.

I thought it was awfully unusual for a man to go on

patrol with an empty clip. I went along to the next

rifle and buttoned out is magazine, too. Only, three

shells there. The remaining two were similar

stories. I loaded one AK-47 and gave the Russian

pistol to Peder as he reported.

"Claims to be a Sergeant Ivanovo of the 116th

Motor Rifle Division, 4th Guards Tank Army. Says

he's been on occupation duty here for seven

months."

"That's crazy!" I snorted. "They weren't out of

Germany seven months ago. Arthur—hold your

brand next to our chum here."

"Chum?" Arthur queried.

"This is one of our Mongol friends—no, I guess

he's more likely descended from Rurik and his

Norse nomads. If he doesn't spill, bleed him."

Arthur menaced the Soviet with his blade. The

sergeant's eyes blossomed and he began to splutter

in Russian.

"He says he's telling the truth," Peder trans-

lated. "He also says that he's a Ukrainian and no

communist. He further says that he can tell us

where his division headquarters is located."

"Can he get us some ammo?" I asked. Peder
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translated. The Russian lost his fear somewhat and

put on some bluster.

"He says that everybody knows ammunition is

rationed on both sides until the factories can be

converted from oil to coal," Peder informed me.

"Hmmm. The energy crunch is spreading. Ask

him if there are any more troops in town."

The Soviet claimed that the nearest troops

were at Auray, a little north of us. There, he con-

fided, was his divisional headquarters. This Ivanovo

was fast becoming a veritable fountain of informa-

tion, rattling on cheerily about postings of the 33rd

Motor Rifle Division at Brest, and 8th Tank Divi-

sion at Rennes.

I drew Arthur aside while Holger held our

prisoner. Peder continued to question him, but with

less urgency. "My lord," I began, finding a bench to

sit on and waving a hand for him to join, "the en-

emy's testimony, while informative, is confusing."

Arthur threw back his cloak to avoid sitting on

it and plopped down beside me. "What do you

mean? Has he misled you? Let Holger have him!

He learned some nasty tricks from his Frankish

masters. We'll find the truth amongst his lies!"

"No, no," I countered, shoving out my hands for

emphasis. "He's honest. Caledwich is better than

truth serum."

"Truth serum?"

"A potion for loosening the tongue. At any rate,

things have occurred here that would take months

normally. But, I've only been incommunicado for a

week."

"The spell of Faerie," Arthur murmured.
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"Eh?" I blinked.

"The time twisting spell. Morgana wove it over

the entire of Avalon. She learned it from Myrddin,

who in turn had learned it from the Summer People,

those fast-vanishing hill wizards of Gwynedd and

Powys."

"But, the senses-fooling spell that cloaked

Avalon from sight wore thin."

"Yea, verily. But 'twould seem, friend Rex, that

the slowing of time must have been much more

powerful, or was based on some powerful object."

"Such as?"

"Oh, many objects have power. These stones

about us focused the power of old before any of us

were born. Caledwich and Cortana are such, for

they burn with their magics. Thus was the cauldron

of Britain, as well."

"Hmmm. I see. You mean, Morgana could have

used the object to amplify her spell?"

"Just so."

I envisioned Morgana speaking into a bullhorn,

with her spell blasting forth in old Celtic. Yes,

magic must have its logic, just as science did. Magic

must also have its limits, just like the laws of

science. Merlin could explain it, no doubt. Of

course, I probably couldn't understand what he was

talking about. I wondered if this ignorance, or

disbelief, of magic, had something to do with its

decline. Perhaps as physical things became a more

exact science, and the church suppressed magical

knowledge as heresy, magical things fell into

disuse. I turned back to Arthur.

"We must find out when we are," I advised. "Let
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us find some townspeople."

"Look ye," he pointed at the town. "I think they

will find us."

A few lights were popping on below us. Torch-

es were waving up the mound from village-ward.

Without electricity or batteries the populace would

return to simpler ways. A cluster of people filtered

between the fanglike dolmens toward us.

"Bind the prisoner!" bellowed Arthur to Holger

as he heaved upward. Caledwich whirled comet-like

as Arthur moved to join him. I followed, perplexed.

"What is wrong, my lord?" I demanded.

"How do we know these townspeople will not

feather us with arrows, or gut us with bill-hooks? I

made the mistake of trusting blindly over fourteen

centuries ago. O Medraut! O generation of vipers!

You beguiling little changeling! I made you Comes

Littori Saxonici, Count of the Saxon shore, and you

made alliance with that foul scum! Medraut, my

son, how could you? Did you hate me so? Oh,

Uffern burn you! Come, Rex, keep that 'gun' ready.

Do you speak their tongue?"

"Peder does, I think. My knowledge is rusty.

Besides, if they're true Bretons, you should be able

to understand them. They say that even today the

Welsh and Bretons can communicate perfectly."

"We are about to learn that. A leader seems to

have been chosen."

From the growing crowd a tall, thin man e-

merged. He was expensively dressed, with glitter-

ing cufflinks and chains about his neck. I surmised

that he had been collaborating with the Soviets to

be allowed to retain such finery. His black hair was
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combed back severely and pomaded so heavily that

he looked freshly tarred. An almost comic pencil

mustache delineated his twisty upper lip. Behind

him was a fat guy in a blazer and ascot. Uncertain

light made him look pale and greasy. The crowd's

center seemed to represent business interests,

while the wings looked to be farmers and working-

men. The slick fellow with the chains looked ask-

ance at Arthur and Holger, then turned to me, since

I was in my Navy regs. He spouted off some

French, too fast to translate. I looked at Peder. He

gave me a smile, nice and broad, so I could tell what

he thought of this fellow.

"This skinny individual runs the hotel Diana,"

Peder explained. "He's rather unhappy we killed

these Soviets. He fears reprisals, I guess."

I pondered. "Can't blame him."

"Coward," rumbled Arthur. "We are here to

help. Is he too scared to fight his oppressors?"

"Who knows? He doesn't look too oppressed.

Gold means the same in any century. Let me try my

hand." I dug up my rusty French, beginning clum-

sily. "Look here, monsieur, we are on the same

side. We mean you no trouble."

"That is good," the man sneered from beneath

his quivering rattail mustaches.

"We would merely like a place for the night and

some food, then we'll be gone."

His tone was as unyielding as his obsidian-chip

eyes. "We have little enough for ourselves. As for

rooms, we have none."

"No, you lie, pig," came a voice from the back.

A tall man elbowed his way forward, and stood
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eye to eye with the hotelier. This new person was

dressed in working clothes, whipcord shirt and

denim overalls. A black felt hat topped his bronze

hair, but it was the honed, business end of a four-

tined pitchfork he held in his work-hardend hands

that drew my attention. "What are you telling this

man?" the newcomer demanded. "We have food—

for friends—and your hotel is empty, especially now

that your Soviet cronies are dead."

"But, the Russians will be angry," the hotelier

whined. "They will burn our town."

"My town!" roared the farmer. His broad jaw

jutted forth as his steel-gray eyes widened beneath

bushy copper brows. "My town! You are no Breton!

I know you. Collaborator! These are our allies. We

will help them."

"My thanks," I told him. "I am Rex Williams.

You must excuse my French."

"Tut-tut," the farmer replied. "It is not my

native tongue, either. I am Jacques Arnaud."

"I am happy for your intervention." I took the

huge blunt-fingered hand when he offered it. "These

are my companions: Peder Jarlsen of the Danish

Navy, Holger Danske, and Arthur, Duke of Britain."

"A duke? Hah!" grunted the hotelier. "What

would a duke be doing here?"

Arthur said something to the hotelier, but it

was in Cymric, I think, and I knew none of it.

Jacques Arnaud's eyes flashed like flint against steel

as Arthur spoke, and began to spew out a similar

language. Soon, the two were jabbering like lost

cousins. I turned to Peder.

"I always heard the Britons and Bretons could
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communicate. Now, I'm sure. Well, it looks like

we're back in the war. How do we find Merlin in the

middle of an occupied country?"

"I'm sure our paragons will see us through,"

Peder remarked. "What about the prisoner?"

"We'll keep him with us, I guess. Let's see if we

can parlay a place to sleep." I turned to Jacques,

saying in French: "I hate to interrupt your conversa-

tion, but we need to get some sleep so that we can

plan for the future."

"Of course!" agreed Jacques. "You will stay at

my house. The hotel has rats." He gave the hotelier

a stern look before continuing. "Now, first, we must

dispose of this garbage." He turned to some other

farmers who were eying the merchants with dis-

gust. "You, and you, get a cart and oxen, weight

these bodies, and dump them in the harbor. And

you, Paul, take your brother and watch monsieur le

collaborateur. They would sell us all for a few

centimes. Now, my friends, follow me."

We did so, passing through town and eastward

until we were in the rolling Breton countryside.

Jacques drew close to me. "You know," he said,

"that duke of yours, I believe he thinks he is King

Arthur."

"It helps his courage," I confided. "Humor him,

please. It keeps him tractable."

"His costume, though odd, is practical. Ammu-

nition seems to be short. The Soviets rarely shoot.

They use the bayonet. The other man, Holger—he

is, how to say it politely, eccentric as well?"

"Yes, Jacques, but he is better humored."

We were led down a rural lane to a large pictur-
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esque farmhouse. Paint was peeling, but it did not

seem in deliberate disrepair. A few horses were

clustered by spacious stables, and I could see

humps marking other buildings in the glow of

Jacques' handheld kerosene lamp. I noticed antique

carriage lamps burning at the farmhouse gate, as

well.*

"We make do in these days," Jacques explained.

"No gas for two years. No electricity for six months.

Filthy Soviet pigs! They take everything and feel up

our women on the streets. My sister cannot even

go outside. Let's go in and have a drop of wine to

help us sleep."

Inside, his house had that same homey warmth

that I found in old farmhouses back home in Mary-

land. How I wished that I was back there, driving

down Route 50 to Ocean City, past houses just like

this. Jacques escorted us through a large living

room full of heavy oak

furniture and into an

adjacent dining room. It

reminded me of a medi-

eval feasting hall, high

ceilinged with broad

beams traversing above

a long, darkly stained

table. Carved high-

backed chairs sur-

rounded the table, and

serpentine brass cande-

labra served a functional

as well as decorative

purpose.
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Blowing out a match with pouting coral-pink

lips, by the far candelabrum, was a simply dressed

but certainly striking young lady. At least I thought

she was striking. Her deep sienna-colored hair

tumbled over her narrow shoulders. Surprise round-

ed her soft, fair features, and slate-gray eyes were as

wide as those of a trapped deer. Her nose was short,

and pointed pertly. She held the match in a small

hand tipped with short, working-girl nails.

"Hello, Angelique," greeted Jacques. "I have

some guests for the night."

"Well, brother," she returned in a sparkling,

light tone, "you could have at least warned me that

it was a costume ball you had planned."

"Alas, no phone service. There was an unpleas-

antness in town. Our valiant communist liberators

met their match."

"I heard the shots. I thought perhaps it was an

uprising. I almost took a horse to come help."

"Ha! Help what? Those merchants? The Sovi-

ets claim to be helping the working class overthrow

the bourgeoisie. That philosophy goes out the

window when gold and loose women are involved."

"How was the market today?"

"Slow, as—I'll be damned! I left the money at

the booth! It'll be gone by morning."

"So will we," I injected.

"Ah!" he exclaimed. "Forgive me! This is my

younger sister, Angelique. She is my housekeeper,

and when desperate, my workmate."

"You lying dog!" she cried, smiling. "I do twice

the work he does! I can swing a scythe fast enough

to make you look like you stand still, you waddling
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turtle!"

I grinned, unable to take my eyes off her. How

beautiful she was! She was like a rose in spring's

warmth, so unlike the cold solstice loveliness of

Morgana. The company I kept gave me the capri-

ciousness to grasp her delicate hand and kiss it in

the best chivalric fashion.

"Dear lady!" I mumbled over her knuckle. "I am

Rex Williams, of the US Navy, and this is Peder

Jarlsen of the Danish fleet. Our armored fellows are

Duke Arthur of Britain and Holger Danske."

"Artus de Bretagne and Ogier le Danois?" she

queried. "Surely these are noms de guerre?"

"Er—yes," I averred. Jacques cut off my next

remark.

"Get our guests wine!" he ordered. "Be quick!

It is thirsty work, killing Soviets."

"Wine?" Holger barked. "I understand that

word!"

"What of our prisoner?" I reminded.

"Tie him to a chair," Jacques decided. "I sup-

pose he can have a drink, too."

Angelique returned with a pewter tray holding

a large decanter of purple liquid and some thick,

cut-glass goblets. We drank, and it was pretty good,

but I hardly noticed, because my mind was on

Jacques' entrancing sister. She was unlike any of the

girls back home. Not that Maryland didn't grow

some awfully cute girls, but there was something

different about her. I couldn't explain it then, and I

still can't. We talked until midnight, gaining from

our prisoner details of his headquarters in Auray—

the layout, security, etc.
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"Surely you aren't going there?" I asked Arthur.

"I want to see how this enemy operates," the

war duke replied. "We must know how a house is

constructed before we can demolish it."

"As you wish."

I did not sleep well that night.

CHAPTER TENCHAPTER TENCHAPTER TENCHAPTER TEN

I did sleep, however, and dreamt of floating

down a river through fields of waving grass. Black

clouds suddenly filled the pristine sky and the

thunder boomed out, calling my name. I rose up,

blinking, and immediately floundered in the volumi-

nous featherbed I had been assigned by Jacques

Arnaud. Standing at my bedside was the huge Dane,

Holger.

"Up, my Americanian friend, up!" he bellowed,

teeth showing like piano keys as he grinned. "Lord

Arthur wishes to be away. Jacques tells us it is six

miles to Auray, and we must have time to survey

the lay of the town and make plans before dark."

"Doesn't this take us away from our quest?" I

croaked, dry-mouthed from snoring.

"Well, if you were a soldier, instead of a sailor,

you would know about tactics. We are up against a

vastly superior force armed with weapons which

Arthur and I have only the vaguest notion. We are

heading inland in our quest. Jacques informs us that

Broceliande is not the wilderness it was in my day,

but still exists in a relatively untouched form near

a town called Paimpont. So, we will create some

confusion by striking at one place, then going to
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another. Besides, Auray lies along the road to

Paimpont. Now, bestir thyself! Our War Duke

awaits!"

I left the feather bed's spongy embrace and

cleaned up at an antique washstand. Ah! I inhaled

the lingering of sweetness of Angelique's perfume

as I dried myself with a towel. I dressed, frowning

at stains and tears that degraded my once crisp and

spotless uniform. How long had it been—a week, or

years—five years, so Jacques informed me? What

power did Morgana possess to send an entire island

out of the Einsteinian realm of relativity and into a

dimension where time had no meaning?

In the dining room, our prisoner Ivanovo

included, Angelique served from large china plates

mounded with thick bacon slabs and steaming fresh

bread. Holger and Arthur were experimenting on

huge fried eggs with forks, a simple, yet strange

new item for them. As I watched, they strove to see

which one could gather the largest fork full and stuff

it into their mouth.

Angelique turned as I approached. She favored

me with a bold smile.

"Looks like the privations of war haven't hit

here too hard," I commented.

"We hide as much as we can from the Soviets,"

Angelique explained. "This is a special occasion. It's

not often that heroes sit at our table."

"Well," began Arthur as the eating wore down,

"we must move on. Six miles must be covered

before dark."

"Drive that thought from your mind, your

grace," Jacques stated. "You must take my horses.
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They will get you there."

"I cannot accept this gift," Arthur said. "We are

little more than beggars without one piece of gold

between us."

"Did I say to pay?" Jacques demanded. "You will

take these horses to help to free our country. I shall

go with you."

"Good," agreed Angelique. "I shall pack some

clothes for us and plenty of food."

"Us?" Jacques' coppery eyebrows went together

like woolly caterpillars mating. "Who invited you,

little sister?"

"You are fighting for our freedom—I wish to

fight also. I can ride, and shoot your damn eyes out

at 300 meters!"

"What are meters?" asked Arthur, amused by

the exchange.

"A unit of measure," I explained. "The blade of

Caledwich is about a meter long."

"So," broke in Jacques, "you wish to fight, eh?

Then, go and get the stable hands to round up the

horses, and pack some food."

"You must help," she pointed out.

"I'll help," I volunteered. "I could use some

fresh air, anyway."

Getting up, I rushed after her. What a treat I

got watching her walk, hips swaying deliciously in

the simple cotton dress. We passed through a short

hallway and into the stone kitchen. It was cool and

bright, with carefully joined arches forming niches

for cupboards and counters. A huge cookstove

squatted against one wall, an imposing black mass

of cast iron with steel trim. Opposite, and to my
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left, was a sink with modern faucets beneath wide

double windows which looked out at the red stables.

"What a wonderful house this is," I commented.

"Everything in it seems to be an heirloom. The

faucets look quite incongruous."

"They are useless," Angelique said. "We have

had no water since the electricity was shut off.

Now, I must draw water from the well outside. No

fun in the snow. You will find some bags and some

containers under the sink. We must pack carefully.

There is little here, since we cannot store milk and

cheese for long."

I helped pack what perishables were stored in

the cool stone compartments near a powerless

refrigerator. There was a quantity of dried and

salted meat. Angelique led me to chicken coops

where we collected a few eggs, then filled water

bottles at the quaint, stone-lined well. We arranged

our supplies into as compact a form as possible,

then went to the stables, ringed generously by a

fence made of concrete posts with painted board

rails.

A couple of fellows in denims were cleaning out

these red, stone-foundation buildings. Angelique

gave them instructions to prepare seven horses.

They were beautiful animals, all Arabian stock and

well cared for. I stood leaning on one of the rails

watching Angelique.

"I am amazed," I told her. "What a beautiful

estate you have. I am surprised, also, that the

Soviets haven't taken your fine horses before now."

"Well, the Soviets are not as sly as the Boche

my grandfather used to tell us about," she replied,
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smiling foxily. "We were able to convince them that

we had but half the stock you see, and that we

needed them for plowing since our tractor lies

rusting in yonder shed." She nodded to another

structure. "So far, they haven't bothered to come

back."

"A lucky stroke for us."

"Do you ride?"

"I haven't since I was a boy. Hopefully it's like

riding a bicycle. Once you learn, you never forget."

"Yes," she agreed, a serious look settling upon

her exquisite features, "like sex."

I turned away to avoid her seeing the embar-

rassment coloring my face. Whatever the date, I

still believed in being modest about sexual frank-

ness. Underneath, I was yearning to demonstrate

that her statement was true. Maybe later, after we

were done with trying to die in a glorious manner.

We packed our horses equally, placing our

prisoner upon our seventh mount. By noon, all was

in readiness. Jacques left precise instructions to his

hands to the effect that if he and Angelique both

were killed, or they did not return in two years, the

farm was theirs. Some wished to go along, but

Arthur felt that the smaller our party, the less

noticeable. We set off cross-country until we came

upon the broad highway to Auray. It was well

paved, but in disrepair, as was everything else.

Arthur remarked that highway construction had

progressed mightily since his day, however highway

maintenance had not.

We traveled at a walk, expecting we would

reach Auray in a few hours. This enabled Peder and
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I to get some equestrian practice. Peder confessed

that he barely knew which end of the horse was

which. We were given two geldings, Angelique

taking the third, while the rest sat stallions, and sat

them well.

"How good it is to have a horse beneath me

again," breathed Arthur. "I feel like a new man.

What may we expect of these Soviets, Rex?"

"A tough, uphill fight, my lord," I commented.

"In the last great war, they stopped the Ger-

mans—er, Saxons and Thuringians—cold and

conquered half their country."

"Hmm, they can't be all bad if they beat the

Saxons. Are you sure we are on the correct side?"

"They did bomb Londinium and some other

places."

"Bomb Londuin?" queried Holger. "How?"

"With flying engines, Holger."

"How can we fight that which flies? If they use

such against us, we are doomed."

"Don't worry. If the fuel crunch hasn't grounded

the planes, then lack of spare parts did."

Ah, yes, I recalled, the strategic bombing

accord. After Nuke-week, when tactical nuclear

weapons were used with abandon, the Soviets had

attempted to cut off NATO's fuel resources by

capturing North Sea oil fields and using SS-21

intermediate range nuclear missiles on the Arabian

fields. The US retaliated by sending two squadrons

of B-1's to make Ploesti, Baku, and Tiflis into giant,

filthy torches. The President then got on the

Hotline to the Premier and threatened to take care

of some more refineries if a ban on nuclear weapons
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was not adhered to. The Premier agreed. Nukes

were out. There was a step-up in the use of chemi-

cal weapons. Also, in the fall of Wurzburg, a biologi-

cal plague of some sort wiped out the cities' defend-

ers, and, in a capricious turn of the wind, over four

thousand of the Soviets. Who could tell what bal-

ance of power now existed? My own country could

even be under the Eastern heel. No! I shoved that

thought from my mind. The world would have been

a cinder before that happened. Arthur called me to

awareness.

"These, er, guns," he began. "Holger and I must

learn their use. They seem more like a weapon for

foot levies, since they fire at a distance, but, until

we can raise a proper warband of horsemen, we

must make do."

I chuckled inwardly at the thought of cavalry

versus tanks and bade he and Holger draw close so

that I could explain the use of the AK-47 rifle I

carried. It was a sturdy weapon, though old, and

somewhat dated. Most front-line Soviet units used

the AKS-74, but lack of spare parts probably ac-

counted for these pieces being in use again. They

nodded at my instruction, but I dared not let them

use it, since I had but a dozen shells in the clip.

Jacques wielded a deer rifle, while Angelique

carried a Walther PPK. Two fowling pieces and

some knives were packed along, as well. I drew

abreast of Angelique after my gunnery lesson.

"Where did you get that pistol?" I asked.

"My grandfather was in the resistance. He

killed an SS officer and took his pistol. It is a nice,

little gun—not too heavy for me, but it will kill
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quickly. I bought some extra ammunition before the

war, and have kept it in shape, hidden with our

other guns."

She amazed me more and more. Beautiful,

skilled, well-read—she was too good to be true.

We rode through flat coastal terrain, with hills

rolling along to the north. Auray was a small town.

We skirted it, stopping on its western side, near a

road which Jacques assured us would carry us to

fabled Broceliande. We were on high ground, and

stopped to gain a vantage point beneath a spread of

shade tree which sheltered us from unfriendly eyes.

I demonstrated to Arthur the use of Jacques' Zeiss

binoculars, taken from that same SS officer who had

provided the Walther. Too bad he hadn't been

carrying a Tiger tank in his pocket, as well. Arthur

considered the field glasses fascinating.

"I wish I had these things at Badon Hill," the

war duke remarked. "I would have saved some

horsemen who died in reconnaissance of Oesc's and

Cerdic's rabble." Arthur's features darkened as he

reminisced. "Geraint was my sword brother under

Ambrosius—a Dumnonian prince, by Uffern! I made

him my first Count of the Saxon Shore. He did well

until he died at Llongborth. A renegade named

Bieda lured him in, saying but one longship had

landed when it was three—120 men, under Maegla.

Geraint had but half a century of horse. It was a

good fight until Bieda stuck his bodkin in Geraint's

neck. Maegla and Bieda—those vile bastards, paid

with their lives at Eburacum when Cerdic tried

landing in the Humbra estuary."

Arthur brought the eyepieces up and stared
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hard at the enemy's comings and goings.

Angelique put her hand on my arm. I tingled

there, and turned. She led me around the trunk of a

large tree, where she confronted me wide-eyed.

"That fellow frightens me. He talks about those old

places and battles like he was there."

"You in turn surprise me with your knowledge

of such things," I commented.

"Come now, we were some of the last holdouts

of Celtic culture. Arthur is as much a Breton hero

as a Welshman's. When the Britons fled to Brittany

after the Saxon invasion, they brought their tales of

Arthur and his heroes with them. But, this man,

this Arthur, I think he believes he is, indeed, that

Arthur of old."

"What if he were?"

"You think so, too? Then he has driven you mad

along with him."

"No, sweet Angelique. If I was driven mad, it

was not by Arthur." I smiled, trying not to think of

how scurvy I looked in my developing beard. Peder

was beginning to look like Holger's younger brother

in his facial herbage. "What matter how Arthur

thinks of himself, as long as he leads us well?"

"Let us hope he does not think me Gwenhyfar,

then," she snapped in false meanness. "I wouldn't

care to play that role."

"Let's get back and see what they've learned,"

I suggested. Arthur and Jacques were studying

diagrams they had etched in the dirt with twigs

while Peder and Holger looked on. "Well?" I asked.

"How do we storm them?"

"Don't be foolish, Rex," grunted Arthur, obvi-
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ously in no mood for levity. "There must be a

thousand footmen and nearly a dozen horse in that

town. I have not seen so huge a force since Cam-

lann. Bring your prisoner, Holger." He gestured at

the gregarious Ivanovo, who was tied upright in his

saddle. The disconsolate Ukrainian was thrust at

Arthur, who stared at him with ire before turning to

Peder for mediation.

"Where is the armory?" the War Duke de-

manded.

"The church," babbled Ivanovo.

"The church!" roared Arthur. "Godless wretch!

Would you debase the Lord's house?"

"Who would bomb a church? It is safe from the

soft-hearted westerners."

"Perhaps, but not from us," snarled Arthur.

"Remove this fox. He smells of rutting."

The sergeant was taken out of earshot and we

held council in the late afternoon sunshine.

"That church is not too deep within the town,"

explained Jacques. "Most of the troops are bar-

racked on the northern end. We must be in and out

rapidly if we are to cripple their fighting ability and

still escape."

"What are those rows of oblong things with the

wheels? Wagons?" Arthur demanded.

I squinted where he indicated, to see a cluster

of machines, like ranks of beetles spread outside

town. "They are designed to carry footsoldiers

safely to battle," I explained.

"Where are the horses to draw them stabled?"

"They are driven by engines, my lord. We need

not fear. The fuel required by the engines to propel
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them has dried up."

"Ha! That drought will serve us well. Let us

rest, friend Rex, for tonight we strike a blow for

Britannia!"

CHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER ELEVEN

I am a sailor, not a soldier. Yet, as I questioned

my motives for winding through Auray's unlit

streets, I thought nothing of my transition. Arthur

had been my hero since I first read Prince Valiant in

the funnies. It was like a dream to follow him, and

any thoughts of dying were far from my mind. Still,

it was not without apprehension that I sat low in my

saddle as we clopped along, nerves tensed in antici-

pation of a voice revealing our presence to a thou-

sand guns.

Angelique remained behind, along the road that

wound its way to the forest of Broceliande. She had

protested, but none would side with her, so she

waited in a clump of bushes a couple of miles north,

one hand on her Walther, since she must also guard

Ivanovo.

Auray's layout was twisted as a deformed

giant's entrails, but we managed to keep sight of the

medieval church's tall spire. The cobbled streets

were empty, ghostly and our horses' hooves clat-

tered hollowly. Getting into the city was a combina-

tion of barter (eggs and cheese) and Jacques' travel

permit. We had been warned by the gatekeepers to

find lodging fast, people about after curfew tended

to get shot, especially if they possessed items of

value. A door banged open loudly and a gout of
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flickering lamplight showed a double-headed sha-

dow lurching into the glow. Two rather drunken

men in rough Soviet uniforms staggered street-

ward.

"Some camouflage may be in order," Peder

suggested, nodding toward the drunks.

I agreed. With Holger we came abreast of the

besotted soldiers. My hand was on my rifle, con-

cealed beneath my blanket. Peder dismounted and

approached the two, his Danish regs covered by a

blanket. One had a death grip on a bottle and the

Russians leaned on each other like sleepy dogs.

Holger passed behind them as the tavern's heavy

door slammed shut, leaving nothing but silvery

moonlight. Peder spread his hands and spoke in

Russian. He must have said something funny. The

two Soviets laughed so hard they nearly collapsed.

As they continued to convulse with laughter, Peder

grabbed the bottle away and dashed it over its

owner's head. The soldier dropped soundlessly,

glass tinkling on cobblestones. The other began to

shout, but a blinding light to the back of his head

felled the Russian. Holger had brought Cortana

down flatly against the man's skull.

"Rex, help me!" Peder whispered.

I dismounted and grasped the sword-struck

Russian by his shoulders. Jacques and Arthur came

up then, Jacques casting about until he saw an alley.

Peder and I then dragged the two unconscious

Soviets into it while Holger led our horses. Once

there, Peder began pulling off their uniforms as he

made plans aloud.

"We will get in the armory by saying that we
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used up our ammunition battling Resistance. You do

have Resistance, eh, Jacques?"

"Of course!" Jacques snorted. "We Bretons

always resist. We're not even crazy about being part

of France."

"Good. Rex, you can be the other Russian. You

look scurvy enough."

"Thanks," I remarked.

"The rest of you," Peder related, "will be our

prisoners."

"Har!" laughed Holger as I donned the pullover

tunic.

We went directly to the church, fearing those

bodies in the alley would be found all too soon. The

holy structure loomed before us, a massive monu-

ment to medieval architecture. Two guards stood at

the wide, brass-valved double doors. They snapped

their bayonets forward as we approached them. The

left-most advanced. Peder stretched out his arms

and grinned his widest, talking in Russian. He

gestured at our "prisoners", pantomiming the great

struggle required to take them. The left guard

chattered animatedly, but his companion seemed

unconvinced. Peder drew one of our wine bottles

and held it out as he dismounted. This convinced

the fellow at last. He slung his rifle and came

forward. Peder teasingly drew back the bottle and

the guard lunged for it.

Steel flashed in Peder's other hand, bringing

surprise to the guard's face. The first guard was

about to yell or shoot, he couldn't decide which,

when I pulled my Beretta and pointed it at his now

sweat-blistered forehead. I felt like I was in a
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movie, and became quite flamboyant. "Lt. Rex

Williams, US Navy," I stated smugly. "You, sir, are

my prisoner."

"Amerikanski!" the Russian breathed.

Peder let his kill slip to the paving, snatching

up the rifle and buttoning out its clip, which he

stuck in his pocket. He then produced some cord

and bound our new prisoner, stuffing his cap in his

mouth. We all dismounted. Arthur and Holger

threw back their cloaks. Holger grabbed the other

AK-47 and held it clumsily, but I could see he was

avoiding the trigger.

"It is something like a crossbow," he com-

mented. "Simple, yet deadly. I shall try it if I get the

chance."

"Prattle later," Arthur urged, drawing Caled-

wich. "Let us go and gut their arms-cache."

We opened the great doors and rushed inside.

Jacques shut them behind us. A dull glow from the

rear was centered on a soldier sitting at a back

table, doing paperwork beneath a lantern. The

soldier began to rise, but Peder barked out some

Russian, which caused the fellow to sit down sud-

denly and raise his hands.

Peder searched his pockets, found no more

cord, so he clubbed the clerk with the Makarov

pistol I had given him. As the clerk slumped, Peder

noticed another Makarov, which he also appropri-

ated. We took stock of our surroundings in the

lamp's feeble glow.

There were many crates, marked in Russian

Cyrillic. Most were empty, but one held two dozen

AK-47's, and two more were full of ammunition for
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them. Another crate held a mere handful of frag

grenades. No wonder this armory was so lightly

guarded! Our raid was of dubious success so far. We

shouldered these finds, Jacques and Holger bearing

the rifle case, while Peder and I took an ammo case

each, plus divided up the grenades among us.

Arthur held the door for us, and we began to

lash our booty to our horses, putting half the rifles

in an empty crate to even out the burden some-

what. Arthur, meanwhile, stood over our trussed up

Russian, every inch the Dux Bellorum I had ad-

mired as a boy. Here was that Arthur of Britain,

bane of the Saxon.

"Know you this, Russian," he said as our gagged

prisoner rolled his blue eyes at the duke. "You have

witnessed a fraction of the power of Arthur, Dux

Bellorum of Britain. You may have had your way in

Gallia and Armorica these three years—and you

may have put Londinium to the torch with your

infernal flying engines, but your reign is ended.

Arthur is returned! What think you of that?"

"I don't think he understood a word you said,"

I commented.

"We shall see." Arthur tore the cap from the

Soviet's teeth. "Speak, dog!"

"Arthur of Britain," whispered the man. "Arthur

of Britain. Excalibur—Merlin—nyet—nyet—nyet!"

He then lapsed into Russian, his voice rising.

Arthur cuffed him with his heavy cavalry gauntlet,

then wadded the Russian's cap up and returned it to

his mouth.

"Let us ride," he commanded, mounting his

horse. We wheeled our steeds and made for the exit
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as rapidly as we could. Behind us, a shout broke

out. I turned. Holding his head as he staggered into

the street was the clerk whom Peder had pistol-

whipped, yelling loudly. A solitary sentinel re-

sponded. Appearing from shadow's depths, he threw

his rifle to his shoulder and fired. One shot spanged

off the roadway, another splintered the lid of one of

the gun cases.

"At the gallop!" Arthur rasped.

We urged our horses to a faster pace. The gate

loomed up shortly, its two guards barring our way

with their bayonets. We charged past them. Peder

shot one with his Makarov while Arthur dealt the

other a throat-slashing blow from his dazzling

Caledwich.

We made faster time along the road, and were

soon on our way to our rendezvous.

"Curse the luck!" shouted Jacques. "Look out!

We are followed!"

In the moonlight we could see something

coming. Dimly, a motor's roar could be heard. A

vehicle! Where did they get the gas? Perhaps, I

reasoned, they kept a special reserve, or had con-

verted the motor to burn methanol. At any rate, it

was closing on us, headlights a dull glow as they

stabbed out in search of us. We were fast approach-

ing the stand of trees where Angelique was con-

cealed.

"For my sister's safety," gasped Jacques, "let us

ride on, lead them a glorious chase through my

country, far from her."

"Good," agreed Arthur. "Once past the trees,

we shall diverge. Holger, with me—the rest with
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Jacques."

As we drew alongside the black trees, Jacques

yelled toward them: "Angelique! Stay hidden. We

are pursued by the Russians!"

There was no answer from the darkness, so we

rode on, as our pursuit gained perceptibly upon us.

It was still indistinguishable. a formless chugging

shape with dim round headlights. Suddenly, a white

beam erupted from it, lancing out toward us. I felt

the glare burn my eyes, then I turned and bent low

in the saddle. A machine gun's stutter spat in our

direction. Slugs made whining noises all around us.

I heard Holger grunt. It was beginning to look bad,

and I considered surrender. Then, a rifle's flat crack

carried over that machine gun's yammering.

I stole a look behind, in time to see the ma-

chine gun's ragged flashing turn with the white light

to stab into the dark trees. The rifle sounded again,

and the vehicle careened wildly. It tipped over with

a crash, and a body pinwheeled from it. He sprawled

in the dust, limned dazzlingly by the searchlight.

We all wheeled then, or tried to, in Peder's case.

His horse merely stopped, and we left him trying to

direct it while we trotted back, weapons drawn. The

machine's engine died abruptly, but the searchlight

stayed on, though dimmed considerably.

We dismounted after drawing near and exam-

ined the wreck. It was a small four-wheel-drive

vehicle, something like a Land Rover. There was a

bulging spiderweb on the driver's side of the wind-

shield, sparkling and oozing red. Inside was the

driver, skull flat against the glass. In back was

another soldier, neck at an impossible angle as he
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coiled in the rear.

Arthur bent to examine the machine-gunner

who had been thrown. As he did, the Soviet lunged

with a dagger, but it blunted on Arthur's breast-

plate. Caledwich struck like lightning and the

Russian's head rolled away. Arthur spat and cleaned

his phosphorescent blade on the soldier's uniform.

"Look before you stab next time," the war duke

suggested to the corpse. Looking up he shook his

head. "These Russians are as vile and treacherous

as the Saxons of old. Well, let us find your sister,

Jacques—and—Holger, you're wounded!"

We all stared at that giant Dane, whose neck

was bathed in blood.

"A mere scratch, Arthur, nothing more," rum-

bled Holger.

"Stand you in this strange lantern's light, and let

us decide that, who can see it," Arthur ordered.

He came forward, and we peered at his neck. A

bullet had passed through his right earlobe. It was

a nasty-looking wound, but not bad. Another inch,

though, and it could have been serious.

"Angelique!" Jacques called. "Where are you?"

From the trees' ebony blackness came a rustle,

then Angelique cantered forward, leading Ivanovo's

horse. Our prisoner was slumped forward in his

saddle. Jacques and I rushed forward in alarm,

dragging the stocky Ukrainian from his saddle. A

large wet spot was covering his blouse front.

"A stray shot from the truck, I think," she said

sadly. I grabbed his thick wrist. There was no pulse.

"He's dead, Jacques," I reported.

Arthur came up to stare at the corpse. "A pity,"
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he commented. "He was a valuable source of infor-

mation."

"Is that all?" challenged Angelique. "He was

nothing more?"

"Not to me. He was a foe. Expect no pity from

me." The war duke turned on his heel and moved

back to Holger.

"What a man—the great Arthur!" Angelique

growled. "He cares nothing for anything, it seems,

but glory. No pity. You know, Ivanovo never hurt a

soul in Carnac. He was always friendly."

I put my hand over her delicate ivory fist. "Do

not judge Arthur so harshly," I suggested. "He

comes from a different time, when life was much

harder. He knows only the evil of the enemy,

because they never dealt in good faith in his day."

"Oh, yes. That's right. He comes from the sixth

century, he thinks. I forgot." She looked at his

cloaked back with a sneer. "Madman."

"Madman or not, we need him to get out of

here alive. Then again, you handled yourself very

well, shooting that driver in the dark."

"Not so well. I missed the first shot."

"You were great." I smiled up at her. She

softened a bit and smiled back.

"You think so?"

"Damn right."

"Well, let me get over to Holger before those

two ham-handed men make his scratch into a

terminal case."

She tended Holger's wound with elan. Peder

finally managed to get his mare back, and the two of

us looked over the vehicle. We found within a
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filtering device of some sort which ran to a tank of

cloudy liquid, which in turn was connected to the

engine.

"Some sort of crude alcohol," Peder guessed.

"Methanol, I suppose. Not very well produced,

though. Best I can figure, being no chemist."

"Me neither," I admitted. "I can mix whiskey

and soda, which is what I wish I had right now."

"Double for me," Peder agreed.

We managed to scrounge up another half dozen

assorted shells, plus a heavy Degtyarev Shpagin

12.7mm machine gun that was mounted on the roof.

It had about 75 shells in two link belts, one in a box

on its side. We put this machine gun, plus our extra

equipment, on Ivanovo's horse. With Holger ban-

daged, we prepared to mount up again and move on.

"Wait!" Angelique called. "Aren't we going to

bury Ivanovo?"

"No," was Arthur's terse reply.

"I must agree," I broke in before she could

protest. "We don't have time."

Her eyes blazed at me, and I almost regretted

what I had said, but I pressed on. "We must flee

before the Russians send another of these rolling

bootleg stills after us. We can say a few words, if

you like."

"Let the mighty Arthur, then," she commanded.

"I am not much of a speaker," he rumbled. "You

have risked much speaking out against me, woman,

but we Cymru always respected your sex, for you

are as wise in counsel as you are vicious in battle. If

you feel I have been cruel, it is because cruelness

has been my lot from the day Morgana was
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wrenched from me. Very well then, I will show you

the War Duke's heart."

We circled the little sergeant's body. Angelique

folded his arms on his chest. She mounted her

horse and Arthur cleared his throat loudly.

"Let it not be said," he began, "that Britannia

acted in an unchristian manner, even to its enemies.

This man did but that which was his duty. He bore

his captivity well, and for that we honor him in the

name of blessed Jesu."

Silently, we turned and began to put as many

miles as possible between us and Russian-occupied

Auray.

CHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER TWELVE

The next two days were spent furtively hiding

by day in deserted barns or woods and riding by

night. We swung wide around the town of Ploermel,

since Jacques considered it large enough to have a

garrison. I saw little of this countryside, since we

traveled by night, but it appeared to be mountainous

and tree dotted, much like my own Maryland's

western extremity. This Breton landscape was

equally stunning. We paralleled National Route 24

(by Jacques' Michelin guide) until it crossed Route

773, then we turned north. We were now deep into

the wild Brittany peninsula, sparsely populated, and

prehistorically forbidding.

"This was a bad place to be, unless, of course,

you were a Breton," commented Holger as he

stared at a steep defile lined with naked granite. "As

I have said, my friend Roland was governor of the
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Breton Marches, a task he accomplished very

well—from the safety of Rennes! Ha!"

"When we complete this quest, we shall stir up

the populace," said Arthur. "Then we shall drive this

host and their devilish devices back where they

came from."

"We need no urging," broke in Jacques. "Just

give us the means, and we fight very well."

"It is the Breton blood," Angelique remarked to

me. "Fiery, unquenchable—in love as well as war."

Let me find out, I thought wildly, when this

struggle is past and we can become something

besides comrades-in-arms. You beautiful, wonderful

creature; I'll show you—if I ever see a razor again.

One benefit from these two weeks/three years

was that this rugged life was beginning to harden

my body, even more than had sea life and sea

rations. Of course, I was an officer there, and rode

a desk, not a horse. I now was lean, and, well, not

too mean, but rather scruffy looking in a stray dog

way.

Nowhere else in France is there such a combi-

nation of terrains as in Brittany. Bleak beaches,

rolling hillsides, and now we were in a small, but

veritable wilderness—chasms of granite and gnarl-

ed, twisting trees curling in profusion. The ground

level would change abruptly, leaping and plunging

alternately; here thrusting up stone knuckles and

there shooting out cliffs. The very air seemed

charged with a magic and wonderment, and my

nerves stayed on edge the whole time.

"Paimpont is a small village," explained Jacques

as we threaded along a small secondary road. "It is
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rich in legend though. The remainder of Brocelian-

de is there, most likely because the country is too

wild to be commercially valuable. Valleys run

through the forest like knife cuts—deep and precip-

itous. Like the Val Sans Retour—aptly named by

people who saw friends and loved ones go in and

not come out."

"And the Val des Faux Amaunts," added Angeli-

que. "Don't forget that one, brother. It means 'valley

of lost loves'. That is my favorite place of all."

"It would be. You know, sister, hopeless roman-

ticism does not become a member of the resis-

tance."

She gave him a mock pouting look. I decided to

get in a compliment.

"But," I began, "it does become anybody who

would quest for the unknown, especially when they

quest with Arthur Pendragon and Holger Danske,

peer of Charlemagne."

"Oh, yes," she brightened. "The two nuts."

"What mean you by 'nuts'?" demanded Arthur,

"besides things that hang from trees, like acorns. I

sense an insult."

"No, my lord, a term of friendly endearment," I

parried. Someday, though, he would probably learn

the truth. I just hoped not to be around when he

did.

"There is," Jacques continued, to distract

Arthur, "a fountain near Paimpont associated with

Merlin—called the fountain of Barenton. It is said

that Merlin was buried beneath it by Nimue."

"Who is this Nimue?" Arthur queried. "Twice

you have mentioned her in regard to Merlin's
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imprisonment."

"She was an enchantress mentioned mainly in

the French texts," I explained. "She gave you

Excalibur—er—Caledwich and Merlin became

enamored of her, so she put him away in a prison to

get him out of her hair."

"No, that's not how it was," Arthur shook his

dark, close locks slowly. "The story certainly has

changed in 1500 years. Let me see. Caledwich I

received from the ancient masters at Mona. Merlin

took me there by boat upon my assuming the

leadership of Britannia's armies. Now, as I told you,

Merlin and Morgana went off together after Me-

draut was brought before me. Merlin never re-

turned."

"Then we can assume Morgana imprisoned

him," I deduced. "It's long been apparent even to

literary yeomen like myself that the truth of your

time has been cloaked and obscured with each

successive retelling. New heroes were pasted on to

your list of men, as were champions of other times;

like Peredur of York, who became Percival, and

Urien of Rheged, whom Malory turned to Uriens,

king of Gore. So, in this sense, Morgana was split

into three facets. First, Morgana la Fay, the evil

sorceress. Second, Morgause, mother of Medraut.

Third, Nimue, Lady of the Lake. This is what

history has done to you, Arthur, but the effort you

put forth to keep Britain free has come down

untouched through countless years and countless

retelling. Of course, most tellers of tales used that

old axiom: 'Never let the truth get in the way of a

good story.' I guess we should find this fountain."
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"And hope Morgana isn't there to greet us,"

Holger said in tones bleak as our surroundings. "Oh,

you beautiful witch!" He threw back his head and

stared upward as false dawn began to bleach out the

stars. "She tempted me like no natural woman

could. Marked me at birth, I was told. Helped the

midwife, even! Ha! She tricked me, though. I

gained Cortana through her, at least. I will tell you

that story, to help you sleep. She gave me this

sword at Chalons, on the river named for the Gallic

goddess Matrona."

"The Marne," I uttered, reeling mentally as I

began to glimmer the enormity of that entity we

called Morgana.

"Yes, that's it, Chalons sur Marne," Holger

continued. "We were strolling by a large rock on the

shore. Morgana asked me if there was anything I

desired. I, or course, indicated my desires, but she

meant material things, not fleshly. My father was

king in Denmark, so I needed little. But it had

burned in me to have a great and remarkable sword,

such as Caledwich or Durindal, so I told her this.

She pointed to the rock beside us. Upon it was

carved a number of old Gallic symbols and figures.

She pointed to one particular carving of a woman.

This, she said, was Matrona, for whom that river

was named, a goddess known to all the Celts. Such

I have since learned from Arthur. In Wales, she was

known as Modron, and in Ireland as Morrigan."

"This is true," I agreed. "Morrigan was known

by some as Bodb, which means demon of the night,

daughter of Buan the eternal. Some say that Morga-

na was a manifestation of this goddess."
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"She traced the weathered line of the carving

with her finger, and it glowed," resumed Holger.

"She offered no explanation, but her ivory brow

churned with concentration. Suddenly, a line of

white hot rock formed, splitting the boulder. Its two

halves fell away to reveal this sword." Here he

tapped Cortana's sheath. "It glowed with strange

energies, then cooled. I pulled it from the ground

and it tingled slightly in my grasp. She said it was

born from the energy of the earth, and that people

of old knew much of such things. They were, she

said, in tune to the harmonies of the earth."

"The music of the spheres," I snorted. "It's an

old theory, and an old faith—the Earth God-

dess—Modron, Morrigan—whatever name. Yet, we

have seen the places of power—Stonehenge,

Carnac, now the stone at Chalons sur Marne. What

next?"

Nobody challenged my questioning, so we rode

on in silence. Paimpont was a small town, much like

those on my own Maryland's Eastern Shore—quaint

and antique, as if time had passed it by. Little

whitewashed houses blended in with the morning

mist. We clopped into the village, finding farmers

out in fields, and village women eager for gossip.

They were in awe of our two legends, believing

without question that they were indeed Arthur and

Holger of old. Some asked for blessings; others

asked to be healed. We were all embarrassed by

this, much as Arthur had been by my earlier

thoughtless fawning.

Finally, we located an old gentleman who

agreed to take us to Barenton fountain. We thread-
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ed to this tourist attraction, disappointed to find a

comparatively modern structure, not sixth-century

in the least, set upon a great slab under which our

ancient guide claimed Merlin was entombed.

"I expected something more," Arthur said,

gloomily.

"I, too," concurred the giant Holger, dew pearl-

ing on his reddish hair. "Much more."

"He must be here!" Arthur suddenly roared, as

if in anguish. "Merlin!" He drew Caledwich and

brandished it high. "I am here! I can feel your

presence! Where are you?" He rode about the

fountain haphazardly until he stopped abruptly with

Caledwich pointing stiffly out and away from Baren-

ton fountain. "By Uffern!" he swore. "Nine hells and

Seven devils! The sword pulls to be free of my

grasp!"

I pondered this event. Some attraction must be

causing this. I dismissed the idea of magnetism,

since no other ferrous materials were affected. It

must be some attraction—perhaps electric, perhaps

attuned with the cult of power objects that I was

beginning to learn about—a cult connected with

that of the Earth Goddess. It seemed to be a type of

fertility cult, with swords as some sort of phallic

symbol. This brought me back to Caledwich, pulsing

in the damp air as its tip swung about the fountain's

base. Arthur appeared as a dowser of some sort,

searching for water. This parallel was too close to

be wrong. Inspiration managed to surface.

"Dismount, my lord!" I ordered. He did, and I

followed. The cords beneath his forearm's skin

stood out whitely against his tan as he held his
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sword grimly.

"Move it to one side, then the other," I urged.

He swung his sword in a short arc, but it was

with visible effort. "It wishes to go in one direction

only."

"Perhaps it seeks a channel in the rock through

which the spring flows that feeds this fountain,"

suggested Peder, catching on.

"Let it draw you," I said.

Arthur looked perplexed, but obeyed. He

moved slowly, letting Caledwich seek its own path.

We followed, leading our horses. Angelique and

Jacques were amazed. Outside the glowing swords,

this was their first real manifestation of that magic

which surrounded Arthur. We passed into brush.

Ancient rock thrust up amongst dense trees. We

seemed to go deeper into a maze of white, cracked

stone, weathered and crumbling from untold batter-

ing of elements. Suddenly, Caledwich flew from

Arthur's grasp and shot like a missile for a slab of

mica-flecked granite that sparkled like silver in the

morning sun. Arthur's blade sped at it like a metal

filing to a lodestone. I expected it to shatter like

glass, but as the gap between sword and stone

decreased, a low humming began.

This humming built to a vibrating moan, then

Caledwich penetrated the rock face like it was made

of modeling clay. We rushed forward to examine

this inexplicable occurrence. Arthur's blade was

fused halfway into the granite, where it shivered

and sang, its wired hilt swaying in short revolutions.

"Incroyable!" breathed Jacques.

Angelique hung close to him, but put one hand
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on my upper arm so lightly I flinched and felt goose

bumps. "It's true, isn't it?" she demanded of me. "He

is the Arthur, and Holger is the Ogier le Danois,

right? Tell me, else I will think I'm crazy, too."

"Yes, dear Angelique," I whispered. "It is all

true. These are those same heroes of old, and they

are on a quest like none before—to find Merlin."

At my mention of that mythic mage, the moan-

ing became a shriek and a vertical crack split the

rock surface. This crack widened until Caledwich

fell with a clang. As it struck, each half of granite

rock swung away like a gate opening, and dirt fell

away as if through a funnel where they had rested.

A hole was revealed, one side being rough-hewn

stone steps. Faintly, a blue glow pulsed inside the

hole's depths.

Arthur bent to retrieve Caledwich, which had

lost its hum, but not its faint glow. "More magic," he

groused. "How I, a simple soldier, get so mixed up

in such black necromancy and sorcery, I shall never

fathom. Well, shall we descend? Caledwich pulls to

be free no longer, so I assume we are where we

shall find Merlin."

"It could be a trap," I suggested.

"Cold steel will protect us from the sorceress'

tricks," Arthur assured me. "Let us go."

"Angelique, stay with the horses," said Jacques.

"The hell I will!" she mutinied. "I wouldn't miss

this for the world. Let's tie them to a tree."

"It could be very dangerous." Her brother's

coppery brows arched sternly.

"I don't care." Angelique gave her shining

auburn locks a toss. "Besides, this brave chevalier
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will protect me." She slipped her slim arm under

mine. "Won't you, sir Rex? You will watch over me,

eh?"

Even an old dog like me still wags his tail when

you scratch his ears. I couldn't help but swell when

she fixed those pearl-gray eyes on me. "Of course,"

I managed, epoxy-tongued.

"That settles it. I go." Angelique grinned at

Jacques, who merely stared bleakly at Arthur.

The legendary Briton merely gave a rare smile.

It was almost scary. "I never gave a woman an order

in my life," he told Jacques. "British society was

matriarchal before Roman 'civilization' changed us

a bit. We still venerated the female, for without her,

none of us would be here, would we? Well, let us

not waste any more time prattling like dandies."

We followed our heroes down those granite

steps, two abreast, Angelique still holding my arm.

Cortana had joined Caledwich in the hand of its

owner, and by their combined light we entered that

dark cleft. Dirt crunched on the steps, but tons of it

had seemingly fallen into cracks in the rock. A

rumbling vibrated beneath our feet.

"The water channel," supposed Peder. "Some-

how, the attunement of the sword opened the

cracks and the water carried the dirt away."

The hewn steps twisted down into the chasm.

An increasing glow from below held our attention.

We took a serpentine corner, then the air swirled

and we found ourselves in confrontation with more

magic. She stood there in that granite staircase.

Yes, it was her, for I knew her shriving beauty too

well. I had seen it displayed in shiny oils on Avalon,
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and riding serenely above that storm on the Breton

coast. Morgana. Sorceress. Cold, beautiful, deadly.

She was dressed in the same purplish black gown of

crushed velvet from her portrait. Beaten gold

jewelry shown against her alabaster flesh fromfine-

jewel dappled wire in her hair to polished stones on

her fingers. Her hair drew about her like a hood,

and her berry dark lips were in a hard line. Deep

green eyes were burning as they stared at Arthur

and Holger.

"What are you doing here?" she demanded.

"We seek Merlin, Morgana," Arthur spoke, the

softest words I had heard at that point from his lips.

"You know this. Do not seek to oppose us, please."

"No, Artorius, I cannot let you. Why did you

leave our fair home? Were you not happy?"

"Frankly I was bored. Now, stand aside."

"Oh, Artorius, did I not make you happy? Heal

your wound? Make your evenings pleasant?"

"Ho! I knew it!" thundered Holger. "You never

gave me so much as a wink since I let you spirit me

to that walless prison! Now I know why. You

tricked me, witch! You just wanted a playmate for

your lover!"

"Do not judge me harshly, Holger, dear. The

prophesies said you would rise to fame, and I

merely wished to see your fame-er-supervised so

that you would come to Avalon at the proper time."

"Out of the way, you mean. Charlemagne was

getting old when I left. With Roland dead, I was the

only one who could smooth the transition of his

empire to his sons."

"True," I broke in. "After Charlemagne died, his
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great realm was split—forever."

"So, the scholar speaks," Morgana said coquett-

ishly. "The Arthur worshipper. You had to free your

hero, so that now he is back among mortals where

he may age and die. Did you know this?"

"Better a clean death than a sorcerous life,"

muttered Arthur. "Rex but did the right thing."

"Oh, Arthur, you have such small ambition,"

Morgana fretted. "How the writers turned your

career into that of one who conquered Rome is

beyond even my knowledge. So this Rex did the

right thing, eh? That's all mortals know—the right

thing. God defend the right, and all that drivel. And

this quest, scholar, must be quite a dream for

you—made comfortable, no doubt, by your doxy

there on your arm."

"You-why you, you—you—witch!" steamed

Angelique, coming up short for a better description.

"Don't be tiresome, my dear," yawned Morgana,

"lest I turn you into a toad, or something more

fitting your disposition."

As the sorceress spoke, I noticed that her form

appeared somewhat translucent. I could see the

steps through her satin slippers.

"And where are you, mistress Morgana?" I

inquired. "Still in Germany?"

Morgana frowned. "How can you know that?

You have no power of divination. I would have

sensed it."

"No, but I have eyes. You're beginning to fade.

Still far away in Germany, are you?"

"Damn you and your modern mind! Far from

the source of my power I might be, but I soon will
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be through here, and my allies will be legion. Find

Merlin! What good will that dotard do against me?

He couldn't control me 1500 years ago, and he can't

now! For while he has lain here, I have increased

my arts."

"Then he is here!" Arthur exclaimed. "Vision or

solid—begone, Morgana. You may have tried to

keep me out of the way, for love, or to further your

own plans, but stand in my way now and you shall

suffer!"

He strode through her diaphanous form which

swirled like smoke amid the fading tinkle of her

shatter-glass laugh. Down we plunged, nerves

jangling as we sped along the ribbon staircase.

Suddenly our way opened into a large chamber. The

air was cold and damp, the ceiling lost in blackness.

The tunnel opened into a small stream that flowed

through this chamber. And, oh, yes, that light—blue

as a June sky it shown in steady radiance from its

source. It was unbelievable to see, and hard to

describe. Imagine a menhir, or one of those giant

sarsen stones which make up Stonehenge. Now,

imagine it made out of blue, glowing glass, all

brilliant and shiny. Lastly, imagine a man inside,

like a goldfish in a bowl. Through the glass, he

looked like two cones, the top one point down

overlapping the other. A long, rippling black beard

hung beneath a long eagle-beak nose as it spaded

into a midnight-colored robe. It could be but one

man.

"Merlin!" called Arthur.

"Arrrrr-thurrr," came a faint, faraway voice

through the cerulean thicknesses surrounding him.
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We had found the object of our quest!

CHAPTER THIRTEENCHAPTER THIRTEENCHAPTER THIRTEENCHAPTER THIRTEEN

We stumbled forward, feeling power emanate

from Merlin's prison. He was like, yet unlike what

I had imagined. Tall and slender, his cloak was

voluminous as it swirled about him. The mage

looked younger than I assumed, but then, he ex-

uded power, and of course, he was reputed to be the

son of an incubus, so anything was possible. We

ringed his prison.

"Merlin!" Arthur called again. "How can we free

you?"

"Counter Morgana's spell," came Merlin's

garbled voice. "My power has been sapped. I have

no strength, no will!"

"We'll shoot it open!" suggested Jacques.

"You might kill Merlin!" Peder countered.

"This stone, how it hums," murmured Angeli-

que, laying her slender hands against its smooth

surface. "And its glow—just like your sword."

"My sword—yes, by Uffern!" swore Arthur.

"Shield your face, Merlin. I strike for Britain."

He swung Caledwich in an effervescent con-

trail, bringing it hard against the glass prison's

corner. Glass fragments whirled as his sword bit

into the silicate. There was a breaking sound, like

a thousand windows exploding at once, then the

walls crumbled into a million crystal shards. Merlin

stood in the circle of destruction, comically crouch-

ing with his hood drawn over his head. His cowl

soon sparkled like a starry night with dust. Proudly,
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he straightened, shaking brilliant motes from his

robes. The light had lessened. Only Holger's Corta-

na kept us in radiance.

"Your sword glows no more," observed Holger

to Arthur.

"My quest has ended," surmised the War Duke.

"But why does yours continue to glow?" I

demanded.

"The journey is not over, by Lugh Lamfada,"

divined Merlin, eyes glittering like oily pools. "No,

not by far."

"Beware, son of no man," cautioned Arthur.

"We'll have none of your sorcerous double-talk. I did

not seek you out to hear mummery."

"Ho, Arthur ap Utor, you haven't changed, not

in how many centuries? My mind is clearing, and I

sense great passage of time."

"Fifteen centuries, Merlin," I informed him.

"So, you—you are the key which unlocked

Arthur's prison," said the man of mystery. "Yes, my

powers flow smoother now. Yes, the man with the

king's name from beyond the great sea."

"Rex Williams, at your service." I bowed slight-

ly.

"Please, don't fawn to me, whelp—"

His candid remark did set me aback. "Sorry.

This is my friend—Peder Jarlsen, and—"

Merlin completed my sentence: "—and that's

Jacques Renier and his sister Angelique. Shall I tell

her what you're thinking about her?"

"No! No!" I waved my hands expressively.

Arthur sat on a smooth rock by the stream,

took off his casque and began to chuckle uncharac-
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teristically. "By blessed Jesu and fiery Uffern, you

old coot, you haven't changed either," he said

between chuckles. "I thought a dozen centuries

would have given you time to reflect on your

cupidity."

"No, not a whit," admitted the wizard. "I've

been under a spell that has dulled my senses. It's

like a waking sleep—full of chaos, nightmares and

such. Not one cantrip could I manage, 'til I heard

your call."

"Well," interrupted Holger, "tell your tale,

mage. Everyone else has had their turn. But, mind

you, make it to the point, for my stomach growls."

"When does it not growl?" countered Arthur.

"Hold," offered Merlin. "I will tell it. You recall

Morgana's advent with the young Medraut, yes?

Well, you were but a youth of twenty-two. War

Duke you may have been, but you were not expert

on the procedures of politics and the court. I hus-

tled boy and mother from the feast hall at Caer Y

Legion and put them under guard until I could get

a boat to Armorica. Her will was the strongest I had

ever encountered, and no spell I could weave would

bend her, so I decided to take her to the continent.

For a year I kept her at Baiocae."

"Bayeux?" asked Holger.

"Er, yes—your mind places it there. Don't look

surprised. You're as bad as Rex. It's part of my

powers. Where was I—oh, yes, at Baiocae. Well, I

tried to convert Morgana's great natural potential to

disciplined knowledge. She would have made a

great Druidic mistress, by Nuada of the Silver

Hand! Well, to shorten this tale, I was fooled by
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her, since I could not read her mind, and had too

little knowledge of feminine wiles."

"That comes from having no natural father,"

chortled Arthur. "No woman ever fooled me."

"No, but I can read from your memory that you

let a bastard do so. All the work I tried to keep

together you destroyed through sentimentality."

"Just go on with your tale, and keep your

mental enquiries to yourself."

"Fine. Well, she tricked me. Learned too much

about power objects and their amplification of

natural talents. Rex, I know you worry about the

scientific rationality behind magic, but I can't ex-

plain that until I learn the magical rationality behind

science. She manipulated matter like, yes, Peder,

that's it, like building blocks and—what, Rex? I

don't know anything about sub-atomic particles, but

I get the general idea. She gained an object of great

power, a staff owned by one of the Egyptian magi-

cians who challenged Moses, I think."

"You mean that Moses and Pharaoh's magicians

really dueled like in the Bible?" demanded good old

atheist-prone Peder. "Come on!"

"Believe it, Peder Jarlsen. What has happened

to religions these days? Is there no faith? At any

rate, she amplified her nascent powers with this

staff and created this prison, elaborate and inde-

structible."

"Until we arrived," I finished. "Well, it was a

good idea at the time, Merlin, but I guess even you

make mistakes."

"I can read from all your minds what a demi-god

I have become. My, my—" Merlin stroked his
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beard, which I could now see had streaks of

gray—"how confused things get when you look

down the wrong end of the telescope—isn't that

what you call it now? I invented it, of course, but it

never became popular. Ah, Rex, and you thought it

was who? Galileo? A scientist? Ho! Probably could-

n't even do a card trick. Well, I'm done; what now?"

"A good question," stated Arthur. "Now that we

have found you, old counselor, what shall we do?"

"Help us!" Jacques spoke, slapping his knee.

"You spoke of rousing the populace. Give us those

guns, and we will have a man for each weapon."

"Or a woman," offered Angelique.

"The bullets won't last long," I added. "What

then, sticks and stones?"

"No!" roared Arthur. "We shall fight them with

weapons I know well. We shall find smiths and

metal workers who can fashion steel swords, and

arrows—and good armor!"

"Hold on," countered Peder. "Fight the Soviets,

yes; but don't expect me to get into one of those

copes of boiler plate like in the movies."

"We'll take it as it comes," Jacques advised. "We

fight with guns, then with bows and arrows, and

swords—and yes, with suits of armor and

lances—tilting at the Red windmills!" He groped for

a seat as he bent over in a gust of laughter.

Arthur sheathed Caledwich and strapped his

casque back upon his close-cropped head. He stood

up, regarding Jacques down the curve of his Roman

nose. His deep set features became solid and stern.

"The time for laughing is past," he said with

sudden resolve. "Britannia, as well as Armorica,
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must be free of these Hunnish swine! Let us strike

at them again! Come, Jacques, we will find your

army. We will teach all to them. Let us begin. Rex,

where was the main center of the enemy here?"

"Sergeant Ivanovo claimed it was Rennes," I

reminded him.

"Ah, Governor Roland's headquarters," com-

mented Holger. "The place has indeed fallen on

hard times since he reigned there."

"We shall do justice in that town!" promised the

War Duke. "We shall—" He was drowned out by a

low rumbling from the walls of Merlin's prison.

"The magic that created this place has been

broken!" the mage explained, indicating the crystal-

line remains strewn about us. "The whole structure

may collapse upon us. We must flee!"

Holger and Arthur bore Merlin up the stone

stairs as we followed behind. Chunks of granite and

curtains of dust rained about us as Morgana's magic

convulsed in death-throes. There was a deep

roaring behind us. I dared not look back as noise

boiled around us. The stairs shifted treacherously.

We whipped around corners as inch-wide jagged

cracks opened up beside us with such force that

chips flew off. One struck my thigh so hard I nearly

slipped. It was like running through a gauntlet of

exploding frag grenades!

Suddenly, we were in daylight, stumbling and

throwing ourselves forward as the great stone

turned itself into several granite slabs, shrouded by

great volumes of dust. When the ground stilled, we

reorganized ourselves. The midday sun streamed

down on us as we leaned against gnarly tree boles
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and age-old rocks.

Jacques mopped his brow with a large kerchief

he pulled from about his neck. Angelique put one

hand to her bosom in a way that made me shiver,

being identical to Morgana's gesture in her portrait

by da Vinci.

"I could use a drink," murmured Holger. Of

course, his murmurings were only about six deci-

bels below a thunderclap.

"Evidently, we all could," cackled Merlin with a

knowing twinkle in his coal-chip eyes as he stroked

his beard.

"Seek not to bide your time worming through

our heads, you old fake," Arthur cautioned. "At any

rate, let us go back to yon little town and have

something to eat—and drink. Then we will plan our

next move."

We remounted our shaken steeds and made our

way back to Paimpont, with Merlin doubling up on

Arthur's horse. As we passed Barenton's stone

fountain, its water had stopped gurgling and the

summer sun reflected flatly in the basin. Morgana's

magic, likewise, had dried up here. But, I thought

grimly as we passed out of those wild rifts, would

we be as fortunate in other aspects of this struggle?

Morgana was somewhere on this continent, yet

apart from her power source. Evidently, it was still

on Avalon. That must have been what that demon

was guarding, I realized. If only I'd known. Well,

there was nothing to be done. Morgana could

certainly return to Avalon faster than we could.

"Merlin," I called to the wizard. It was beyond

me why Arthur called this man old, because there
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seemed no more than a decade between them—at

least on the surface. He turned. "If Morgana's power

has lessened in the three years she has been sepa-

rated from her staff at Avalon, why hasn't yours

done the same over these centuries?"

"It has, my boy, it has," nodded the wizard.

"But, you see, the power objects are merely amplifi-

ers of a natural talent, not its source. Much like,

yes, a loudspeaker or stereo, whatever that is." His

mind-reading was beginning to become disconcert-

ing. "Morgana and I both have innate talents to

perform magic. It was quite common in my day.

How it has fallen into disuse is beyond me."

"The church was instrumental, I believe," I

speculated. "Arthur and I have been comparing

notes on the subject. It specifies in the Bible that

witches should not be suffered to live, and that God

is a jealous god. His followers, for good intentions

or otherwise, have suppressed the use of magic, as

well as the knowledge used in its formulation. They

burned hundreds accused of witchcraft, believing

them to be servants of the Devil."

"Do they not realize that magic can be used for

good as well as evil? I suppose they called all Druid-

ic gods demons?"

"Yes, Merlin—false, evil gods."

"False, perhaps—evil, no. I never put much

faith in the religious aspects of Druidism, believing

the power of magic was a natural, personal thing,

like speech or taste. Like the objects of power, they

have no innate goodness or badness. It is how they

are used that determines their morals. If this

Christian God is the only god, and I am not con-
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vinced he is, then that is fine. If he is a good god, so

much the better."

"He is, Merlin, even though he has somewhat

flawed servants on Earth."

"Hah!" grunted Peder. "God! Where was God in

Denmark? Where was he when Germany was

turned to poison ashes? I spit upon God!"

I decided it was best to steer away from the

subject of religion. We talked about the nuances of

modern life and traded idioms and euphemisms

until we got back to Paimpont. Old people and

shopkeepers surrounded us once more as we

entered town. We rode to the center, where Arthur

fed Jacques a message for the Bretons.

"People of Brittany!" he yelled. "The Soviets

have ruled your land too long. I am Arthur, of whom

the legends speak, that same Arthur who has

returned to free you from the invader's clutch. Tell

all those who wish to aid us that we will be—" here

he cast his eyes about until he spied the little inn at

which we had breakfasted earlier—"at yonder inn!

With us now is that great wizard of whom you may

have heard—Merlin Ambrosius!"

He indicated the dark-robed mage and said in a

low voice: "Do a trick for them, Merlin."

"I will not!" spluttered the sorcerer. "I am a

necromancer, not a trickster performing before

this—this rabble! Look you—old women and

fishmongers. It is beneath my dignity."

"Get off your high-horse, you old coot," scolded

Arthur. "These people no longer believe in magic.

They need some evidence. And these women and

fishmongers you scorn so will carry news faster
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than birds can fly. Now, show them a trick."

Black trimmed brows knitted until the mage's

obsidian eyes were lost beneath them. Merlin's

frail-seeming shoulders heaved as a sigh wormed its

way through his triangular beard. "Very well."

He spoke some Celtic-sounding phrases, and a

huge copper dragon appeared in the square. It

seemed perfectly whole, rearing and snorting as it

thrashed its armored tail. The townspeople milled

about in terror, several fainting and/or messing

their pants.

"Get rid of that newt, Merlin!" Arthur hissed. "I

said a trick, son of no man, not a frightening specta-

cle. You've scared them in befouling themselves."

"Yes, Arthur, yes!" cackled the sorcerer. "I

haven't lost my touch, heehee! Not a whit!"

"Dispel that foul vision!"

"If you insist. Fah—begone!"

The great lizard vanished as quickly as it

appeared. The people pressed in then, cheering and

crying, calling Arthur's name. They believed! We

were heroes—heroes! I blushed at the very

thought. If this was a dream, it was a damn good

one. It had to be real, though. Nobody could sustain

a dream this long. We made our way to the inn,

where a plump and smiling waitress made us com-

fortable at a large table. Holger grinned back at her

with his huge, spatulate teeth.

Arthur nudged him. "Ho, great Dane, have you

forgotten Morgana's charms so quickly?" demanded

the War Duke.

"Yea, for certain, Arthur, since I have seen the

extent of her wiles," answered the Dane. "I must
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needs turn my attention elsewhere."

"No doubt you will turn more than your atten-

tions, you vast ogre."

When she returned with a generous tray of

bread, cheese, and wine, Holger boldly laid a hand

upon her plentiful bottom. Angelique giggled and

gave me a look. The servant whispered something

in Holger's ear and swayed off.

"By all the pagan gods!" he swore. "I wish I

knew what she told me. It seemed delightful-sound-

ing enough, delivered upon sweet breath, and well

oiled with copious amounts of spittle that now coats

my inner ear."

"I'll question her later," offered Jacques. "Well,

Arthur, you've made your great speech, what now?"

Arthur hung his helmet on a peg and leaned

back, placing his hands behind his head. "Now,

friend Jacques, we wait. Soon, the recruits will

arrive, and we shall strike."

"Strike?" I repeated. "Er, strike where, my

lord?"

"Why, at Rennes, of course. The enemy's main

headquarters for all Armorica is there, or so the

little Soviet said. Even more glorious than our raid

on Auray shall it be. We shall strike the enemy and

paralyze him! What a fight lies ahead!"

I stared into my wine cup, but found no com-

forting vision there.

CHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER FOURTEEN

The recruits came. Old men, boys, refugees

from Soviet labor camps, women; all began filtering
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into Paimpont. Of course, it would arouse suspicion

if they stayed there, so we constructed barracks in

Broceliande's wild rills, camouflaging them heavily

and keeping steady, alert reconnaissance. With

these volunteers came tales. Of course, news of our

elimination of the Carnac garrison and subsequent

raid on Auray was suppressed by Soviet censors,

but gossip was unstoppable. News spread all over

the Brittany peninsula, and inland as well. Major

Nikolai Rossovitch of the KGB had put a high price

on all our heads. Rossovitch was the subject of

many tales himself. Called "le Diable Rouge", the

Red Satan, by those half-starved refugees worn out

by slaving in factories, this man was feared by

friend and foe alike. Of this we were assured by our

nearly emaciated informants.

Worst of those refugees were certain road

gangs who had been put to work building safe

highways through Germany's glowing wasteland.

Forced to turn over that radioactive earth by hand

without protective suits, most who made it to us

were little more than living corpses, smelly and

gaunt, hair falling out by the handful, and pants full

of stinking, bloody ooze. These pitiful beings hard-

ened our resolve to break the Soviet's power. We

screened our charges carefully, giving each a job

matching their ability, always on the lookout for a

Red informant. Of course, we had our own nascent

intelligence network, begun by Peder. He went at

his task with deadly glee, translating his navy

signals intelligence knowledge into the beginnings

of a crafty spymaster. Arthur poured over map after

map, reading reports on estimated Soviet strength
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(laboriously, since he was learning to read English

at the same time), and making judgments about our

growing force. Holger and Jacques drilled our

troops, teaching them how to use AK-47's and

schooling them in the rudiments of hand to hand

combat.

I did my share of drilling in the morning, then

checked on Angelique afterward. She headed

recruitment screening. Later in the afternoon, I

looked in on our blacksmiths, who were turning out

swords, honest to God swords, and making cross-

bows out of useless rifles. We also used what little

gunpowder that could be scrounged to reload spent

rounds used in practice. In the evenings I reported

to Arthur. Usually, he was with Merlin, scrolls of

maps curled before him. They argued often, usually

over some technical point, since the sorcerer was

virtually devouring everything his night-black eyes

could have before them.

Arthur asked Jacques and me to infiltrate the

city of Rennes and get some idea of where head-

quarters for the Soviet 6th Tank Division and their

regional KGB offices were. We had very tenuous

links with French Resistance, and had absorbed

Breton resistance into our own organization. We

had no way of communicating with England, which

we heard was the only European state not under

communist domination. The night before I was to

leave, I obtained permission to take Angelique into

town for dinner.

That night was perfect as only a June night

could be. It was warm even in this northern lati-

tude, the air still and the sky softly velvet with an
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infinitesimal scattering of stars like diamond dust in

a coal mine. We ate at that little inn, now one of

Holger's prime spots since he had started carrying

on with the serving girl. As I stared across our

small table I almost wished I could be that omnivo-

rous in my passions. One look at Angelique, crisp

and demure now in her simple blouse and mid-

length skirt, drove all thoughts of any other woman

from my mind. She was radiant. Even Morgana's

cold beauty could not compete.

"Have you heard from the farm?" I asked, as we

worked over our spartan meal.

"Yes," Angelique replied, gray eyes widening in

happiness. "Our foreman sent a good report along

with some hometown recruits. Honestly, Rex, we

are getting so many men that we are going to have

to start another recruiting center or become con-

spicuous by our size. Peder is worrying about

Soviet infrared sensors detecting our unusual mass

of warm bodies."

"If they have any satellites left up there, or fuel

enough for reconnaissance planes."

"A woman who came up from Rennes yesterday

said that she was a serving woman in the KGB

headquarters. She claimed that the KGB got prior-

ity on everything—electricity, fuel, food, and wo-

men." Her expression hardened as if each word

were concrete. "Or boys."

I punched the little table angrily, slamming my

fist down so hard my palm tingled. "Heartless, cruel

bastards! The lot of them should be nuked back to

the dawn of man! Why, if one of those common,

clawing neanderthals put his hands on you,
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I'd—I'd—"

"What, my brave Rex; what would you do?"

Angelique leaned forward, eyes intent upon me.

I blinked and felt excitement rush through me.

"I'd tear him to shreds—with my own hands if

necessary!" I said vehemently. She smiled a smile

which seemed to indicate that she already knew the

answer. "Yes. I—I would, that's all." I turned back

to my meal, not daring to voice what I would not

admit even to myself. Did I love her? I couldn't tell

her that, even though I ached to hold her. After the

war, if we both still lived, then I could tell her.

Otherwise, what sort of love could we have since

either of us might die the next day?

We finished dinner in silence. I suggested a

stroll in the square, to which Angelique agreed. We

walked out into the center of tiny Paimpont until we

came to an old brick wall. We stood there gazing at

the bright summer moon, just rising above

Broceliande's primeval landscape. The silver light

gave Angelique's perfect outline a soft glow, allow-

ing me to drink in her bubbling auburn hair, her

upturned nose, her—I changed mental gears resign-

edly.

"Jacques and I are leaving in the morning," I

stated evenly as possible.

"Yes, he told me," she admitted. Angelique

studied me with interest, causing warmth to wash

over me along the line of her gaze. "It is a danger-

ous mission, but very brave. I admire you for it a

great deal. Be careful, Rex. I wouldn't want any-

thing to happen to you."

I felt her arm tighten alongside mine. She
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turned to face me, her lightly tanned features

mobile with emotion. "Damn you, Rex, if you get

killed traipsing around for that walking fairy tale I'll

never forgive you!"

I was stunned. All thoughts of waiting until

war's end fled from my mind. I turned and gripped

her shoulders, maybe a little hard, feeling her warm

skin beneath the linen of her blouse. "Do you really

care? Or is this another of your tests to see how I

will react? Like in the cave when we found Merlin.

Are you trying to get a rise out of me?"

"No!" Her translucent gray eyes were rimmed

with little silver crescents of wetness. "You have

always been there for me, always looking in on

me—always helping. How dare you accuse me of

getting you to rise! I care, Rex—too much!"

"How much?" I knew that my emotions were

being telegraphed in living color through my eyes.

My question died unanswered as I sought out her

coral-pink lips with my own, drawing her as close as

I could without squeezing her to death. I felt her

hands slip beneath my clutch and slither up my

shirtfront, then twist through my hair. I kissed her

like I had never kissed anybody before, even in my

wildest fantasies. In my passion, I pressed her

backward, bending her over the wall's rough stone

top.

Finally, I let her up. She put a hand to her

throat in that Morgana portrait gesture and let out

a sigh.

"Oh, my, Rex," she breathed.

"I didn't mean to be so rough."

"You swine," she said, eyes suddenly narrow.
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"I'm sorry." God, I felt awful!

"You swine."

"I said I was sorry." God, I felt worse!

"You swine," she repeated for the third time.

"Now, wait a minute. Look, I apologized. This

swine calling is getting a little old the third time

around."

"You've been holding out on me! You could kiss

like that, and you waited this long! Oh! Mon Deiu!

Lucky for you it was worth it!"

It was at that instant that I decided you couldn't

figure out women, no matter what Arthur said about

not being fooled by them. Her mock anger over, she

came close to me again and I gave up and kissed her

once more, feeling her breasts swell against me as

I held her. I could tell you a lot more about that

night, but, to be honest about it, it's really none of

your business.

CHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER FIFTEEN

The next morning was cool and misty, with

wet, gray wisps hovering over Broceliande's wilds

as Jacques and I began our trek to Rennes. We rode

two-thirds of the way there with an escort, then we

walked the last fifteen kilometers. After dark we

camped in a small wood that afforded both cover and

protection. It was a cold camp, without fire. Finally,

the coppery haired Breton stubbed out his cigarette

on a bare spot and covered it with dirt. He then

turned to me, his solid, handsome face appearing

somewhat troubled in the leaf-dappled moonlight.

"What's wrong, my friend?" I asked.
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"Angelique came home late last night."

"Guilty," I confessed. "It was a nice night for a

stroll."

"I think it more than strolling. You and my

sister, you draw very near. Since our parents died

it has been just us two. I have cautioned her about

attachments in these uncertain times, but who can

counsel a person when it comes to their feelings?"

"You're leading up to something."

"Tell her 'no.'"

"I'm sorry. I can't do that."

Jacques rose, shoulder muscles bunching as he

crouched over me. I could see pencil-thick cords

standing out on his neck, and he was burning those

metallic eyes into mine.

I got to my feet, returning his glare. "I have

feelings for her as well. I love her. If you're mad at

me, let's deal with it at the proper time. This mis-

sion is too important."

Jacques raised his hand. I expected a fist, then

grinned when he shook my hand with a smile.

"That's all right, then," he told me. "But, let me

warn you—you hurt my sister, and I'll wipe you out,

okay?"

"Okay." And, without another word, we went to

sleep.

We awoke early. I buried my notebook, intend-

ing to recover it on our way back. We then shoul-

dered our packs and went over our covers as we

marched down the road to Rennes. Rumors had

come that the Soviets were looking for horse

trainers to help them mobilize their large, and

mainly useless, infantry and armored troops. We
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posed as these needed trainers. Jacques had given

me a crash course in the fine art of nag-handling,

and coached me in Breton dialect. We practiced

right up until we reached the outskirts of Rennes,

which literally crawled with Russians. Huge,

sprawling barracks, poorly constructed, appeared to

circle the town. Parked along these barracks were

row upon row of T-72's and T-80's, all silent as their

brethren in Auray. A few small vehicles chugged by,

emitting a foul-smelling odor reminiscent of chicken

houses. Squads of clumsy cavalry clopped past us.

"Where are they going?" Jacques asked a wary-

eyed Breton mending a fence.

The man replied with a sneer. "To sweep the

countryside for brigand partisans."

"Huh," Jacques winked. "Have they found any?"

"Not yet," the man repliled. He returned to his

work. We continued into the town.

We threaded past road apples dropped by the

cavalry mounts and soon came to a barbed-wire and

sandbag fence along the city's edge. Beyond those

cruel twisted steel strands rose Rennes, an ancient

city. Its medieval spires contested with modern

structures of concrete and glass. There was no roar

of traffic, no scream of jets, only the sound of men

and horses.

Four Soviet guards watched the entrance,

which lay along Route 24, the way we had come.

Jacques came forward with our cleverly forged

papers while I stood back and tried to look like a

horse-trainer. I fervently wished Merlin to be with

us, but that was impossible. Suddenly, my head

filled with a voice not my own.
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"Ah, there you are, my boy," came the mage's

cackle.

I put my hand to my face and coughed so that

my look of shock would not be noticeable. Merlin's

powers were great indeed, for him to be able to

reach me from forty kilometers.

"I've been trying to find the right path to your

mind," the wizard continued.

"Wavelength, Merlin," I corrected. "Mental

emanations are electrical in nature."

"What is this electricity, and what do ocean

waves have to do with what's in your skull?"

"Forget it, Merlin; it would take too long to

explain. You've found me, now what can I do for

you?"

"Arthur wants to know how you're doing."

"We've just arrived. If we get in trouble, I'll

call—collect."

"What?"

"Never mind."

I felt his mental tentacles slip away as Jacques

called me to step forward. They said few words to

us, except to direct us to the city hall where divi-

sional headquarters was located. They searched us,

but we carried no weapons, only food, which they

took, passing it among themselves. The streets

were full of trash, and little clumps of horse crap

dotted the asphalt. We walked to the town hall, a

brick edifice that was the cleanest building we had

seen so far. A sign in Russian Cyrillic characters

was affixed to the doorway, but I couldn't read it.

Jacques again did the talking, obtaining an

audience with Major Koniev, chief of staff to Gen-
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eral Denovilz of the 6th Tank Division. We were

escorted by two soldiers inside and into a small

outer office. A man seated at a steel desk behind

several monolithic file cabinets ignored a blank-

screened computer console at left left. A polished

wooden door flanked our right, bearing the name,

recognizable even in Cyrillic, as General Vassily

Denovilz. The man at the desk rose. He was a solid

fellow, just under six feet, blond-haired and blue-

eyed, without the coarseness of some Russians. He

straightened his uniform and stuck out his hand. I

noticed it was neat and well-manicured. His grin

was Peder Jarlsen-sized.

"So, you are the horse breakers," he said in

reasonably good French, by way of introduction. "I

am Major Koniev."

We gave him our aliases. "Actually, we are

horse-trainers," corrected Jacques. "We wish to

offer our services."

"Fine, fine." Koniev, still smiling, sat down. He

produced a pack of cigarettes and waved it at us like

a radiation meter. "A cigarette? Real Turkish blend

tobacco. The only benefit we got from taking over

that miserable country."

"No, thanks," Jacques declined. "Could we be of

service to the general?"

"No doubt. But, I am curious as to why you

would help us, your conquerors?" He lit up and

leaned back, steepling his fingers in a manner that

reminded me of Sherlock Holmes.

"We are horse men," my friend replied. "We

work with horses without worrying who owns

them."
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"Oh, yes—yes, of course, of course." Koniev

blew unfurling coils of smoke as he spoke. He put

back his head and laughed.

"When would the general wish us to start?"

Jacques tried to sound solicitous, but I could see he

was beginning to weary of this somewhat less than

flashy martinet.

A female voice sliced in, scalpel sharp and

twenty-inch speaker vibrant.

"You have already started your service, fools,

by walking into our hands!"

I turned right and nearly went over with my

chair. Her! In all her evil beauty, now clothed in

black satin and leather, with seven-odd pounds of

gold baubles, stood Morgana. Beside her in the now

open office door stood a large bluff-faced man in a

forest green uniform. General Denovilz, I guessed.

We got up quickly, casting about for a weapon.

Both Soviets drew their Makarovs and leveled them

at our chests. We were trapped. Morgana swayed

forward. I found the air growing heavy with her

cloying perfume. She put out one slim, almond-

nailed hand and stroked my chin with one carmine-

tipped finger. She had discovered nail-polish, I

noted.

"Ahhh, the redoubtable Rex," the sorceress

purred. "You stick your nose where it does not

belong. While I delve in new powers unleashed here

in the German lands you enter my house and

remove my songbird. You also killed my guard."

"Arthur killed him, witch," I gritted.

"Don't be tiresome, my Rex. There is no reason

for us to be enemies. We both have the same
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hobby—that bull headed Romano-Celt Arthur. Yes,

we'll soon have the lot of you, and when I sit upon

the throne of Britain, you shall all be brought before

me in chains—if you last that long." Morgana

smiled. I was not amused.

I looked into our pistol-wielding captors' faces

for some sign of resentment to Morgana's pro-

nouncement that she would rule Britain. No hint of

repulsion over her imperialist suggestion crossed

their impassive features. Then I realized why.

Morgana manipulated their minds, wielding these

leaders like puppets in her battle for control of

Britain—and Arthur.

"We won't tell you anything," Jacques stated

resolutely.

"Oh, but you will. You'll tell us everything. The

General here will turn you over to Major Rosso-

vitch, and you'll tell." She laughed right in my face,

which took guts. This caused me to punch right at

her grin, woman or no woman. My fist went

through her, though, like she was a ghost.

"Silly, Rex!" Morgana's smile became malevo-

lent. "I can touch you, but you cannot touch

me—unless I wish it. If I had the time, I would

enjoy digging the secrets from your little mind

myself." Morgana raised a lovely finger to her lips in

thought. "Perhaps I will..."

"Merlin!" I shouted in my mind. I repeated his

name again and again. Morgana's image studied me

intently.

Morgana focused her energies, which made her

image to lose some of its coherency. At the same

time I sensed something like a static electric charge
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building and knew it was an effect of her magical

powers. Then, I felt her presence within me, like

icy needles probing my skull, penetrating into my

brain. It felt unclean, evil. I tried to shut her out, to

concentrate on my psychic SOS to Merlin. Her face

convulsed with anger, and her crimson lips pulled

back into a snarl. I felt her probes suddenly explode

like magnesium, and my head filled with white, hot

fire. I fell to my knees, clutching my head, but still

I called out, now vocally as well.

"Merlin, Merlin . . ." I gasped.

"No!" she hissed. "You won't tip off that old

dog! You cannot resist my power!"

The flame was suddenly turned up in my brain

like a gas burner until it blotted out everything,

eating away my eyes from within. I could see

nothing but white. Suddenly, it all turned abruptly

black. Morgana's laughter faded to a sibilant whis-

per, like a radio with nothing but dead air coming

out of it, then silence. If I hit the floor, I didn't feel

it.

CHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER SIXTEEN

I woke up smelling manure. Light streamed in

gray and smoky conical bars through a small win-

dow. I was in a small damp room. My arms ached

abominably due to the fact I was in chains. Filth-

mottled straw was scattered about, and every so

often I detected movement in one of these indoor

tumbleweeds. Sharing this miasma was my friend

Jacques Bertrand, similarly manacled to my left. His

head was down, coppery hair hanging in his eyes. I
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called his name, but got no answer. My bladder was

troubling me and I could figure no way to relieve it

tidily, so I concentrated on other things. I stared

resolutely at a steel rectangle which was the door.

Jacques awoke. His galvanized eyes were

molten with anger. Other than that, neither of us

seemed to have suffered any ill effects from our

synaptic blasting. Not two minutes later, a sliding

rasp of bolts being withdrawn sounded from our

door. It swung outward spilling a blaze of light.

A guard stepped in quickly. Next into the room

stalked Le Diable Rouge. He had been well de-

scribed by terrified Bretons. Tall as Holger, rapier

thin, his dark leather uniform fit like it was tailored.

Major Nikolai Rossovitch of the KGB was almost

stereotypical in his appearance, framed as it was by

a serpentine spiral of bluish smoke that rippled up

from his cigarette. His colorless hair was closely

cropped above features narrow and wolfish. Rosso-

vitch had a high-arched nose and dark eyes with a

slight epicanthic fold at their corners. One of those

orbs was glazed by a monocle. Tapering mustaches

loomed over thin, pale lips that seemed to perpetu-

ally snarl; a small, almost obscure triangle of goatee

covered his long, pointed chin.

"So," Rossovitch began in stilted, accented

English, "Lt. Rex Williams, three years lost at sea.

Now you wash up on my beach. You've been a

real—what is the American term—pain in the

ass—ever since. And this, this is your stooge, the

bourgeois farmer Jacques Bertrand."

Jacques struggled up at this, trying to kick

Rossovitch, who stepped back in plenty of time. He
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motioned to his clockwork guard, who used his

AKS-74's butt stock to brutal effect. I heard the

fiery Breton make some gagging noises in accompa-

niment to meaty smacks, but he did not cry out.

Rossovitch waved his man away and continued.

"You should teach your underlings manners, Lt.

Williams. But, then, you are not the head of your

band of capitalist criminals. It is the Engliski,

Arthur, I understand. My new ally Morgana tells me

he is the storybook King Arthur. This, of course, I

do not believe. He is obviously a dupe of the British

secret service, just as you are working for your CIA

gangsters."

"Sure, right," I mocked. "Dupe of the British

secret service. Right. Did Morgana tell you she was

a witch?"

"Of course. But then, I do not believe this

either. She is a genius at psychic powers, I do

believe, though. We have been researching psychic

phenomena for years, so this is not beyond the

realm of possibility. What I want to know is the

location of your resistance headquarters and its

strength."

"Ask Morgana. She's the psychic."

"She claims that her power has a hole in it, so

to speak. She cannot find your headquarters, but did

see your arrival at the gates."

I thought. Merlin must have been using his

power to shield our activities from Morgana's

probes. No wonder his strength was limited. Had he

heard my plea? If I tried again, I was certain that

Morgana would detect it. I was surprised that she

hadn't simply read my mind like Merlin did.
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"I can't, you fool," came her voice suddenly, in

my head. "That dotard had placed a ward on both

your fat heads that prevents me from unlocking

those parts of your puny minds that contain your

secrets. But, that's fine. Major Rossovitch will

torture it out of you. A shame, really, my Rex, that

such a handsome, intelligent man like yourself

should be disfigured both inside and out, but there

is no other way. I may not appreciate your opposi-

tion to my plans, but I sympathize with your fond-

ness for Arthur. Well, you could still tell what you

know before it's too late. Don't bother to answer, I

can sense the resentment in your mind. Ah, good-

bye then, my Rex. Perhaps Rossovitch will leave

enough of you to entertain me."

As swiftly as she violated my mind, her psychic

icepick withdrew.

Rossovitch offered what he thought was a

charming smile. "Come now, Lt. Williams. May I

call you Rex? We are both men of the world, yes?

We own all of continental Europe and Turkey, plus

most of Iran and sections of China. Let us talk of

what my mother called realpolitik, eh? We are going

to win this war."

"If you are, then why haven't you taken Eng-

land? Why does China resist you? Your armies are

at a standstill. Your men are almost out of ammuni-

tion."

"You have been at sea a long time, haven't you?

Your own armies are in worse shape. We are build-

ing up and soon we will sweep the bourgeois swine

from the Earth. Come, Rex, can't you see how

stupid it is to resist us?"
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"You can't even stop a bunch of ill-equipped

freedom fighters. Take over the earth? In a pig's

eye!"

The backhand Rossovitch delivered left the

taste of blood on my tongue. He would soon tire of

the talking and out would come whips and rubber

hoses. And hot irons and electric prods. I tried not

to think about that.

Rossovitch eventually tired of rearranging my

face. "I tried to be reasonable, Americanski, but you

have to play the part of the perverse hero. You are

like an actor from a film, also—a modern day Ram-

bo. Very well. You will see why they call me the

Red Devil. And, mon cher Rex, you will regret the

knowledge. You—" to the guard—"call for the

technicians. I will oversee this 'persuasion' session

personally. One more chance to talk, Rex."

"Do the biologically impossible, mother-grab-

ber."

"Such bravado. Ah, well, I tried." Rossovitch

spread his long, narrow hands and made a moue

with his lips. "You will talk, Yankee. You will babble

and whimper, like the cur you are."

The guard opened our cell door and stepped

into the hall. Suddenly, a burst of automatic fire

folded him like a thing of cardboard, sending his

shiny assault rifle clattering to the stone. Rosso-

vitch turned at that booming, allowing me to arch up

and succeed where Jacques failed, planting my boot

firmly in Rossovitch's groin.

He windmilled away, a dusty bootprint showing

on his tunic's hem. He fell rather hard and flat, then

got up holding his crotch with one hand, and feeling
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his temple with the other. A jagged flap of flesh had

been skinned away over his right eye. Blood forked

in a dark red lightning bolt down the side of Rosso-

vitch's face. I gave him my biggest grin.

"Americanski bastard!" He seethed, going for

his Makarov. "You will die for this. My first shot

will raise your voice."

"I wouldn't," came a familiar voice from the

door. Peder Jarlsen stood there, his AK-47 held in

an unwavering bead on Rossovitch's back. "I'll stitch

a pretty pattern on your shoulders, you bloody

monster. Now, put down that popgun."

The KGB major placed his Makarov down on

the floor and raised his hands.

"I never thought I'd be glad to see your ugly

face!" I greeted Peder.

"Save your charming remarks for poor, mis-

guided Angelique," the Dane grimly chuckled. "It

was all I could do to keep her from coming along. I

think she—how you Yanks say—has a case for you.

Lucky swine."

Arthur burst in after him, Caledwich ready.

Merlin followed, looking a little peaked. His craggy

face was pale in contrast to his midnight robes and

rippling beard. He leaned against a damp wall while

Arthur bit into our shackles with Caledwich's keen

edge. The soft iron parted without scratching the

magic steel in Arthur's hand. My arms fell limply to

my sides, their circulation long curtailed.

I struggled to rise. Hot needles of feeling began

to start at my joints, causing my shoulders to

twitch. "How, Arthur?" I demanded, as he hacked at

Jacques' chains. "How did you get in here when we
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couldn't even get into the city unnoticed?"

"Thank Merlin," he gritted as he swung. "One

minute he had called us together to say that Morga-

na had betrayed you to the Soviets; then, we were

in the hallway here."

"Yes," said Merlin, "and we'd better get our

fundaments out of this dungeon. Morgana might

sense me any second. Gather round!"

He flung out his arms broadly. Peder helped

Jacques to his feet. We stumbled together. Merlin's

face drew in upon itself as he concentrated. Sud-

denly, a storm cloud complete with blue-white

cobwebs of lightning appeared in our cell.

"Merlin!" came Morgana's gale shriek from the

cloud's heart. "You will not slip from me! Not

again!"

The white triangle of her face began to form in

that purplish mass and I could smell ozone. Merlin's

face worked, and I saw lines of veins pucker along

his sweat-pearled brow. Then, my world turned

white and I had a dizzying sensation. I felt like I was

spiraling down a colorless tube. The next instant I

was in the plain wooden barracks we had built in the

decaying granite wrinkle of Broceliande. We were

together, and whole. Morgana's thunderhead had

not made the transition with us.

"Merlin," I turned to congratulate the wizard

and barely caught him as he fell. Arthur was quick

to help since I still did not have full control over my

arms..

"Take him to the aid station!" Peder barked,

leading the way.

We tumbled into a new day's sunlight, moving
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Merlin to our crude aid station. As we did, Angeli-

que rushed forward from its door, followed by a

small, trim man in semi-military garb. He had a

jaunty strut and a smug look on his squarish face,

set off by the twitching little mustache under his

pimple of a nose.

Angelique welded herself to me, and brazed her

lips to mine. Then she hugged Jacques in turn. The

little man in brownish drills came up to me, gave

me a knowing look, and began to pump my hand

vigorously, causing me to wince with the effort.

"Leftenant Williams, is it not?" came fluent

Oxfordese from the little man.

"That's right," I mumbled, wanting to get back

to Angelique. "Who are you?"

"Drysdale, Geoffrey, Captain, His Majesty's

Special Air Service," was his reply. "We've heard

about your organization. We are very interested.

You have inconvenienced the bloody Reds. Well

done!"

"Pray tell."

"We've been in contact with your group since

yesterday. Extraordinary. Smashing. Top hole. Now

that you've given these people a start, we'll be

moving some of our own boys in by sub to really get

things going."

"I thought we were doing pretty damn good on

our own."

"Oh, yes, yes, quite—but really, old fel-

low—you've no experience in partisan warfare.

We've got some chaps that will give Ivan a real kick

in the pants. Why, with the start you've given us,

we'll be able to land an Anglo-American expedition-
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ary force of corps strength in Brittany and begin to

retake some of the French real estate, what?"

"That's great. When?"

"Soon, soon. I really don't get all the details,

being low in the pecking order. We're developing

these methane-powered battlecars, and your boys

are working on solar assisted battery vehicles. And

cavalry, of course. The King's Own Lifeguards are

up to brigade strength. What a grand sight! You'll

see them all, flowing plumes, shining breastplates."

"No doubt. We'll be glad to have your fellows

working with us."

"Oh, no, no, old boy. That's not it at all. They'll

be taking over completely. Totally."

"Huh? What about us? Arthur, Merlin, and—

me?"

"You're heroes, my boy. You'll be coming back

with me, to England!"

CHAPTER SEVENTEENCHAPTER SEVENTEENCHAPTER SEVENTEENCHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The British rating worked a large round handle

on the hatch above us with a grating squeak. Sev-

eral pearl-strings of sea water dripped from the

submarine's hatch and I saw daylight. I followed the

seaman up the narrow tube-steel ladder and into

sweet blue air to stand on the deck of HMS Chur-

chill. The huge submersible lay alongside a Wey-

mouth dock still full of rubble from Russian bombs

before the Soviets ran out of aviation fuel. Holger

and I helped a rather pale Arthur from the sub's

depths. Peder Jarlsen brought up the rear.

Peder surveyed the burned buildings and
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twisted steel, and flashed me a yard-wide smile.

"Just what I had in mind for a holiday," he chuckled.

"Fantastic atmosphere."

My mind was miles away, across the Channel

amongst Broceliande's wild rills. The night before

I had seen Angelique for what I thought could be

the last time. We were in St. Malo, on the Breton

coast, at a dock where the Churchill 's dark lozenge

rolled in the old ferry port like a huge whale. Gun-

fire had died down, meaning that the small Soviet

garrison had been wiped out. The Russians had

trained their heavy 152mm cannons out to sea and

where unprepared for an attack by land. Engineers

busily removed those guns for the resistance's

arsenal.

Men loaded our gear onto the sub as I stood

looking into Angelique's moist eyes. I tried to

notice every detail, framing her gray eyes and curly

brown hair in a mental picture I could carry to my

grave. "Come with me," I urged, cradling her soft

body against my almost threadbare regs.

"I cannot," the girl replied, biting her top lip.

"Someone must remain to liaison with Captain

Drysdale and his men. Jacques cannot give them all

the details. He is a great farmer and a fierce war-

rior, but all of this is a little over his head."

"I can't leave you."

"You must. Arthur needs you to protect him

from the modern world. Merlin will be ill for an-

other week, the doctor tells me."

At that moment, the stretcher bearers carried

the mage on board. Merlin had apparently suffered

a mild stroke. The Churchill 's doctor expected a
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full recovery, provided we could get him to a proper

hospital.

I gripped Angelique's soft shoulders. "Peder

could protect Arthur. They seem to get along these

days."

"Do not argue, Rex. Peder hasn't your patience

and Holger's not much better. All Holgar thinks of

is drink and barmaids."

I wasn't ready to give up. "Then join me as soon

as Drysdale's settled."

"If I can."

"You better. Or I'll have you shot."

An impish gleam entered those smoky gray

eyes. "You just make sure your gun will fire."

"Ha!" I suddenly squeezed Angelique. "Marry

me!" I exclaimed.

"What? You're crazy!"

"No. Marry me."

"And become the wife of a sailor? With a girl in

every port? Or worse, a war widow."

I wasn't going to play the game this time. I was

serious—and Angelique knew it.

"Well—" the girl's voice became husky "—I'll

consider your proposal until I get a better one."

Angelique kissed me. When she drew back I saw

the promise in her eyes. "Oh, you know I'm only

teasing! When this is over that's when we'll talk.

Now, go. Please!"

I raised her hands to my lips. "Be careful, love."

Angelique kissed me one more time with

passion, then turned and ran.

So here I was, in sunny Weymouth. Drysdale

said the heroes were too valuable. We were morale-
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boosters that a war weary England needed. World

War II had its symbol of Churchill. World War III

had the return of Arthur. The press had made us

England's bully boys. Did the populace believe?

There were no bands and no crowds at the

dock, just screaming gulls and the sharp, incessant

banging of tools repairing ships and buildings. Still,

though Angelique was across the channel along with

my heart, my head swirled with the realization I

was in England! Years fell away and the boy in me

grinned. I peered about for a glimpse of Sir Lance-

lot, Robin Hood, or St. George. The color and

lavishness of the Elizabethan court ebbed and

flowed between these half-burned facilities. I was

here—in England! With Arthur and Merlin—it was

too good to be true.

My delight was cut short as the orderlies from

the waiting ambulance transferred Merlin to their

vehicle. Two other conveyances awaited: a sleek

black Rolls and a Saladin armored car, chugging

noxiously from its recently converted alternative

fuel engine. We approached the car. The military

driver stiffly saluted. I returned it.

"Lt. Williams, sah!" snapped the man.

"That's right," I replied. The driver looked so

prim that I unconsciously straightened my perma-

nently straightened, heavily starched regs that were

loaned me by Churchill 's skipper.

"Very good, sah! I am ordered by General

Bernard to drive you to the airport."

Arthur scowled. Holgar shook his head. Neither

had ridden in a car, though they had seen them. I

motioned for the driver to take his station as I
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handed in the heroes. Closing the door, I settled

back as the car followed Merlin's ambulance. A

short drive brought us to Weymouth's airport where

an olive drab Sikorski helicopter squatted. The

rotors drooped. Arthur and Holger approached this

egg-beater warily.

"What devil's chick is this?" Arthur demanded.

"A flying machine," I explained.

"Fly?" Holger eyed the Sikorski. "It has no

wings."

"It's too complicated to go into. The best

comparison is the maple seed. It has a little tail on

it that rotates as it falls, allowing it to drop slowly."

"If that is so, then how does this thing go up?"

"An engine drives it."

"Very well." Holger shook his head resignedly.

Our driver helped us aboard. Merlin was

stowed in a rear compartment.

"Where are we headed?" I asked our driver.

He merely smiled and pulled the door shut in

my face. He waved to the pilot and the blades began

to whirl. With a lurch, the Sikorsky sprang skyward.

I went forward and tapped the pilot. He turned a

mahogany face toward me. "Where to, pilot?" I

asked.

"London, sir," came accented English. I nodded

and stepped back. Arthur studied our pilot with

curiosity and turned to Holger.

"Did that fellow look like a Sind to you?" he

remarked.

"Aye." The rusty head nodded. "A man of Indie,

certes."

"Close," I commented. "He is a Ghurka from
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the Northeast of India. They are reputed to be the

fiercest and deadliest fighters in the world."

We flew over Salisbury plain. I could see the

fanged shadow of Stonehenge near Amesbury. I

pointed it out to Arthur.

"It looks like a toy," the war duke sighed. "A

place of power. I can feel its vibration even from

here. And the town—Emrysbury. It was named for

my mentor, Ambrosius Aurelianus. How it has

changed."

Merlin stirred as we passed over the megaliths.

He struggled to rise against his attendant's firm

grip. "The cauldron! The cauldron of Britain,"

croaked the mage. "Peir pen Annwfn!" This last was

in pure Welsh, then the wizard lapsed into uncon-

sciousness again.

"What was that all about?" Peder wondered.

"Old Welsh Celtic," I replied. "It's tantalizingly

familiar. I wish I'd learned the language. Arthur,

what is it?"

"'The head of Hades' cauldron'," Arthur mut-

tered absently, dark eyes fixed on our convalescing

wizard.

"Damn!" I thundered. "I've heard of it. It's

mixed up with the cauldron of Britain. There's a tale

about it in the Mabinogion. What significance does

it contain?"

"I know not. Merlin asked me for troops to help

him do some scouting for Cunomorus, king of

Dumnonia."

"Mark of Cornwall," I explained to Peder.

"That's how he has come down to us, Arthur."

"I must read these books. You will show them
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to me. My Anglish is improving and so is the read-

ing of it. There is a lot of bastard Latin in it—Frank-

ish, Holger tells me. At any rate, I went along with

Merlin and a picked squad, led by Geraint and

Bedwyr. I left Gwalchmai and my brother Caius to

watch the Saxons. Cunomorus wanted some good

men to search out the kingdom the Scotti had set

up in formerly British Dalriada. I think the Rex

Marco Cunomorus wanted to expand his outpost

holding on the coast of Strathclyde into another

kingdom. He had his eye on Dunadd, the old Dalria-

dan seat of power on the Crinan Isthmus.

"Merlin had his eye on something else. The

Scotti chieftain had an object of power brought over

from Hibernia by Fergus Mac Erc. It was an old

object, old as Britannia. It was given to the Hiberni-

ans as a gift by the Britons, and misused. It was

broken, but this chief displayed it like a holy thing.

As War Duke, I had to keep the individual kings

happy, so I went along with this reconnaissance. It

was one of my few disasters."

Arthur paused to look down at the White Horse

at Uffington, chalk outlines dazzling against the dark

sod. "How wonderful it is to see such treasures

from the air. How I've missed you, Britannia!" He

continued: "Three squadrons of horse did I lead. We

got in fine. Merlin glamoured himself into Dunadd

and came out bearing the pasted cauldron, then we

headed home. But, the Scotti had been alerted, and

every tuft of grass hid a bowman. Three squads! By

Uffern, those devils were like the wind. Seven

returned. Geraint, Bedwyr, Merlin, myself, and

three troopers. Damn me, it was Hell!"
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The copter lurched as it swung eastward, and

Arthur paled at its swaying. We had taken a circu-

itous route, which I mentioned to the pilot. "To

avoid enemy aircraft," he explained. "Occasionally,

they splurge and send one up, just to check our

defenses. Can't take the chance to go straight. We'll

be at Heathrow in half an hour, sir."

I mulled over what Arthur had said. His battle

was unfamiliar, unrecorded. Or was it? Nennius, the

ninth century writer, did register one battle as 'cait

coit celidon'—the Caledonian wood. Perhaps he

meant this battle. Some other things nagged at me,

but I came up with no solution by the time we

landed at spacious, but near-dead, Heathrow airport.

Here, our reception was different. A double line

of Scots from the Black Watch trailed from our

landing circle, dressed in full regimental finery,

ebony plumes drooping in that wilting summer heat,

tartans bright, and rifles held in precision. Beyond,

I could see the regimental band, replete with

bagpipes, and a knot of civilians past that. Our pilot

landed expertly. He then dodged into the back to

help the attendant carry Merlin off. An ambulance

surged from between two buildings. At a nod from

the bandmaster, pipes began humming and skirling

and the rest of the band struck up a martial air.

Civilians began to bleed through the picket fence of

Black Watch.

"Caveat media," warned Peder.

"Eh?" grunted Arthur.

"An unknown phenomenon to you, Arthur. The

press. Reporters. Newsmen."

"News? Are they professional gossips?"
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"No," I replied. "They inform the populace in a

way to make it interesting, even entertaining. They

search for facts and make them into news stories."

"Oh. Like bards, they wander about with harp

and song to here and there."

"Well, sort of, I guess. Sometimes, they're just

a damn nuisance."

"Ho!" thundered Holger. "What strange devices

do they carry on their packs? What do they have in

their hands?"

"Cameras. Mikes."

He misunderstood. "Maces? Is this how the

bards ply their trade, by bashing in the heads of

strangers to get their facts? How do we not know

that they are paid assassins of the Soviets?"

The flock of reporters and cameramen crowded

in. It was aswirl with men and women, bristling

with round-headed microphones. A man thrust one

in Arthur's face. "Please comment on your rescue

from Avalon, King Arthur!" the man demanded.

"What?" Arthur blinked.

Cortana swished free like blue lightning. "He

means to strike you with his mace! Hah! Villain!"

Cortana's blue line sliced the mike neatly in

half, just below its head. The crowd melted back

before this giant wild-eyed Dane. The man holding

his beheaded mike fainted. Others turned to the

Scots. "Freedom for the press!" they squalled.

"Save us! Fair play! What do we pay you for?"

The soldiers merely grinned. A thin, long-

necked man with a receding chin and a humped

nose came forward. I could tell he was not of the

press. His hair was steel gray, and his colorless
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eyes held a respectful glow as he put out a weath-

ered, veined hand. With an elevatoring of his Ad-

am's apple, our greeter cleared his throat.

"Welcome! Welcome to England!"

CHAPTER EIGHTEENCHAPTER EIGHTEENCHAPTER EIGHTEENCHAPTER EIGHTEEN

I dreamed that night of battle, flames blooming

and flashing all around. Men screamed; horses

pitched and went down. Flapping, ragged banners

were attached to long poles. Some poles had empty,

grinning skulls perched at their apexes. My sword

was notched, edgeless, coated with blood. My chain

mail was broken, odd links turning idly as they

dangled. My head was down, sweat dripping away to

make dark spots on the gray, ashen earth. Sud-

denly, a huge cross-shaped shadow fell upon me. I

could hear great wings flapping. I looked up, and

saw a gigantic, diseased vulture, maggots tumbling

from its mottled, tattered skull. I screamed . . .

...and awoke in my dim hotel room. I shook

palsiedly, then tore away my light coverings. An air

conditioner hummed lowly beneath heavily cur-

tained windows. The Anthenaeum Court was a very

posh place. I drew aside curtains and looked upon

downtown London's misty brilliance. Here I was! A

country boy from Maryland, here, in London!

I stared across Piccadilly Circus at Green Park.

To my left was St. James Place. Around a corner to

my right was Hyde Park. But this was wartime

London and barricades and bomb craters were

sprinkled about. The Wellington Arch that straddled

Constitution was in rubble, its center gone, the
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remaining pillars like broken, rotten teeth. The

statue of the Iron Duke that surmounted it was

gone.

I showered and dressed. After breakfast in my

room I reported to JACWAS, Joint Allied Command,

Western Approaches. I was told a considerable

amount of back pay was ready at the paymaster and

no ship was available for me. My enlistment expired

three months earlier. I was asked to re-enlist and

was offered the rank of captain in Navy intelligence.

I told them I would think about it. I drew my back

pay and found a bank willing to convert it to pound

sterling, which turned out to be a bulky wad, so I

opened an account.

I returned to my room and flipped on the TV. I

managed to catch the ceremony where Arthur met

King Charles. It was pomp with parade after parade

of Black Watch, King's Own Horse, Ghurka, and

Lifeguard Dragoons. Looking out my window, It

amazed me that TV was broadcast here, when just

a handful of miles across the channel, people had

barely any power. I learned that nuclear generators

had been set up in the Midlands, quickly con-

structed by U.S. personnel (without adequate

safeguards, I might add). Even so, the power grid

was limited, and electric use above a certain level

was prohibited. Metering was strictly checked and

violators became work gangs. The ceremony with

King Charles was brief. Arthur was inexplicably

dressed in pseudo-Elizabethan finery. Arthur's

English held up, sometimes lapsing into Celtic, but

he made out fine, until the presentation of an ornate

medal that was bestowed upon his breast. The
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press was allowed to take pictures, and, naturally,

ask questions.

Arthur began fuming, then he ripped a Panaflex

from one man's hand and smashed it against the

very camera beaming the picture I was watching.

My screen produced an electronic blizzard, which

was replaced with the printed admonition: Please

Stand By. I looked out my window. The crowd

suddenly spewed out a black glob of Bobbies. They

boiled and seethed, keeping the mob at bay, with

Arthur at their apex. His stocky figure strode

rapidly across the pavement directly into my hotel

where police held the mass of press and onlookers

at bay.

Suddenly, there was a furious banging on my

door and a hoarse voice bawling in Celtic. I opened

my door cautiously, only to be sandwiched between

it and the wall as Arthur blundered in, his dark face

moving like a wind-driven thundercloud.

"Rex!" he roared. "Where are you?"

"Ahem," I coughed, staggering from behind my

door and feeling my solar plexus where its knob had

caught me. Arthur whirled. He looked very regal in

his red velveteen doublet with silk slashings in its

sleeves, white hose, and pearl-rimmed slippers. He

tore a shapeless black hat from his head and threw

it across my room.

"These—these agents of the press!" he blasted.

"How can I answer questions if I have no idea what

in Uffern's name they are talking about?"

"What do you mean?" I queried.

"They want to know about people I've never

heard of! Somebody named Lancelot, a Percival,
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and the Holy Grail! Who was the Holy Grail, Rex?"

"Not who, but a what."

"A what, then! These mewling gossipers, they

talk of things of which I know nothing—chivalry,

jousts, lances. What horse's hockey is this?"

"Hmmmm." I sat on my bed and stroked my

chin for a second. "Your English has improved

significantly. I guess the best thing is to let you see

what they're talking about."

Peder Jarlsen burst into my room, followed by

the huge Holger Danske. Our Danish duo was

obviously upset. "What's all the commotion?" Peder

demanded. "We heard you caterwauling all the way

down the hall."

"We're going to see a movie," I answered him.

"Sam far den fanden?" he muttered.

"Huh?"

"What the hell?"

I went over to the desk and grabbed up the

receiver from the phone sitting there. "Hello, Room

Service?" I spoke. "This is Lt. Williams. Yes, that's

right. I'm fine. Can you do me a big favor? Good. My

friends—you know, King Arthur, Mr. Jarlsen? Yes.

Well, my friends and I need a video cassette player.

Yes. Right. We also need a particular movie. "Ex-

calibur, 1979. Who was in it? Let's see. Oh, yes,

Nicol Williamson. Have you heard of him? Yes, he

did play Sherlock Holmes once. Can you get it? No

problem. Veddy good then, old boy. Hmmm? Yes,

cheerio to you, too." I hung up the phone and shook

my head. "What a space case. The legend of Arthur

awed him enough to do our bidding, though."

"What's the point?" Peder demanded.
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"Well, Arthur "could read about himself, but

since his audial comprehension is more than ade-

quate, he can watch a movie."

"What is a movie?" Arthur queried.

"It's a story with moving pictures of the e-

vents," I explained. "It is very real-seeming."

"I see—I suppose. Perhaps Merlin should view

this with us."

"Well, I guess we could take the apparatus over

there," I conceded. "He's at the Army hospital,

under guard."

"It would be best I think, Yank," Peder agreed.

"I think Arthur's in for a shock, and he could use

Merlin's guidance. You know, Yank, with all this

talk about audial comprehension and literacy, you

almost sound like an English professor."

"Really."

A video cassette player arrived in due time with

the proper tape. With Peder's help, I packaged it up

for our trip to the Army hospital. I called our guards

downstairs in the lobby to provide transportation,

and a converted Land Rover was brought around in

due time. Luckily for our stomachs and noses, we

only endured a short trip in the "rolling stink-bomb"

as I dubbed it.

The hospital was tall and austere outside, busy

and sterile-seeming inside. It was packed with

patients, mostly holdovers from Nuke-Week; pitiful

balding scarecrows with gray, scabrous skins. The

majority had lost limbs or had leukemia. Not pretty.

We found Merlin on an upper level. He was in

a single room, two from the King's Own Guards

stood outside his door, their Belgian automatic
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rifles at ready. Merlin was awake, watching televi-

sion. He looked like any other stroke victim, thin

and weak in his white hospital gown. Oxygen tubes

were slung along his ears and under his nose. Wires

connected him to monitoring devices. Only in

Merlin's eyes did I see the fire of his spirit. He

turned his head slowly as we entered his room,

wincing with effort.

"Ho, Merlin," greeted Arthur. Even in a broad-

cloth shirt and jeans, the War Duke carried an air

about him. No less impressive was Holger the Dane

in a simple polo shirt and cords. Peder and I carried

the video equipment.

"Hail, Dux Bellorum," returned Merlin in a

feeble voice. "How do you like this 'telly', Arthur?"

He indicated the set on which was playing the

popular British soap opera "Coronation Street".

Arthur peered at its flickering image and drew

back in alarm.

"More sorcery!" he exclaimed. "How does this

happen, Merlin? What spell can shrink whole worlds

and put them in a box? Those people are so tiny!"

"'tis but an image, Arthur," assured the mage.

I hooked up our video cassette player and

plugged the tape into its slot.

"The only prologue I will give you is that this,

more or less, is how you and Arthur have come

down to us," I explained.

Arthur's and Holger's looks of awe soon melted

into those of studious intent. Merlin's eyes were

glittering like two chips of volcanic glass. As soon

as Nicol Williamson, in his black robe and silver

skullcap, appeared onscreen, the mage snorted.
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""That is me?" he demanded. "I fear that I am

being made a fool of. However, he is a crafty fellow,

not altogether unlike myself—I suppose."

"I like that armor," commented Holger.

"It is very cumbersome-looking. Those helmets

are interestingly shaped," Arthur injected.

The movie went on. Arthur became king.

"King! What an idiot!" Arthur growled. "They

have made me a glory-seeker, a do-gooder. And this

woman! She has none of my Gwennhyfar's spirit.

She is very much the schemer, not the daughter of

a warrior chieftain."

We watched a scene where Arthur's movie

image battled Lancelot.

"Who is this Lancelot? He is quite a warrior,

though much too pretty for my tastes," Arthur

observed.

I cringed inwardly. Perhaps watching this

movie was not such a good idea after all. Guine-

vere's and Lancelot's adultery were soon revealed

in living color.

"By all the gods of Britain and Rome!" foamed

Arthur. "This is an affront! Who is responsible for

the spreading of these lies? My own wife an adul-

teress! Never! I say again, never! She was a high-

born Celtic lady! True to the death! By Holy Jesu,

I shall brook no more of it! Die, lying machine!"

With a fluid motion, he drew his dagger and

threw it expertly, shattering the television screen

and causing its picture tube to explode, covering us

with sparkling dust and glass fragments. His dagger

lay in this smoking ruin, and sparks fizzled and

sputtered.
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There were footsteps in the hall. White-clothed

attendants surged into Merlin's room, bewilderment

on their faces.

"There has been an accident," I informed them.

"The television was damaged. Why don't you be

good fellows and get somebody to clean it up. After

all, Mr. Ambrosius, here, is on oxygen and doesn't

need to be clogged up with glass fragments, okay?"

"Right," said one of the attendants, "but you'll

have to go. We need some room."

"Fine," I agreed, unhooking the VCR from the

now quiescent television. "Will you be all right,

Merlin?"

"These Hippocratic wizards say that I shall not

suffer any loss of mental or muscle ability. I would

be even more in the pink if you will do me a small

favor."

"We shall," Arthur broke in. "Name it."

"Get me the cauldron of Britain."

"Where is it?"

"At Caer Merlin. Under the tower, beneath the

hill. 'tis hollow, you know."

"Things may have changed in 1300 years," I

commented. "The entrance may be covered. Loot-

ers may even have been before us."

"I doubt it. They knew not the password."

"Which is?"

"The name of the king who foolishly gave away

the cauldron to the Irish."

I looked quizzically at Arthur. "Bran, son of

Lyr," he spoke.

"We'll get it," I promised.

"See that you do. Tell no one, lest Morgana get
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wind of it. Should she gain possession of the caul-

dron, we all are doomed. The wasteland that covers

the land of the Germans would veil the entire

Earth."

"We'll get it," I repeated.

"It is protected," Merlin advised.

"We shall be careful," Arthur assured him.

"Do so. The fate of Britain rests upon your

recovering the lost cauldron. Three troops of the

white shield horse went to that dark citadel to

recover it from the Irish. Seven men returned."

"That's it!" I exclaimed. "I know where I've

heard of this cauldron! It's from a poem by the bard

Talesin. It was called 'the Harrying of Hades'."

"True," offered Merlin. "It was a popular song.

Talesin made the Irish into Devils, and Dunadd into

Faerie."

"'The head of Hades' cauldron,'" I quoted from

memory, "'what is it like? A rim it has, with pearls

round its border.'"

"The very thing," Merlin revealed. "At least

some things have come down accurately. Of course,

that actor who portrayed me, he was a handsome

fellow. And, he did know a trick or two."

"Lies!" seethed Arthur. "I will strangle such

gossips with my bare hands."

"And the white shields?" I pressed, since the

attendants were waiting.

"The symbol of Arthur's cataphracti, his horse-

men," Merlin replied. "A round, white shield—

called the Pritwen."

"Goodbye, Merlin." Arthur said. "We will

deliver the cauldron with all speed."
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"See that you do," Merlin scowled. "These

damned bedpans are the Devil's own pox!"

CHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER NINETEEN

Arthur leaned over his saddlebow to stare at

the British sentry. "What do you mean, saying that

we may not pass?" he demanded, dark face whipping

up thunderheads.

Holger was beside him, his large bay snorting

with impatience. Peder and I sat our geldings

behind our two living legends. The sentry held his

Belgian automatic rifle at the present-arms position,

barring our exit from the base complex where we

had done most of our debriefing. We were not

allowed any rifles, but I was permitted my sidearm

until my status was determined. Arthur and Holger

retained their swords and daggers.

"'struth, sir, your majesty," stammered the

guard.

"I am not a king!" volcanoed Arthur. "I am a

War Duke! Now, let us pass."

"Sorry sir, not without the proper authorization.

You don't have the right papers."

"No," admitted Holger, "but I do have the sword

Cortana." With that, he whipped his fluorescing

blade from its sheath and put it to the man's throat.

"Will this suffice?" Holger demanded, his large teeth

like an assemblage of tombstones.

"Yessir, right as rain, sir," the guard agreed,

stepping to one side and saluting.

We passed him by, noting that he had seem-

ingly forgotten that he possessed enough firepower
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to blow us all out of the saddle. The road west was

open, free of any traffic, save a troop or two of horse

like our own. We tried to make a good pace, but did

not wish to damage our horses, which had been

given only with the understanding that we would

exercise them at the base, since there was little

chance of remounts.

The late summer air was clear for a change, but

heat was still pretty rough on us. We took Route

A40, which would take us across the Cotswolds to

Gloucester in about two days. The trip through

lower Wales to Caer Merlin, now modern-day

Carmarthen, would consume another two days.

That first night we spent at a small inn at Oxford,

the second at an even smaller one outside Glouces-

ter.

I looked in on Arthur before we turned in. To

my dismay, I found him sitting upon his bed, head

buried in his hands, shaking silently.

"My lord," I gulped, entering the room, "are you

all right?"

He turned up at me. A small tracery of mois-

ture glistened around his dark eyes.

"Just leave me alone, Rex," he said softly. "Go

on!" he ordered, pointing a shaky finger past me.

"Get out before your precious image of me is

dashed forever!"

"My lord, I don't mean to intrude."

"Don't flatter me! I don't have any damned

privacy left. I wish you'd never met me on Avalon.

I wish I was still there. Morgana's company was not

that bad."

"Do you mean that—really?"
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"No, damn it. She used me. Tried to keep me

from my country when it needed me. But, it's not

the same country. Not one whit. Damned big-nosed

Saxons everywhere you look. And all these new

things—helicopters, guns, autocars! The Devil's

workshop full of it! And the towns, the places I

grew up in, fought for against the very people I now

must serve."

"The Anglish, the Saxon, and the Briton—

they're all one nation now, Arthur. Maybe you'll feel

better once we're in Wales. They are less changed.

You can even speak to them, I think, in your own

language."

"What matter? They are all strangers. They

know me, or think they do. My whole life has been

wrecked by fourteen centuries of liars and gossips!"

"They meant well, Arthur. They kept your

deeds alive even when any record of your real

exploits had been destroyed. All the world has

heard of you."

"Yes! As a weak king. As a cuckold! What fame

is that?"

"You are more famous than any of those war-

riors of whom you studied—more than Julius

Caesar and Alexander the Great."

"One was stabbed and the other was a sod who

cried over his catamite's death. It is hard not to rise

above such notoriety."

"Self pity does not become you, Arthur."

"Don't tell me how to be noble. I've seen

enough noblemen. I'm sick of it. Here we are in old

Glevum, now Gloucester. I commanded five cohorts

of White Shield cavalry from here when I swept
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through the Cotswolds to stop Cerdic at Badon Hill.

It's all different now. The buildings are huge, the

people lost among them. I am lost. I feel so alone."

He seemed to shiver as I watched.

"I'm sorry, my lord. What can I do?"

"Nothing." Arthur then shook himself as a great

hound does after a nap and jutted forth his trimly

bearded chin. "I am Arthur the Soldier, War Duke of

Britain, not some weepy peasant girl. We have a job

to do, by Uffern."

"Yes, if we are given time. I'm surprised the

authorities haven't put their hand on us."

"Well, they have no idea of our destination."

"Yes, Arthur, but this is not Brittany. The

telephones work here. Someone must have called."

"Well, that is true. However, I've had some

discourse with our hosts these two nights, and

some Roman stamped gold provided by Merlin from

his purse has kept them silent, I think. Strangely,

they did not require much."

"Merlin slipped you some gold that was frozen

in time with him? 500 A.D. gold?"

Arthur nodded, wiping his eyes. "Yes. Well, it

was stamped about 383, I think, by Magnus Maxi-

mus, the last Roman emperor who gave a damn

about Britannia."

"No wonder they didn't require much. A handful

of such antiques are worth a king's ransom."

"More evidence of the strangeness of modern

Britannia. Well, to bed, Rex, and thanks. Also, you

need not repeat what has passed between us."

"Of course, lord." Then, I left him.

* * * * * * * *
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Caer Merlin, now called Carmarthen, is a small

town along Wales' southern coast. We spent our

third night in a stand of trees, since our innkeeper

at Gloucester informed us that the government had

offered a large reward for information about us. We

reined up on a knoll overlooking the town about

noon. The day was clouded, the air heavy. Cows

were down, and not a bird crossed the gray mantle

of sky. A storm was brewing.

"Now this, this was a land of mystery," Arthur

commented. "Dyfedd and Powys were the elder

lands, the realms of the druid. How I remember the

towns here, Caer Dyv, Dinas Emrys, and the isle of

Mona, from whence came Caledwich."

"They are now Cardiff, Snowdon, and Holy

Island," I told him.

"Such names are meaningless. The general lay

of the land here is little changed. Across the river

there, on that hillock, is where the tower of Caer

Merlin stood. Naught but a farm there now, I see.

Very well, let's be off."

We crossed the river and skirted Carmarthen,

then up a rise to that little farm—some sheep and

chickens, plus about an acre of garden. The house

was made of weathered, diversely shaped stones,

roofed with wooden shingles. Holly trees mingled

with a few English oaks canopied the backyard

where some chickens scratched and pecked. We

rode up to a split rail fence fronting the house and

dismounted. As we did, a fellow came boiling out,

swinging a stout walking stick, its head crooked and

knobbed, its end encased in a worn iron ferrule.

"Hello," I greeted, nodding.
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"Yanks, be ye?" He squeaked, voice high and

contrary-sounding. He was a gnarly man, face

seamed and brown with curly tufts of white peaking

from beneath his cap. The hand that gripped his

stick was shiny as varnished wood, veins and

tendons beneath it active as worms on a griddle.

"State your business or guard yer heads."

"Do you not know upon whose hill you stand?"

Arthur demanded.

"Mine, Yank!" the man shrilled. "I've got clear

title here. Every damn'd stone of her."

Arthur eyed the house. His eye was stuck to it

for some reason. "That lintel. By Uffern and Lugh

Lamfada! 'tis carved with Merlin's runes! Base

vandal! Who gave what was not his for your use?"

"This here land has been in my family since

before there was an England. Saxon and Norman

alike did my kin shoo from this hill. From the

stones of ruins that stood here did me kith raise

this house. Now, I'll not be having no Yank call me

a vandal at me own gate!"

"I am Arthur," the Duke spoke, repeating it in

Celtic.

The man stood as if struck, his bleached-out

eyes saucering, stick sliding from his hands.

"Nay," he gasped. "It canna be, Amerauder

Arturus." He mumbled in Welsh, which Arthur was

able to understand.

"This man is good, and proud," Arthur mused at

length. "No doubt descended from one of Merlin's

retainers. Now Merlin had a secret holding 'neath

his tower, whose entrance was—there!" He pointed

to a pile of rocks about six feet high.
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"Well concealed," Peder commented. "Looks

like we'll have to do some honest work for a

change."

"How long has this stood so?" Arthur asked the

farmer.

"Always, Amerauder," was the reply. Arthur

smiled at being called Emperor in Welsh. "It was

left over from building the house, I guess. I'll be

honored to help ye, Arthur, my lord."

"Some tools then," boomed Holger, rubbing his

hands. "Well, my lads, to work. We'll have a good

appetite for dinner. Have you a wife, farmer?"

"Aye," the man nodded. "And she'll be honored

to cook what poor fare we have, if she doesn't have

a heart attack."

"Good," thundered the Dane. "Now, if you have

a daughter of passing looks, I shall be set."

"Nay, sir. They're all married off."

Holger sighed and picked up a stone, flinging it

down the hill. "How I wish I were in Armorica."

How, also, did I wish to be in Broceliande,

working beside the woman I loved, but it was not

yet time. So, resignedly, I set to work, heaving

stones away as best I could. We worked under a

lowering sky until sunset, when the last stones had

been cast away, revealing a stone slab inset with a

red iron staple and ring. My hands were ruined, as

blistered as they had been those many weeks/years

ago upon the Atlantic.

"Let us eat," suggested Holger. "We will need

our strength on the morrow when we lift that slab."

"The morrow my fundament!" snorted Arthur.

"Uffern's fiends take you, you haystack. We shall
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eat, then move this granite."

Eat we did. The meal was simple, and well-

cooked. It made me homesick, recalling the home-

cooking when I visited my Eastern Shore relatives.

The farmer's wife set a good table, managing to

drop only one plate. After dinner, the farmer pro-

duced a bottle of good Irish whiskey, from which we

all took a draught. Arthur pressed a gold piece on

the man, who seemed hesitant.

"'tis far too much for a meal," he muttered.

"Take it," commanded Arthur, "for we have

made a mess of your yard, scattering stones all

about and such. I am at least as generous as Bran

the Blessed, who gave the Irish far more than they

deserved, including the cauldron of Britain. Well, he

tried to bring us closer to those sea-rovers, to ease

strife amongst our two people. He wished, in a

sense, to bridge the Oceanus Hibernicus. He is

quoted as saying: 'let him who is a chief be a

bridge'."

"In the name of the old gods, Lugh of the long

hand, and Nuada of the silver arm, I accept this gift,

and swear my loyalty to Arthur, Amerauder."

"No," corrected Arthur, "not Emperor—Arthur

the Soldier."

"—to Arthur the Soldier," the farmer restated.

Arthur placed a hand on the man's shoulder. "I

accept it, and will keep it more precious than

jewels. To work then, men. Merlin must be cured."

We returned to the stone slab. It was square,

about three feet on either side, and highly polished.

"You know," commented Peder. "Merlin must

have been a strong fellow to lift this by himself."
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"Merlin use his hands?" Arthur grunted. "Surely

you jest. He magicked it up and down, I'm sure, or

he summoned diverse fiends from the pit."

"Barring that, we must lift it ourselves," Holger

concluded. "Farmer, have you some stout poles to

pry this stone with?"

"Aye," the farmer confirmed. He hurried off, to

return with two long black wrecking bars. Holger

bent and gripped the heavy iron ring, while Peder,

Arthur, the farmer, and I split up on the bars. We

heaved and heaved, and the stone slid up one side.

Holger gave it a mighty tug and it fell over, throw-

ing him back in a heap. The bottom was covered

with cobwebs, and contained a similar ring. Below

was a window into blackness.

"I'll be fetchin' a hand torch," the farmer in-

formed us, stepping toward the house, and lightning

illumined us briefly.

He was barely to his door when a voice drifted

up from that hole, caressing us with icy fingers. It

was throaty and dry, like it came from the Grave

itself. I give it in translation. "In whose name do you

seek entrance to the vault of the Cauldron?" it

croaked. I felt a chill come over me, heightened by

unexpected peals of thunder.

"Merlin's, of course," replied Arthur.

"Begone," said the voice, "and let me sleep, lest

I am forced to do you ill."

With that, a three-foot forearm, gnarled and

green as a frog, sheathed in a leathery integument,

and ending in a taloned hand of similar proportions,

rose from that hole, felt around a bit until it found

the slab, then pulled it effortlessly by its ring until
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it had filled its cavity again.

"By Jesu!" swore Arthur. "A fiend!"

"More like a trollish servant of some sort,"

Holger considered. "Of course, you did not speak as

Merlin bade you."

"Uffern take me, you're right. Very well, let us

again lift the slab."

My back! We again attacked the granite. My

spine held out, though, and the stone was again

raised before dark. The farmer held his 12-volt

lantern at the ready. The dust had barely settled

when that voice again wailed out.

"I warned thee, in the name of the two dragons

of Vortigern!" it called. "Be about thy business, or

you shall suffer!"

"Hold thy tongue, toad," Arthur commanded. "I

come in the name of Bran the Blessed."

"Why did thee not say so? Come ahead, then,

but mind your light. I am not partial to brightness."

There was a slithering from below.

The farmer handed Arthur his torch and step-

ped back. Arthur grinned and flashed it into that

Stygian void. A steep set of carved steps inclined

downward. The torch's circle illumined a section of

packed earth, disturbed only by the splayed tracks

of some huge thing. We descended. I trod carefully,

afraid to put my hand on the stairwell's sides for

fear of what I would touch. At the bottom, Arthur

waved his light about. Its yellow shaft delineated a

small chamber, about twenty feet high and twelve

by twelve at the floor. In the wall opposite us was a

door. A large shape glowed briefly with a green

phosphor as Arthur's flash passed over that door.
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"Have a care where you wave your torch," came

an inhuman growl, "or you shall eat it."

"Where is the cauldron?" Arthur demanded.

"Here. Behind me. Be aware of where you step,

however."

We approached the doorway. The floor beyond

it was split, and a chasm over four feet wide yawned

before us. Our flashlight's glow was rivaled by a

warm red pulsing from this divide. Looking into it,

we could see bubbling, incandescent lava.

"You claim to come in the name of Bran the

Blessed," croaked the hulking presence beyond the

chasm, "can you follow his creed?"

"If it is God's will," said Arthur, with feeling.

Before we could stop him, he dropped our torch and

flung himself full length over that deep ravine,

hands clutching its other side. His belly and under-

arms glowed crimson from the molten rocks below.

I could see pain on Arthur's face. We could have

jumped, I thought; why lay across that Hell?

"There, trollkin," Arthur gritted. "Let him who

is a chief be a bridge!"

"Well spoken," rumbled the troll. "Your service

is your honor."

At that, the entire chamber rumbled and the rift

in its floor came together so that only a jagged line

remained of that yawning Hell-pit. Arthur got up

and dusted himself off. Sweat pasted his shirt and

pants to his body.

"You are he of whom Merlin spoke," came from

the dark eminence beyond us. "You are Arthur the

Soldier. Come, the Cauldron is here."

"Merlin knew," Arthur breathed. "He knew
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unto this hour I would come for the cauldron."

"He is remembered as a prophet," I reminded

him.

"Get the damned thing, and let's go," growled

Peder. "This magic is getting to me."

The dark troll-thing moved aside, and a huge

shape was revealed. The doorway was almost too

narrow for it. A yard across, and four feet tall,

grape-sized pearls were just beneath the wide lip of

its rim. It was a monstrous vat, reminding me

somewhat of the witches' cauldron in Macbeth. Its

black iron had vicious lines faulting its bell-like

sides. It had once broken into four large pieces.

"This is the magic Cauldron of Britain," Arthur

explained. "It was given by Bran to Matholwch the

Irish king as bride-price for Bran's sister Bronwen.

The Irish used the cauldron to reincarnate their

dead soldiers, so Evnissyen allowed himself to be

dropped into it by posing as a corpse. He then broke

the cauldron in four pieces. I am not sure what use

it will be to Merlin, but let us take it to him."

"May you be guarded by the spirits of this

island," rumbled the troll, "until you return with my

master and the Cauldron."

With that, we departed the farm at Caer Merlin

for London.

CHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER TWENTY

We were ten miles from Gloucester when a

troop of King's Own Horse met us. The cavalry

troops were dust coated, sweat in big patches below

their armpits, sabers drooping at their sides. A
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captain saluted sharply, his hand clanging on his

helmet. "Beggin' yer pardon, yer Grace," he began,

"the General wants you back to London on the

double."

"Ah!" breathed Arthur. "And how did you find

us?"

"A coin dealer in Gloucester gave us a call. He

bought a coin from an innkeeper who said he got it

from you."

We caught an army train at Gloucester and

were back in London by noon the next day. Upon

arrival in London we were ushered to the headquar-

ters of General Alexander H. George, Commander

in Chief, Allied Forces Europe, which happened to

be the same base where Merlin lay in hospital.

First, of course, we delivered the cauldron to

Merlin's room. He was out of intensive care and

was allowed monitored exercise. The General

impatiently paced his office until we arrived. Behind

him, on the wall, a large map of central Europe.

General George was a bulldog of a man, about

Arthur's height, with a gray crewcut topping his

squarish face. His turquoise-chip eyes locked onto

us and he tugged at his tie.

"Finally!" George growled, voice a quarry of

gravel. "Been looking high and low all over this rock

for you four. Threatening military personnel!

Williams and Jarlsen—AWOL!"

"Not me," I replied, which flustered the general.

Arthur straightened to his full height and stared

back at the general. Holger also appeared ruffled.

"Are we to take it that we are under arrest?" Arthur

demanded.
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"No—no," George admitted. "You are heroes,

all of you. You gave us valuable information about

the Soviet garrison in France. Truth is, we have

another job for you."

"Oh?" Arthur's brow went up. "Think you that

we are your lackeys to serve your whims?"

"Of course not. However, we do know that your

group has had some success against this woman

who is working with Major Rossovitch of the KGB."

"You mean Morgana?" Holger demanded.

"Yes—her. You mention in your report to the

intelligence staff that she was conducting experi-

ments of an unusual nature in the irradiated zones

of Western Germany."

"You mean of a magical nature," I guessed.

"Er, yeah, I guess. I don't really believe in

magic, but I do know that something strange goes

on with you—and her."

"What do you wish of us, then?" Arthur inquired

tiredly.

"We want to know exactly what's going on with

Morgana."

"But, is it not death to travel to such realms?"

"Well, not where Morgana is working." General

George tapped his colorful wall map, which was

dominated by an undulating red band that marked

the atomic wasteland. "She has situated herself on

a Danish island, and is working from the former

Copenhagen state labs in the capitol. Of course,

Copenhagen is now capitol of the Danish Soviet

Socialist Republic."

"Ugh! Damn!" Peder looked as if he had swal-

lowed poison. "Russian child molesters all over my
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country and that witch running my capitol! I must

go, if the rest do not. Denmark must be spared this

horror."

"I, too, must go," boomed Holger, mouth a hard

line amongst his wiry red beard. "She used me, that

witch—tried to keep me from my country when it

needs me the most. I am with you, General."

Arthur looked at me. I shrugged.

The General was beaming. "Knew all this

AWOL business was balderdash. Naturally, we can't

expect you to go in alone. We're sending a hand-

picked team of commandos from the Rangers, the

Irish army, and the SAS. We'll insert you fellows

near the laboratory setup by submarine and get you

out the same way. The Russkies put up sub nets

and minefields when the war started between

Helsingor and Halsingborg, but we blasted them

with an atomic torpedo. With any luck, they haven't

been completely replaced."

"How come your own men don't get this infor-

mation?" I asked.

"They don't know anything about magic."

"Neither do we. Only Merlin does, and he's still

recovering."

"Do you want the job or not?"

I fell silent.

"Good," General George continued. "You will

report to the Naval Special Training Facility at

Portsmouth. You will undergo two weeks education

in small arms and stealth techniques. You gentle-

men already have a natural talent for outwitting

people."

"True," murmured Arthur. "We outwitted you."
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"Ahem, yes," George shuffled some papers on

his desk. "Well, no sense prattling here any longer.

The secretary has your orders drawn up. From now

on, you work for SHAPE exclusively. You are

members of no army. You are answerable only to

me. Cross me, and I'll see you all in the stockade."

"You doubt my honor?" Arthur snorted. "Per-

haps you would care to cross swords with me on the

practice field, eh?"

"What?" the General spluttered. "Why—why—

I've never touched a sword!"

"I thought not," Arthur commented. "You are

the type of general promoted for his skill in politics,

or perhaps between the sheets. Vortigern was such

a leader, and gave away half our island to those

stinking, pederast Saxons!"

"How dare you?" challenged the General. He

pointed a blunt forefinger at the door. "Get out! Get

out before I have you clapped in irons!"

"Get stuffed," advised Peder. "You can't order

us around. We're all foreign nationals and Rex is a

civilian. We claim diplomatic immunity. Now, we'll

go on your mission, but it's our show, not yours. Of

course, we'll give you all the information we dig up,

but our aim is to stop Morgana, not play James

Bond, okay?"

"All right! All right! Now go—go! Before I

really get mad."

Holger looked in the general's purpling bluff

face intently. "I think I should like to see that."

Peder, Arthur, and I grabbed the beefy Dane

and dragged him from the room. We picked up our

orders from George's secretary, who was hard
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pressed to avoid cracking a smile. The man told us

our gear had been brought from the hotel and was

loaded on the truck that was to take us to the train.

We were given some space in a troop car. Arthur

wanted to leave word with Merlin, but there was no

time. Our engine worked up steam and soon was

chugging inexorably through Surrey and on to

Hampshire.

The rolling countryside leading to Britain's

south coast appeared unchanged, to my inexperi-

enced eyes, from photographs I had seen in my

younger days. Certainly there must have been some

upheaval, with food and gas shortages, plus the

initial bombings from the Soviet air force. I did

notice a Mig Foxbat's shiny wreckage jammed into

a barn near Guildford. Soon, we were in Ports-

mouth, just as a red sun settled into gray, western

haze. Here, Charles Dickens was born in 1812.

Since the days of Henry VIII, Portsmouth had been

a major naval dockyard and Britain's principal naval

arsenal. Fifty years gone, however, were the huge

naval reviews off Spithead where Britain's reigning

head would invite other countries' navies to com-

pete with the splendor of the British Home Fleet.

I remember pictures of reviews before the last two

world wars, long lines of low, gray shapes, bristling

with guns of a caliber seldom seen anymore. I

particularly remember a photo taken in the late

1930's, of huge battleships of the Royal Navy,

accompanied by an ungainly battlecruiser of the new

Nazi state, Deutschland . Now, a new totalitarian

regime had challenged the world, and the Royal

Navy was again at sea.
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I could see a row of ships from my vantage

point on our train, ships of all the allied nations.

Portsmouth's dockyards were so extensive, they

seemed to stretch for miles. Beyond that handful of

naval vessels in my immediate view, the rest was a

jumble of booms and rigging. Somewhere in that

forest was Nelson's flagship at Trafalgar, the Vic-

tory . I decided to make it a point to seek her out at

my first opportunity.

Our train passed through a somber chain link

fence surrounding the naval base and wheezed to a

stop. We detrained in good order and marched

generally in the same direction as the other sol-

diers.

"Duke Arthur! Captain Williams!" came a voice.

A compact fellow in a tan summerweight

uniform was striding toward us. He had a broad,

frank face with a little moustache that looked like

two watercolor brush-ends set under his nose. On

his black beret was the insignia of the British

Special Air Service. A scar followed his browline

and another ran white under his jaw.

"Yes?" Arthur inquired.

"I am Major Joshua Pinkham of the SAS," the

man introduced himself. He stretched out a leathery

hand which proved to be as hard as horn when I

took it. "You'll be getting your training under me,

my lads. Your barracks is this way. Step lively, if

you please."

We fell in beside this gentleman, who walked

with an air of quiet self-confidence. He exuded

professionalism, much like Arthur and Holger. We

were given a small building that was spare com-
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pared to those luxurious hotel rooms we had en-

joyed back in London. We were firmly back in the

war.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONECHAPTER TWENTY-ONECHAPTER TWENTY-ONECHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

We got our first taste of who and what we

would be dealing with at 5:00 that next morning

when reveille impelled us to stumble to our mess

hall, which was also in a special, separate building.

"Secrecy, you know," Major Pinkham explained

on the way over to mess. Today, he was dressed in

full camouflage fatigues and combat boots. Webbing

crisscrossed his chest and a Sykes-Fairburn com-

mando knife hung at one hip while a Webley

bounced against the other. "Can't have a slip to one

of the other fellows. They get leave into town, talk

to the wrong person, and everybody down to the

Premier's asswiper will know we're going to holiday

in Denmark. Our food is prepared by our own men.

Our head cook, by the way, is also our demolitions

expert. We can't be too careful. If the Ivans get

wind of us, they might put something nasty in our

dinner. I don't particularly care for prussic acid in

my kidney pie, eh? Well, here we are. Get your

trays."

There were about half a dozen other fellows in

line, all dressed in drab fatigues like the Major. The

tables were as yet unoccupied and could seat about

thirty men. Obviously, this facility was meant for

small operations. The cook served personally onto

the plastic plates we carried on our trays. Silver-

ware was stamped with the Royal Navy insignia.
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Our cook rushed us through in haste, as if he were

dissatisfied with his duty. He was a tall, cat-like

fellow, with coal-black hair and ocean-colored eyes.

A perpetual sneer fissured his face.

"O'Donnel!" rapped the Major. "Have some

respect. This here is Duke Arthur, himself."

"I will," admitted O'Donnel, "when I've seen

what he's made of on the practice field, and not

before."

"That's a pleasure I'll look forward to," assured

Arthur.

We sat at a table with Major Pinkham. "Now,

my lads, after this, I want you to suit up in battle

gear and we'll muster out to the practice field for

some calisthenics."

We returned to our barracks where we found

four sets of camouflage fatigues like the rest in our

facility wore. Arthur disdained his, preferring his

Romanesque outfit from Avalon, complete with

breastplate and helmet.

"This is what I will fight in; this is what I should

practice in," he stated. He did have a point. Holger

donned the splotchy fatigues, but slipped his mail

hauberk over them. I managed to convince them

that we did not require weapons, since we would

only be doing some exercises.

As we strolled onto the practice field, I read

giggles on the men's faces. They were an assorted

bunch, the lot of them sharing a hard-as-nails

attitude. They eyeballed Holger's and Arthur's dress

with amusement. Major Pinkham appeared and they

snapped to like robots, even O'Donnel. He was

followed by a short, incongruously broad-shoul-
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dered man with a long nose and a weak chin. Color-

less hair edged his cap. We fell in with the rest.

"Men, I am Major Pinkham," Pinkham began.

"This is Sergeant Landrum. You have been picked

for a very special, and very dangerous, assignment.

You are all volunteers. You can back out at anytime,

but you cannot leave this facility until the operation

is completed. If that does not work for you, now is

the time to speak." Pinkham waited. When no voice

was heard the major nodded with satisfaction.

"Right! Sergeant Landum will oversee your train-

ing, plus a few other experts who will be brought in

as needed. Training with you are Duke Arthur and

Sir Holger. Neither man will be given special

treatment."

Here Arthur started a bit, but shrugged eventu-

ally. "Let he who is a chief be a bridge," he mut-

tered.

"Duke Arthur," Major Pinkham addressed the

Dux Bellorum, "no talking in the ranks, if you

please. By the way, why aren't you dressed in

fatigues?"

"This is my battledress," Arthur stated. "For

twenty-five years I wore the breastplate of Britan-

nia, former Roman province. I was saved many a

time by the steel of this cuirass."

"This is not the middle ages!" japed O'Donnel.

Pinkham shook his head. "Let it pass. Lord

Arthur may find his outfit to be too cumbersome

during the rigors of training."

"And you may find yourself eating those

words," Arthur replied.

"We'll see. Very well. I've said my piece. You
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men need to learn teamwork as well as any other

skill. Your comrade could be your only lifesaver.

Now, my lads, to work!" He turned on his heel and

was instantly replaced by wedgy Landrum. "All

right, mates, let's get warmed up!" he called. "Fifty

jumping jacks, if you please!"

Arthur and Holger soon got the idea of doing

these modern exercises. I thought that I had tough-

ened up during my months in Brittany, but I soon

found myself panting and puffing. Arthur looked

strained, but gave no sign. O'Donnel was watching

him intently.

"Getting hot in your tin suit, m'lord?" he jeered.

"Not a whit," shot back Arthur. "I rode from

Badon Hill to Eboracum nonstop to fight a battle.

Since when have you Irish ever fought, except

when the odds were in your favor?"

"You've got some catching up to do," O'Donnel

informed him. "You missed Clontarf, when we

kicked the Vikings out of Ireland, something you

couldn't do here!"

"By Uffern, that's enough! Come forward, you

sniveling pirate-begotten gruel panderer. We shall

settle this now!" He pushed through the men and

planted himself in the field's hard-packed center.

"Arthur!" barked Landrum. "Back in bloody

line!"

"Hold, Sergeant," boomed Holger. He came out

of line to stand nearly two feet over Landrum. "This

is something they need to get settled so that they

can work together as you said, a team." Landrum

said no more.

"What shall it be?" questioned Arthur. "Wres-
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tling or fists?"

"Fists, your Grace," answered O'Donnel. "Do

you think I want to be crushed by your boilerplate?"

"Fine, then. Come on, let's get at it."

They began to circle each other, arms ex-

tended. Arthur was a head shorter, but his blocky

frame was knotted with muscle unpadded by any

middle age spread. He tossed his helmet to Holger

and balled his fists. O'Donnel eyed him warily,

moving his rangy form lithely, sea green eyes

suddenly very intense, and his sneer vanished. The

rest of our team had ringed the two, anticipating a

good show. Arthur struck first, lashing out with a

right, which O'Donnel caught and reversed like

lightning, hauling Arthur over in a judo throw. The

War Duke fell heavily onto his back.

"A treacherous maneuver," he heaved.

"Judo, m'lord," explained O'Donnel. "From the

East. More evidence of your obsolescence."

"Oh, so?" Arthur lashed out with a leg scissors

that propelled O'Donnel headlong on his face. Both

men clambered to their feet. This time, Arthur was

quicker, his fist smashing into O'Donnel's cheek.

The Irishman blinked, then delivered a similar shot

to Arthur's chin. Arthur grunted, but kept his feet.

"Hmm. Not bad," Arthur considered. He feinted

with his left, then blasted two triphammer punches

into O'Donnel's midriff.

O'Donnel's cheeks bellowed, and he took a step

back. "Ah—not bad yersel'," he returned, covering

Arthur's left eye with a solid blow from the shoul-

der.

Arthur rapped O'Donnel square in the mouth.
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The Irishman spit out a black line of blood. Arthur

regarded him through puffy features. "Had enough?"

he asked.

"Hell, no," O'Donnel replied. "You?"

"Just getting started. However, our quarrel

could get in the way of our training, so perhaps we

should be friends instead. After all, you can fight,

for an Irishman."

"And you can sure punch, for a Duke." O'Donnel

worked his jaw with one red-knuckled hand. "Well,

me sister'd whale the tar out of me for not seein'

this one out, y'see—"

"Tut, tut," admonished Holger, from the side.

"'twould most likely be a draw, anyway. You're both

too mean to give up. I've stowed a bottle of wine

from Armorica in my bag. You two could use a

drink, methinks."

"Now, there's a man after me own heart,"

O'Donnel declared. "Let's work her over. Up the

Irish!"

"Up your nose, as Rex would say," Arthur

stated. "Ave Britannia!" The three stalked off for

our barracks.

"Just a minute!" called Landrum. "You can't do

this!"

"He just did," I remarked. "I'll tell you what,

Sergeant. If you don't tell Major Pinkham about

this, I won't mention your laxity in controlling your

men."

"What—but—" spluttered Landrum. He said

nothing to Pinkham, however, and O'Donnel quickly

joined our circle of friends. Order was more or less

restored after the fight, and nobody ever laughed at
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Arthur's outfit again, since he could outlast any-

body, save Holger.

For the rest of the week we practiced various

forms of unarmed combat, all of them more innova-

tive and more lethal than I had learned in basic

training. We learned how to kill using any object

available, from pencils to pebbles. Arthur and

Holger progressed swiftly in the martial arts, and

even tutored some of the men in fighting with

sticks and knives.

The second week was devoted to training with

firearms and explosives. All of us trained with the

standard Heckler and Koch VP-70 automatic pistol

and HK-53 submachine gun. Our firearms instructor

was from London, a rotund, red-faced man named

Perkins. Arthur had trouble with him, also, when he

tried to load one of HK-53's.

"Like this?" he inquired, putting the .223 round

in backwards.

"Cor blimey, no!" exploded Perkins. "You've

boobed the blooming thing! Stone the bleedin'

crows!"

Arthur turned to me. "If they are going to send

us instructors, they could at least have them speak

our language."

I could only suppress a grin. Perkins managed

to persevere, however. Neither Holger or Arthur

were given any training with explosives, though,

and I slept better for it. Nights were spent poring

over maps of Copenhagen. New input was added

daily—positions of troops, horsemen, heavy weap-

ons, tanks (working or not), and Morgana. Our

latest information placed her at the Tivoli Gardens
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amusement park, in the Arabian Nights Palace, of

all places. We drilled in stealth techniques and

practiced sneaking up on each other. General

George observed us only once, and a woman accom-

panied him. She was dressed in civilian clothes. I

was too far to see her features, though she ap-

peared well put together. Some of the closer men

were giving her some appreciative stares. Peder

was one of them. He took one glance and ran

straight to me, his blue eyes wide.

"Hey, Yank!" Peder gasped. "It's Angelique!"

I almost fell out right there. After nearly a

month in England, I had heard no word of her, yet

here she was, two days before we went against

Morgana once more. I dropped the VP-70 I was

cleaning and rushed to her. As I approached, I saw

her eyes widen in recognition.

"Rex!" she stammered. "Rex!"

"Angelique!" I stammered equally. "My Armori-

can Valkyrie! I thought I might never see you,

never hold you—" My arms spread wide, but she

held me at bay with one slim hand.

"If you put those greasy paws on my new dress,

you will never live to hold anything again, especially

me!"

"How about a kiss, then?"

She blushed uncharacteristically. "Not in front

of these leering lechers."

The General cleared his throat loudly. "You

know ma'mselle Renaud? Well, good, 'cause she's

going with you."

"What?" I goggled. "This is a dangerous mis-

sion. It's no place for her."
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"Male chauvinist cochon!" she rasped. "If I were

a man, you wouldn't complain. After all we've been

through!"

"But, I wasn't in love with you then—or at least

not consciously."

"You think this gives you some hold over me?

Think again, Rex."

"Let's argue about this later. Why are you here,

anyway? We're not going to Brittany."

"Since we last met, I have become the coordi-

nator of all resistance in the occupied NATO

countries—France, West Germany, Belgium,

Holland, Denmark, Luxembourg, and Norway. I am

going as your liaison with the Danish resistance.

Any more questions?"

"How about dinner?"

"It's about time you asked a civil question. I will

change and meet you in the mess hall later."

She walked away with the General, and as I

watched her, I remember wondering which barracks

she would bunk in.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

We circled a table-top model of Copenhagen,

including the beach where we would be landed. Our

sub would hug Sweden's neutral coast, then go

straight from Malmo to Copenhagen. It was a

perilous journey, since we were not clear on the

level of minefields across the narrows between

Helsingor and Halsingborg, not to mention violating

neutral territory, possibly bringing down another

navy on our heads. This was just to arrive at our
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drop-off!

Once we were deposited on Zealand, we were

to travel along the inland dockyards and approach

Tivoli Gardens from the southeast. Latest reports

confirmed that the Soviets had dismantled the

Danish state labs and moved them to locations

underground across Raadhus Place from Tivoli. We

would break in, learn what we could, then O'Donnel

would blow the labs if possible. Our trip would

begin tomorrow at dawn, with us laying low until

three the following morning, when most people,

including guards, would be their sleepiest. We

reviewed our plan one more time, then retired to

our barracks. Angelique, I learned, was bunking in

a separate, special VIP barracks. She still ate with

us, though, and I think O'Donnel's cooking was

almost palatable while she was with us.

That night we all sat in the general barracks

where O'Donnel and the others bunked, drinking

our single case of beer allowed by Major Pinkham.

We sang some popular songs and told stories. In

Arthur's case, it was an extremely old story.

"I have told Rex and Peder about one of my

best lieutenants, Geraint, and how he was betrayed

by Maglos, the Saxon-lover," he began, sipping at

warm English beer. "That was here at this spot, the

old Roman Longa Navis, called Llongborth by the

British. Here it was that Bieda the Saxon brought

his buggering hordes ashore, amputating my right

arm, Geraint, Prince of Dumnonia. What does

history say of him, Rex?"

"That he died a hero," I replied. "There is a

poem in elegy of him. Shall I recite it?"
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"Yes, do. We are on the eve of battle; it is well

that we should be thrilled by tales of other heroes."

I took a long swallow of that tepid beer and

began:

"Before Geraint, the enemy's scourge,

I saw white horses, tensed, red,

After the war cry, bitter the grave

"In Llongborth, I saw the clash of swords

Men in terror, bloody heads,

Before Geraint, his father's son.

"In Llongborth, I saw spurs

And men who did not flinch from spears,

Who drank their wine from glass that glinted . .

.

"In Llongborth, I saw Arthur's

Heroes who cut with steel.

The Emperor, ruler of our labor.

"In Llongborth, Geraint was slain,

Heroes of the land of Dyfneint,

Before they were slain, they slew.

"Under the thigh of Geraint, swift chargers

Long their legs, wheat their fodder,

Red, swooping like milk-white eagles . . .

"When Geraint was born, Heaven's gate stood

open;

Christ granted all our prayer;

Lovely to behold, the glory of Britain."

Arthur blinked and finished his beer with one

tip. "Beautiful," he remarked, "even though your

voice does it ill justice. But then, I am no bard,

either. Again, they persist in calling me Emperor."

"It was written down some centuries after the

event. Your legend was still growing."
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"Now I have come to destroy it all."

"No," broke in Peder, "you've come to make

new legends. Our high-tech society is in danger of

destroying itself in this terrible war. What do we

hear? America and Russia thrown back seventy-five

years, using their massive manpower reserves to

keep their war machines going. Britain spared only

because of a lack of spare parts and aviation fuel.

Spain and Portugal hiding behind the Pyrenees.

Japan starving from lack of food and fuel, desper-

ately seeking a rapprochement with China, trading

technology for crude oil. And China, what of her?

One hundred million known dead, the Assuri region

a glowing desert, much like Germany."

Peder stared at his empty cup, filled with

bitterness. "Your name will live on, Arthur. God will

gain a victory, and my stomach will turn. The

vengeful God! Hater of Atheistic Communists! Why

doesn't God strike them all dead, if he hates them?

Oh, those poor people at Aalborg! I can still see

their faces! Sing your elegies, Rex. I shall write one

for God because I saw His passing at Aalborg,

churned by the treads of the atheist's tanks."

"Hsst!" Arthur cautioned. "Do not displease

God. He will sink our iron ship. If you do not be-

lieve in God, he believes in you. Why else do you

serve as his arm against tyranny?"

"This has nothing to do with God, Arthur.

Those Russians have my country. They rape her

daily, and now that witch Morgana is in its heart

like venomous spider. I will discuss it no more. Let

me rest now, though I will see Aalborg in my

dreams."
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"He's right," Holger grunted. "We had best turn

in. This beer will work our bladders all night."

"If only Merlin were here," Arthur commented

wistfully. "I am not ashamed to admit that I am

somewhat nervous about facing Morgana again. Ah,

Merlin! What did your image say about yourself in

that accursed—er—movie?—yes, movie. 'A dream

to some—'"

"—a nightmare to others!'" came the mage's

cackle.

We all jumped at his voice, which boomed like

stereo. Our lamps suddenly dimmed and a dark

form like a huge raven wavered in our midst. The

men were clearly afraid, but Peder and I smiled to

each other. Merlin then solidified, his cloak aswirl,

eyes black and glittering. He was well again.

"Merlin!" barked Arthur. "Must you constantly

terrorize the unwary? These men need their sleep.

You will give them bad dreams."

"Ha!" croaked the mage, stroking his dark

beard. "I cannot please you, Arthur. First, you

complain about me when I prove my magic, now

you ask for me and grouse about nightmares when

I appear."

"Enough. The cauldron aided your recovery?"

"I am whole again. I wish the cauldron were so,

then we would have no worries from that upstart

Morgana. Her staff would be nothing in compari-

son."

"You will accompany us then?"

"I have much to do here, much to learn. I will

protect you mentally from Morgana, channeling my

power through the cauldron. I will watch you from
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its depths. My shield will be on your minds. She

may already know too much. Hopefully, the dis-

tance weakens her power. Now, to rest!"

We broke up then. I walked Angelique to her

barracks under a narrow sliver of moon. Tomorrow

it would not even show in the sky.

"We're walking into the lion's mouth again," I

told the girl as she stood upon the barrack's rough

plank steps. Her gray eyes held mine.

"I wish Jacques were here," Angelique sighed.

"Be careful. Merlin came when called; Jacques

could do the same."

"Let us not talk of all this coming and going.

Inside." She motioned with her head, auburn locks

tumbling.

"But I'll miss my bed check."

"Not the one I have in mind."

Cuss me if you will, but the next thing I'll tell

you from my notes is that we were aboard the 4500

ton nuclear attack sub "Sceptre and underwater just

before first pink lit the eastern sky. Nine men and

one woman knelt within "Sceptre 's belly as her 97-

man crew sailed us across the North Sea and

through the Skagerak. Our first challenge came at

the gap between Helsingor and Halsingborg.

"Radiation detected!" was the first unusual

report I noted. "Minimal level. No precautions

necessary."

Our liaison, an RN lieutenant, leaned over to

me. "This is where one of your chaps in a Los

Angeles class boat tore the hell out of the Soviet

ASW nets and mine arrangements."

"Soviets love mines," I commented. "They're
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cheap and simple. Surely they've been replaced by

now?"

"Perhaps. With the fuel problems, they might

have been unable to lay a sufficient amount. At any

rate, they are probably older, less effective acoustic

or magnetic types."

A scraping noise sounded above us briefly. We

all started. The lieutenant smiled.

"Part of the sub net, probably," he advised. "It

was shredded, but still intact in some sections. If

we were going as far south as Malmo, we'd encoun-

ter an intact net with full minefields, but I think we

have little to worry about."

"Sonar contact!" came a voice.

"Bearing?" the captain asked. We craned for-

ward to listen to the sonar operator.

"180," was the reply. "Small target. Probably

wire-guided torpedo mine."

"Execute counter-measures."

We sat back in silence, not daring to watch the

fluorescing sonar screen.

"Doesn't seem to be working," we heard. "Must

be one of the last types developed, similar to the

US Captor mine. It's going to strike in ten seconds."

"What shall we do?" Angelique asked, clutching

me nervously.

"Nothing. Pray. I don't know."

A submarine is a very fragile object, especially

under the deep pressures of the sea. There was a

sharp clunk outside the hull, then silence. Several

people let out breaths.

"It didn't detonate," I said, wiping my forehead.

"Must have been damaged by the nuclear
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torpedo three years ago," opined the lieutenant.

"Scared the piss out of me."

We traveled next into Ore Sound east of Verr

Island, praying that the Swedish ASW ships did not

detect us. Nuclear subs are extremely quiet, but in

the shallower waters of the sound, we could take

less advantage of the cloak of various layers of

different temperature layers.

"You know," Peder remarked to Holger, "we

just passed Kronborg castle back there. They say

you're buried under there, waiting for the day

Denmark needs you. Unfortunately, you lived

around 800 A.D. and the castle wasn't built until the

sixteenth century by King Frederick II."

"Another legend destroyed," Holger laughed,

showing his spatulate teeth.

We drifted back into Danish territorial waters

a few miles north of Saltholm island. We had no

clear idea of Soviet anti-submarine capabilities. Of

200 or so killer subs that the Soviets possessed at

the war's start, 135 had been accounted for, includ-

ing 40 of the 60 nuclear powered boats.

"Contact!" came the sonarman's voice again.

"Bearing?"

"High. 72, Mark! Signature indicates diesel

electric boat."

"Load tubes one and two."

"Here we go again," I said to Angelique.

Arthur made a noise of disgust. "I like not this

type of warfare. Hiding in an iron fish's belly, prey

to anything that comes along."

"Tubes loaded," the weapon's officer's voice

droned as it filtered through to us. The captain
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studied the board and nodded. "Got the fix?"

"Yessir."

"Fire one; fire two."

The sub shivered as 21-inch torpedoes rock-

eted from two forward tubes.

"Torpedoes running. Number One on target.

Number One—damn! Missed. Number Two on

target. Number two—hit, sir!" A dull thud sounded

through the speakers to indicate that our unknown

sub had been struck. Odd noises gurgled out as the

submersible tore itself apart under the pressures of

Ore Sound. We had escaped again.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

"Hsst!" came a whisper from the dark.

Sergeant Landrum turned his Heckler and

Koch HK-53 submachine gun toward the voice. We

crouched on a beach southeast of Copenhagen's

historic center where the sand softly reflected the

city's few lights. Peder translated the next whisper

for Angelique. "It's the signal," she told Landrum.

He nodded and moved his triangular body forward.

We followed, dressed in black garments, our

faces smudged to absorb light. Arthur and Holger

had been persuaded to leave their armor in England

but retained their swords, bound tightly to keep

them quiet. We stashed our rubber boats in the

sparse brush as a half dozen Danish resistance

fighters surrounded us. They were gaunt scarecrow

silhouettes with steel glistening from their well-

oiled Russian armaments. Their leader was hardly

more than a boy, his blue eyes incongruously huge
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in his hollow-cheeked face. His companions were

equally young, mostly female. Freedom's fight, as

usual, depended upon the young and, of course, the

professionals. They ushered us through narrow

streets paralleling inland waterways and docks. We

crossed Torve Gade past Christianborg castle,

which housed the Throne Room, Parliament, and

the High Court of Justice then north along Amager

boulevard across the waterway, dodging around

pilings and concrete buttresses, thrice avoiding

Russian patrols.

The soldiers we passed seemed lax, over-age

mostly, dregs of the Red Army. This seemed logical

to me. Copenhagen was a backwater, not close to

the front line like Riyadh or Peking. Intelligence

was trying constantly to piece together a coherent

Russian order of battle, but there was still a gap of

five to ten divisions. It was as if one hundred thou-

sand men had disappeared from the face of the

Earth.

Well, I saw no evidence of them in Copenha-

gen. Patrols were frequent, but little better than

beat cops back home. We left Amager and threaded

along side streets of the old city until we came to

the curlicued wrought-iron walls of Tivoli amuse-

ment park, a massive area founded in 1843. It was

a sprawling network of pathways, bordered with

multicolored flowers. A large lake and two small

ponds sparkled within the incandescent border of

the only lit structure, the Arabian Nights Palace,

home of the international Nimb restaurant and,

now, Morgana.

We circled the park, avoiding increasingly
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frequent security patrols. The giant pagoda of

Kinesiske Tarn speared upward as we drew oppo-

site it. Here, we would go over the wall, using that

giant restaurant as a point of reference. Holger

started to put his huge hands on the fence's scrolled

iron when O'Donnel slapped them away.

"You big loon!" he hissed. "You'll set off their

security alarms!"

"I don't see any wires," I commented.

"Parker!" was Landrum's insistent whisper.

"Please, Captain Williams, let our men do their jobs.

Yours is to handle Morgana. Parker, neutralize the

alarms."

Parker, our US Black Beret man, was our

electronics expert. He moved past us, searched his

kit, then attached several boxlike devices in two

vertical rows with a four foot interval, creating a gap

in the fencing we could climb over.

"Was this necessary?" I asked.

"It's safe enough ta find out naow," Parker

drawled over his shoulder. His open boyish face was

intent as he pulled out his boot knife and scraped at

the painted ironwork between his devices. His

scraping revealed a wire thinner than a hair, clev-

erly painted over and quite undetectable. We went

over then, Landrum and O'Donnel first, with my

team in the middle. We were in Tivoli. The rides

and amusements were silent, shop fronts boarded

over, dead. The Brass Band Pavilion was empty,

odd folding chairs tipped over, legs tilting stiffly

skyward. Litter was everywhere, weeds choked the

tulips. Three years of neglect showed all about us in

the glow of that onion-domed palace. We crept from
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shadow to shadow as we angled toward the incon-

gruously gay palace.

Darkness was our friend. We passed one a pond

a few buildings from the palace, which was on the

park's eastern side. Twinkling lights made shadows

deeper, but harder to cross. We found a shadow

large enough for all of us when a blur of bluish

green suddenly lunged out from the inkiness and

attacked Davis, our representative of the Rangers.

The blur was not human. The thing was

hunched and monstrous. Uncertain light provided

no details. A throaty gobbling came from the thing,

sounding almost gleeful. Davis gurgled and

thrashed, unable, somehow, to scream. Parker

swung his HK-53 at the struggle, but Landrum

chopped it aside.

"No noise!" he rasped. "Knives."

"Swords!" Holger grinned. Cortana glowed,

then went out as more than half its length disap-

peared inside the unknown attacker. It began to

screech alarmingly. Arthur felt for a head, grabbed

into darkness, found something to pull on, and axed

Caledwich downward. The screeching ended

abruptly, and Arthur held a dripping trophy. Lan-

drum called for us to form a circle to block light

from a miniflash he produced. This thing that

attacked us reminded me of Morgana's demon, but

it was subtly different.

What we saw was a vaguely anthropomorphic

creature, muscular and scaly, hands taloned and

wicked. Its head was reptilian with a snout full of

triangular teeth. Arthur dropped the head to one

side. We bent to examine Davis. The reason he had
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only gurgled became evident: his throat was in

shreds, flaps and strips of pink and red lying haphaz-

ardly over his windpipe. Landrum snapped off his

light. The wedgy sergeant passed closed to me. I

could smell his sweat, could see a hint of fear in his

bleak eyes.

"Captain Williams—Rex— What in God's name

was that?"

"One of Morgana's playthings," I replied. Lan-

drum's cool had been rattled.

I saw his angular shoulders twitch, then we

were next to the Arabian Nights Palace. It was a

large, two-storied affair, with short, needle-like

spires and a large teardrop dome in the center.

Incandescent bulbs lined every curve and window.

Globe lanterns ringed a terraced restaurant. Um-

brella topped tables seemed in good repair. Brightly

illuminated letters over the Nimb restaurant en-

trance were undimmed. On the left roof-end was a

large chimney sprouting a historically inaccurate TV

antenna. Our intelligence indicated this wing con-

tained Morgana and the entrance to the under-

ground labs. We had decided on this entrance as

being the easiest access, since Morgana was the

only real guard. She was worse than any amount of

Soviets, but SHAEF felt we could handle her, after

all she was just a woman, they reasoned. Card

tricks and mirrors against the best of special ser-

vices. Little did they know.

"Windsor! Scott!" called Landrum to two SAS

men. "Remove watchdogs."

He jerked his head at two dimly seen guards

under one of the first-floor arches. Our two SAS
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men were gone instantly, without their HK-53's.

We skulked in Stygian shadow as they did their

deadly work. Shortly, a single, terse word filtered

from Landrum's micro-receiver: "Doggone."

"In, boys," Landrum ordered.

This was it, as the better writers say. While we

dodged over hedges and through the restaurant

lamps I wondered if we had been seen? Did Hol-

ger's Cortana alert the watching eyes of security

police? Were we walking into a trap? I shook my

head to clear such doubts. Scott and Windsor were

just inside. Landrum returned their sub-guns to

them and we began to search through a maze of

halls to the inner offices. We had memorized dia-

grams of the palace provided by Danish exiles,

including Peder, who had visited the park many

times.

"A world of fun, now a monster's lair," Peder

commented. "My hands itch for her throat."

"Your hands would be frog's legs before they

got halfway," I told him. "Only Merlin is in her

league. If not for him, we'd be dead already."

Down curlicued staircases and Victorian halls

we sped, taking out guards when we could, detect-

ing them with heat sensors and listening devices.

Deep inside the Arabian palace and into remodeled

sections we went. Our last barrier was a guard post,

well lit in front of Morgana's rooms. Landrum

tossed the gas grenade himself. It burst between

the two and rendered them unconscious before they

could squeeze triggers on their AKS-74's. We hid

their bodies as Parker checked the door. I hovered

over him, interested in his craft.
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"What amazing device are you going to use

now?" I demanded. He produced a flat case and

opened it.

"This." Parker waved his hand over the open

case and withdrew a long piece of steel wire. With

a flourish, he inserted it into the keyhole and gave

it a twist. There was a click. Parker turned the knob

and bowed. "After y'all, gents," he motioned.

We rushed into the dark mouth of Morgana's

doorway. Landrum lanced out with his pencil-thin

beam. It glanced off the high polish of several pairs

of booted feet. You can put away your toy lantern,"

came an all-too familiar female voice. "You won't

need it." Suddenly, the room was filled with brilliant

light from overhead fluorescent tubing. We were

flanked by a dozen security men, their automatic

rifles pointed at our chests. Morgana stood at their

apex.

"Good evening, Artorius," Morgana greeted,

"and the lumbering Holger. Ah, dear Rex, too. I see

you brought your little trull."

"Trull!" Angelique blurted. "Why, you, vous etes

une gross vache, une fille de joie—"

"Your words can do me no harm," Morgana

stated. "Mine, on the other hand, can be deadly.

This time you shall not escape. Captain, close the

door."

"Yesss, missstresss," rasped a slurring guttural

from behind us.

The door boomed. We all wheeled, and Angeli-

que put a hand to her mouth, eyes wide, an unut-

tered scream on her lips. As I faced the Soviet

captain, I understood why.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

I considered myself inured to Morgana's mon-

strosities, but to turn upon her security detail

captain was to face madness. He, if such a deformity

had gender, was huge, misshapen. Seven feet of

bloated musculature crouched with his back to the

door. He seemed fused of many species, scales

running into dirty, bleached flesh, with fur sprouting

amid the quarter-sized plates that greasily reflected

overhead lights. His head was equally repulsive,

piscine in its nature with hints of the greater an-

thropoids. Jagged, yellow tusks protruded from his

shark-snout, as red eyes pulsed dully from beneath

horned brows. Tiny apelike ears lay flat alongside

his conical cranium. The strangest part of this

malevolent lackey was the undersized Soviet

captain's uniform he wore, ill-fitting and straining at

its seams.

"Ssshall my men fire, missstresss?" queried

this fantastic officer.

"No, no, Garn," Morgana shrilled. "These are

worthy adversaries, not vermin. I must ask you all

to drop your guns and remove your boot knives.

Merlin may shield your minds, but men have hidden

knives in their boots ever since boots have been in

use."

As our weapons clattered to the ground, O'Don-

nel used their din as a cover to his whisper.

"Ring close about me, boyos," he murmured.

"I've got a few tricks up me sleeve for that painted

Jezebel."

I tried not to think about what he meant by that
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remark as I shuffled toward him. Morgana slinked

sideways, one long-nailed finger under her chin, the

metallic green of her gown swirling with little clinks

as she moved. Her emerald eyes studied us. She

was probing us all, and I could feel her glacial

tentacles inching inside my skull, but they were

unable to penetrate the aegis of Merlin's magic.

"You are here to sabotage my work, I am sure,"

she stated. "When you killed my pet, I realized at

once what had happened."

"These are fiends," commented Arthur. "Base

monstrosities. Why do you toy with these, Morga-

na? You had no twisted predilections in the past.

Discard these gross wretches and go back to Ava-

lon."

"What is done is done, my dear Arthur. We had

the innocence of children when you begot Medraut

upon me."

"And what a draught of mead he was, my

foundling sister. Very nearly my finish. I never

accused you of putting him up to usurping my

power, stealing my wife, and burning my crops, but

I wonder if that little rat had enough brains in his

narrow head to conceive of such rebellion."

"Do not be dense, foster brother. He was

cunning enough, and why not? His parents were the

greatest sorceress and mightiest soldier in history.

As for your wife, ha! That bird-boned clod!

Gwennhyvar, yes, I can see her now. The chieftain

Ogryvan's daughter; a plain girl, she was, too fragile

to carry children to term. Old Ogryvan could not

believe she was his issuance. I remember him, too,

though I was young. Seven feet of him—the people
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of Gwynedd called him 'the Giant' Ogryvan. She

cemented a fine alliance for you with Gwynedd,

didn't she?"

"This is no place to discuss this, Morgana. I

loved her. Let it rest."

"You are the one who brought up the past. Very

well, you have come to see my new work-

shop—follow me. Captain Garn, have some of your

men gather up their weapons and have the rest

accompany me. I wouldn't want any of Arthur's

entourage to stray."

"May I have one to play with, missstresss?"

hissed the zoological montage.

"You will have several for you and your breth-

ren, Garn. Of course, since you are my best, you

shall have first pick."

"The big one, the red hair. He isss mine."

"Very well, but later."

Holger drew himself up and glared at the

creature. "Having will not be the same as wanting,

vast varlet. Danes do not sit still for torture, that I

guarantee."

"Good, good. I like fun toysss."

"Come along, both of you," snapped Morgana.

"Don't be tiresome!"

The sorceress led us through a short corridor

dimly lit with flickering fluorescent tubes. I noticed

O'Donnel studying its construction with the prac-

ticed eye of a demolition expert. I also noticed his

black fatigue blouse was open. At the end of the

corridor was a plain metal door, unlocked. A confi-

dence on Morgana's part that we could never be a

threat to her. The next room we entered was
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spacious, white, and sterile, smelling of disinfectant.

It was a laboratory, complete with every recogniz-

able piece of research equipment, plus many that

were unrecognizable. Men and women in white

coats toiled amongst lab tables and computer

terminals. The far wall was the most riveting aspect

of that room. Behind thick glass walls was a menag-

erie from Hell, creatures which sprawled in cages,

or stared maniacally at their keepers. To describe

them is to risk much ridicule, even now.

The Devil's own zoo, horrible abominations the

least disturbing of which were only vaguely human.

All gibbered insanely, drooled obscenely, a collec-

tion of B-movie monsters stored away after their

performances. Extra limbs, in one case an extra

head, were not uncommon, coated with everything

from rubbery, ulcerous flesh to scale-like feathers

reminiscent of the proto-pinions of the reptile-birds

of prehistory. Claws, horns, talons, and tusks

sprouted from these things. Some were just under

a meter in height, some nearly three meters. It was

a fantastic assembly, evoking visions of Edgar Rice

Burroughs' repulsive Monster Men, or H. G. Wells'

island of Dr. Moreau. Peters, the Black Beret man,

snatched up a waste can and retched into it. Morga-

na rolled her plump lips into a moue at his disgorg-

ing.

"Don't you find my pets attractive? They have

been my main occupation these days."

"From what depths of Uffern did you drag these

demons?" Arthur demanded. "First, your ogreish

captain, now these wretches. Why do you keep

them?"
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"They are my keys, Arthur," The ancient witch

answered. "I heard of this nuclear power during one

of my trips to Europe, while you and Holger frol-

icked on Avalon. When this war began men promis-

cuously threw these marvelously phallic weapons

over all of Germany. The power of these things is

unimaginable! A little one would have wiped you,

your cavalry, and you dun at Caer y Gamlas right off

the face of the Earth."

"What have you to do with such?" Arthur

growled.

"Can't you see, my lord?" I broke in. "She

wishes to harness the power of the atom to ener-

gize her magical abilities. What do these goblins

have to do with your controlling the atom?"

"They are my specimens, my experiments," she

explained. "You don't expect me to pass all that

radiation through my body without testing it out, do

you?"

"It might be nice," murmured Angelique.

"Have a care, my dear," Morgana warned. "the

ground you tread is dangerous. The incidence of

mutation during the release of uncontrolled radia-

tion is minuscule, but if I can control it with my

powers, if I can channel it through me, there is no

limit to what I can do. These pets of mine were

nurtured by my energies to develop in their muta-

tions. They are not a bright bunch, but they are

showing steady improvement. My captain, Garn,

has an intelligence equal to any of these Soviet

lackeys of mine, plus he is as strong as any of the

old Trollkin. What a race they were! Too bad they

were wiped out by the Hibernians."
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I assumed she was referring to a type of crea-

ture such as that one who guarded the room be-

neath Caer Merlin. These newly created abomina-

tions were even more hideous by comparison.

"So, witch," heaved Arthur, "you intend to send

this hellious horde 'gainst my Britannia?"

"Perhaps they might be of use," she conceded,

"as auxiliaries. But, Colonel Feodor Pantavsky

should not need them to subdue your old realm for

me. His army is already at sea, already in the air."

We all gaped at this information. What did she

mean? Pantavsky was a veteran of several cam-

paigns, dating back to Afghanistan in 1980 all the

way up to the recent Lebanese campaign, where he

was barely stopped at the Israeli border.

"Explain, please," pleaded Landrum.

Morgana laughed brightly. Amused, she said:

"Of course, Sergeant. My Russian allies have

trained ten divisions in Norway for injection into

England over this last year. Ten of the best—the

Eighth Shock Army and the Fiftieth Guards Cavalry

Corps, these will be Britain's downfall." Her laugh-

ter became more intense as the news stiffened our

group spine, but Morgana paid no heed. Her eyes

blazed as she turned on the war duke with a snarl.

"You degraded me, Arthur, denying your son!"

"How could I do otherwise? You shoved him in

my face before the assemblage of chieftains and my

own wife. Had you brought him to me privately,

something could have been arranged."

"And how was I supposed to do that?" Her

green eyes fairly glowed with animosity. "Your

picked guard dogs—Cai and Bedwyr—would never
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let me near you privately! And if I had you would

have had him put away, as Merlin tried to do. That

was when my heart turned against you. That is why

I took you to Avalon so that your prophecy would

not be fulfilled."

"Why did you not just kill me? I was helpless in

your arms, bleeding out my life on the chewed,

muddy banks of the Cam. Why not the deathblow?"

"Enough of this talk! We cannot tread over the

same ground twice!" Morgana's expression altered.

She turned away to stare at her experiments. "You

will join them—now!"

"No!" exploded from O'Donnel as he went

rolling into a somersault to Morgana's side, where

he held a glittering object tight to her head. "Ye'll

not be turnin' us into two-legged carp. Whether ye

be kin of Morrigan, Macha, and Nemain, or no, ye'll

not stop me from detonatin' this here lump of plastic

explosive I've got next to your pretty neck."

His Irish brogue was thickened by his excite-

ment, and his glacial blue eyes were intent upon the

knot of Soviets commanded by hulking Garn. "Now,

tell your men to throw down their pea-shooters, and

we'll be gettin' on our way."

"You—you—Goidelian swine!" she spluttered.

"I'll turn you into a toad!"

"Not before you're mush, me dairlin'," O'Donnel

threw back, teeth white in his blackened face.

"Goidelian?" asked Peder.

"The root word for the Gaels," I explained.

"Grab up one of those AK's."

The security guards dropped their auto-guns,

which we snapped up in an instant. Landrum's
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acquisition coughed and a white-coated technician

slumped with blood blossoming on his smock by the

phone he had reached for.

"Round 'em up—Scott, Windsor," the triangular

sergeant barked. Scientists and security guards

were herded into a corner. Nobody approached

monstrous Garn, and I couldn't blame them. His

massive shoulders bunched, and the seams split in

several places on his uniform.

"Damn you Artorius," Morgana seethed. "Damn

you. I can't let you escape this time. I won't!"

"You cannot stop us now," Arthur returned. "Do

not hurt her, O'Donnel, but make sure she cannot

hurt us."

"Not to worry, m'lord," O'Donnel assured the

War Duke. "While you concealed me, I was fiddlin'

with some of me toys. I keep a good store of plasti-

que in slabs about the size of a card deck in special

pockets b'neath me jacket. They can be set off by

these little detonators—" he indicated a stubby

metallic device jammed into the clayey explosive,

which was softening and collapsing due to the heat

of O'Donnel's hand—"with just a twist."

"Now, to keep Morgana honest, we'll just tape

this little wonder—" he pulled out another block of

plastique attached to a more complicated detonating

device which included a miniature pendulum—"to

your curvy back. Now, have a seat, me dear."

Green flashing beneath her eyelashes, Morgana

sat down in a mobile desk chair. "Wheel her into the

corridor," O'Donnel ordered Parker. The easygoing

Black Beret rolled her through the door we had

entered from. O'Donnel taped the explosive device
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to Morgana. I think the shock had paralyzed her.

"Now, this little pendulum device is a trembler. If it

moves too much one way or the other, you'll blow

up. Now, moving around will cause it to swing, so if

you yell, or get up, or even sneeze—then poof! I

just hope the next few minutes won't cause you to

move overmuch."

"Why? What are you going to do here?" she

demanded.

Arthur began to understand what O'Donnel had

in mind. "I said not to hurt her!" "I'm going to blow

this place apart, piece by piece." O'Donnel produced

several more grayish blocks, twisting the timing

devices on their detonators. "The shocks'll be

enough to blow up your lab and your gollywogs. So

sit tight and—" here he winked broadly at her—

"have a nice day."

Landrum ordered three men to escort Arthur

from the laboratory when the war duke attempted

to interfere. Holgar growled, but said nothing as he

followed the group out. O'Donnel nodded toward

the exit, we needed no invitation. He appeared at

the door and tossed the last of his bricks into the

room one after the other and slammed the door.

"Come on, my boys," he urged. "Let's go!"

There was an explosion. We rushed down the

corridor. When we reached Morgana's room, the

bodies of the men guarding the witch were frag-

ments of flesh. Of Morgana's body there was no

sign. Landrum cursed as he urged us out of the

building. We caught up with Arthur and his escort.

"I wish me dear sister Maggie were here to see

this!" O'Donnel stated. "Too bad she's workin' for
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the secret service!" O'Donnel savagely twisted one

of his devices and took off at a run.

We barely exited the grounds as a bass shud-

dering roar belched up from the Palace's depths.

Lights stuttered and went out, leaving us to pick

our way through the terrace's maze. O'Donnel

grinned a blue streak as we looked for cover to

dodge expected Soviet patrols. "Me sister always

said," he quoted, "'If all else fails, blow the bastard

up!'"

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

We reversed our course in an almost identical

path back to the section of fencing we had rendered

harmless near the Chinese Pagoda. Our leapfrog-

ging into the shadows was reprised until we made

it to that black licorice-twist barrier of iron. Over

we went, more urgently this time, as that towering

oriental spire with its upturned corners watched

silently over us. Beyond, we rendezvoused with our

underground liaison, who led us back along Copen-

hagen's labyrinthine streets, toward the beach

where our rubber boats were hidden. Arthur had an

especially grim look upon his face as we passed

along that blur of buildings. His dark features were

clouded in that familiar squall line pattern I had

come to know.

"Is Morgana dead?" Arthur muttered.

"Who can say?" I replied to him. "I am surprised

she didn't vanish before O'Donnel could touch her.

She must have been completely off-guard."

"Yes, her mind must have been on something
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else entirely."

"Or somebody," Angelique observed.

"What do you mean?" Arthur demanded.

She was unable to answer him as Landrum

motioned for silence, indicating a Soviet patrol was

passing. Boots clattered on the stones, and a dozen

men in familiar brown sped by, guns bristling in all

directions. When gone, one of our resistance fel-

lows grumbled something in Danish, which Peder

translated. "He says that we could have taken the

patrol," Peder relayed; "that they probably didn't

have twenty shots between them."

"We can't waste the ammunition," Landrum

informed him. "Sure, we could gun down that patrol,

but the Soviets have hundreds of men. Even if they

only had one bullet each, we would run out of ammo

before they ran out of men."

"I understand his desire," the giant Dane Hol-

ger boomed lowly, like summer thunder, "I rebelled

against Charlemagne himself because of his treat-

ment of the Danes. Of course, we reconciled, but a

foreign hand is never comfortable-feeling when it

rests heavily upon a free shoulder. Would that I

could strike a blow to free this land."

"You have," I told him. "The information we

have received will help the Allied command stop

the Soviets."

"If there "is an Allied command when we get

back, Yank," Peder said. "Pantavsky and his hun-

dred thousand shock troops may be sitting in

Buckingham Palace right now."

"Not while I live," Arthur vowed. "We will

destroy them ourselves if necessary. I will raise a
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host from Dumnonia, Gwynedd and Powys and

drive them into the sea."

"Duke Arthur, while being overly macho, has a

point," Landrum injected. "This new Soviet army

can't move like they did three years ago. I'm sure

their cavalry corps won't make it ashore intact,

either. They damn well can't drop their horses by

parachute, at any rate!"

"They might!" Peder opined. "Morgana might

blink the whole corps over there."

"She would be drained dry if she tried that," I

suggested. "Merlin had a stroke shifting five of us

from Rennes to Broceliande. Besides, Morgana is

dead."

"Don't count on it, my Rex," came a voice from

above us.

Floating serenely in the sky about forty feet

over our heads was Morgana, lounging upon a

spacious Persian carpet. "You destroyed many of

my pets, but not all. I managed to escape. I simply

dematerialized."

"So we suspected," Arthur commented. "Now,

you have found us again."

"It was no easy job, foster-brother. Merlin

shields you from my powers, but I have eyes and

ears everywhere. I told you that you could not

escape."

We were just a dozen yards from the spindly

scrub that held our boats. Our men eyed Morgana

warily, their weapons trained in her direction.

"Now you have us, how will you keep us?"

Arthur challenged. "Will you kill us now? Strike us

down with your magic?"
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"No!" It was Parker, the Black Beret. His

boyish face was red and contorted in what must

have been panic over the prospect of Morgana

blasting him. He blazed away at her with his AKS-

74 on full auto, a dozen shells spinning ahead of red

trails as they passed through her body. Passed

through was all they did, exiting her emerald-

sheathed form without leaving a mark.

"An illusion!" snorted Arthur. "Avoiding our

trap must have drawn off enough of her power to

limit her options. How do you plan to stop us?"

"Can't you see?" I blurted. "She has delayed us

by her presence, then caused us to announce our

whereabouts, like Parker did."

"I'm—I'm sorry," moaned Parker. "I was scared.

I was afeared she'd put a hex on us, maybe turn us

to toad-frogs."

"Spilt milk," dismissed Landrum. The wedgy

sergeant turned to Peder. "Tell your fellows to

vanish. They've done their job. Now, let's head for

the boats."

Peder gave the order to our liaison and they

melted into blackness. We sprinted down through

scrub and began to uncover our boats. Voices could

be heard growing closer, and the shuffle of feet

came to us. A huge shape suddenly loomed up in

the scrub line, hissing and growling alternately. A

blue glow erupted as Holger's Cortana blazed in his

hand.

"Put that away!" snapped Landrum. "They'll see

us!"

"They already know we're here!" Holger re-

plied. "See?"
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Cortana's pale glow lay eerily upon hulking

Garn, his fish-gorilla visage twisted with hate. His

uniform was shredded and his bristly hair was

curled and singed. Beneath strips of clothing, Garn's

massive scarred chest heaved and trembled. On his

great hands, nearly a cubic foot each, twitched

sausage-like fingers, each one tipped with thick,

ragged nails. "I kill you—all of you!" the beast-man

roared.

The rest of us began to unsling our weapons as

that shambling brute descended from the tree-line.

"He's mine," warned Holger. "Get your boats

out, Arthur. I'll hold this fiend off as long as I can.

The information you carry is too important."

"I, too, will stay," Arthur proclaimed.

"No," the giant Dane rapped. "You are needed

to save your country. By giving you that opportu-

nity, I am paving the road to freedom for mine.

Now, go!" He turned to the mountainous Garn.

"Come, spawn of the pit! I await you. Watch how a

man dies, Morgana, from your perfect vantage

point."

We could hear her gale-shriek voice as we bent

to push off our boats into a turbulent and restless

surf. "Throw down your sword, Holger, and I shall

save you," she called. "Join me, and you will have

me, just as before."

Holger threw back his head and laughed, his

spatulate teeth gleaming in the cerulean light of

Cortana. "Bah!" he spat. "To be your plaything, that

is what passed before! Arthur was your love, not

me! I was only his stand-in during those times

when he spurned you, and I will not substitute
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myself now that he spurns you again! We are

finished, witch, like your creature! Be warned, ogre,

I strike for Dane-land!"

As he spoke, the glow of his sword died abrupt-

ly and we all blinked as night closed around us.

"Hai!" Holger snarled. "This, then, is my des-

tiny! Upon this beach rests the fate of the Dane-

mark. Farewell, my friends."

"I shall not leave a fellow Dane," Peder declared

grimly. "The rest of you must go, but this is my

land. I ran away from it once, but now I can run no

more. Pray for my soul, Rex."

I took his hand and gripped it. I was trembling,

but his grip was as cool and firm as his rocky name

suggested. "Pray?" I demanded. "Why should I pray

for an atheist?"

"There are no atheists in foxholes, or haven't

you heard?" Peder retorted. "Warn England, or I'll

come back and haunt you."

"You die, and I'll murder you! Take care of that

red-headed loon."

"You take care of your French girl and your

hero. Now, go!"

We shoved off, scrambling inside and grabbing

paddles. I looked back as much as I could, my mind

recalling the battle of dragons on Avalon. Holger

charged the monstrous Garn as spotlights began to

search for them. It was hard to discern what was

going on because of the beam's dancing glare.

Ragged bursts blasted from Peder's AKS-74 as he

pinned down the approaching soldiers. Garn swept

Holger up in a bear-hug, simultaneously ripping at

him with his tusks. Cortana glittered in the yellow
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beams as Holger struck again and again until they

fell together in a heap. I thought them both dead,

but Holger rose unsteadily, pulling with him the

huge and repulsive head of Captain Garn. He hurled

this grisly cranium at the approaching Soviets, then

dived after it. Peder charged behind him, his gun

coughing as he ran. They dwindled as we pulled

away from that darkling beach, and I did not see

them fall as the press of Red soldiers swarmed

about them like ants. Morgana was no longer

evident, either. No doubt her power had diminished

to where she could no longer hold her image above

us.

"Farewell, my friend," Arthur called. "I will miss

your arm in the coming struggle."

"'Heaven's gate stood open;'" I quoted, "'Christ

granted all our prayer; lovely to behold—'"

Angelique held me tightly, the tears splashing

down her face as her body was racked with sobs. I

cradled her head to me. O'Donnel cursed softly, and

Landrum was as stoic as ever. "Right, then," he

commented. "We're out far enough now. Turn on

the motors. It'll be dawn in an hour."

Two pairs of eyes, I knew, would never see it.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

As the cubic yards of cold sea water closed over

HMS Sceptre's sails, we nestled within her iron

belly, wet with salt spray and thoroughly chastened

by our experience in Copenhagen. Grimly, we

cursed the slowness with which our nuclear sub

traveled the Kattegat until we passed into the
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Skagerrak. It would take us two days to return to

our berth in Plymouth and we chafed every second

of it. Arthur was virtually morose, the very picture

of an archetypical gloomy Celt. His drawn face had

settled into his scarred hands, his eyes seeing

nothing.

"Damn this steel slug!" he muttered. "Brought

back from my gilded cell to putter around in this

whale's gullet while the land of my birth suffers

another invasion. Uffern's devils! All my men

dust—Geraint, Cai, Bedwyr. Now, Holger, my giant

cell-mate, and Peder. We must sing an elegy for

them, Rex."

"I'll work on writing one," I told him, my breast

aching with Peder's demise.

"Do so. I should be in Dumnonia, buying horses

and training my warband. I am a warrior, but I am

far from war!" Arthur struck the steel wall of our

quarters.

"Would that you were here," came a hollow

cackle in our brains. It was Merlin! "I am certainly

no warrior, and one such as yourself is needed badly

here."

"What has happened?" I demanded out loud.

Landrum and Angelique looked up sharply. Evi-

dently, Merlin's mental broadcast was for Arthur

and myself alone.

"Much, and yet little," the mage informed us. "I

could have done more to help you had I not been

chained to this cauldron. It pains me to keep up the

shield about your minds. If Morgana found you, she

might call some leviathan from the deep to destroy

you."
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"Maunder not to me, wizard," Arthur spiked in.

Merlin had arranged some sort of telepathic confer-

ence call since I could hear Arthur's mental emana-

tions quite clearly. "Give me a report. Has the

enemy landed? Where? How many?"

"Slowly, Arthur. Yes, they have landed. The

first came in great flying engines. They dropped

from their machines and floated to earth using vast

cup-shaped cloaks. Then came others from the sea,

belched up by iron fish such as the one you ride in.

Lastly came ships, only this morning, containing

their horsemen, plus a few wheeled vehicles that

smell like chicken dung."

"They've pulled no punches, Arthur," I com-

mented. "Intelligence estimated Soviet aviation fuel

stocks to be negligible. They burned themselves

out trying to smash their way through two years

ago. This must be their final gesture. What about

resistance, Merlin? Did they land unopposed?"

"No, not really. I am no soldier to describe this.

The Soviets landed in the realm of the North Saxon

folk."

"Norfolk!" I blurted. "So close, why not Lon-

don?"

"Who knows?" Merlin grumbled. "Their flying

men dropped on some naval port."

"Great Yarmouth," I added. "It's an excellent

base for operations—a large port with modern

facilities."

"Do not interrupt me, Rex. Yes, that was the

name. Their dropping men surprised the garrison

and captured the shipping. The machines which

dropped them were no help, because of our own
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flying things which spat fire like the dragon, itself!

They burned many of the enemy craft, but had to

leave suddenly. The iron fish landed raiding parties

which confused our soldiers as to the enemy's true

objective. This morning huge ships began to unload

in the naval harbor. By then our armies were able to

lob great bolts at them and moved up troops, but to

no avail. There were not enough."

"Why not?" I demanded. "There were half a

million men in England and Scotland alone."

"Not now," the mage continued. "Over half that

number embarked in ships at Portsmouth to sail for

Armorica."

"So," mused Arthur, "while we distracted

Morgana, our 'friends' decided to invade on their

own. Morgana has devised a trap within a trap.

What matter a few clantrefs of Armorica 'gainst all

of Britannia? So, they sailed. Could they not be

recalled?"

"A mysterious storm brewed up in the Chan-

nel." Merlin's voice was like a death sigh. "Many

ships were sunk in the tempest, others took refuge

in Garnia, or other channel islands, and still others

in St. Malo, which was already in friendly hands.

Only Morgana could have done this. She is with her

staff, the snake-headed rod of Set, the ancient

Egyptian god. She must have charged her powers

recently."

"No doubt," Arthur pondered. "We drained her,

so she must have it near to have gained her power

back so fast. So, she has denied reinforcement. How

goes the fighting?"

"Well, and not well."
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"I do not need riddles. Did we repulse them?"

"We have contained them. There has been

much loss on both sides, but for now they have

been stopped on a line running from Cambridge to

Colchester. We outnumber them, but the generals

cannot be sure that they will not land elsewhere.

Then, too, there are the raiders. Like the longships

of old, they strike fast and retreat, so that over half

our army chases them from the Antonine Wall to

Dubris, now called Dover. As the horses increase in

the enemy stables, they move forward. You are

needed here."

"I am on my way. But, I do not command. The

generals lead. I have no army."

"I am working on that. There are several here

who wish to serve you. Not all are presently in the

military, but some are."

"Surely they do not mutiny?" demanded the

War Duke. "I cannot use those whom I cannot trust.

They would be like an army of Medrauts."

"No, they do not mutiny. Most are units with-

out leaders, decimated by being thrown piecemeal

into this battle. The situation is very confused here.

The American generals argue with the English. I

think they may fight each other rather than the

Russians."

"So, it has not changed." Arthur looked truly

anguished, his hands balling into fists until they

shook with effort. "Chieftain against chieftain,

warlord battling kinglet, while the enemy waits for

the land to fall into his grasp. Ah, Gods! This cannot

happen again. I need horsemen, Merlin, and horses.

Rally them to me. Draw them to the banner of the
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Red Dragon."

"It is being done, Arthur. Rest while you may in

your metal whale. The war will be won or lost here,

and nowhere else. Farewell."

The pressure of Merlin's presence withdrew

and we found our minds our own. We filled the rest

in on the events that had transpired over the three

days . Landrum was shocked. He ranted to equal

Arthur.

"The bloody damned Bolsheviks!" he raged.

"Not in nine hundred years has an invader made a

successful invasion of England. Well, we'll get 'em.

Curse me if we won't!"

"Good," Arthur commented, "a man with spirit.

Can you ride?"

"No, sir."

"Damn." Arthur slammed himself back against

a bulkhead and scowled.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

We were taut as stretched drumhide when

Sceptre's sail clove Portsmouth's gray waters. We

noticed a difference in that bustling port immedi-

ately upon hitting the boards of our pier. Empty.

That was the only word needed. Most other berths

were deserted. Every ship capable of putting to sea

was gone. The training grounds were empty. War

was in England now. The spawn of the Wasteland

was on Britannia's shores. Metal jingled behind me

as I stepped off our cigar-shaped attack sub. Arthur,

War Duke of dark age Britain, was dressed in full

armor, iron breastplate gleaming dully in the fall
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sun. His head was again encased in a steel casque,

and heavy leather cavalry gauntlets covered his

hands. A fighting glint was in his gray eyes and his

dark face was set the like of which I had not previ-

ously seen. He was in his element. Guerilla tactics,

spying, deceptions, all had dampened that true

Arthur. Now I saw him as his warband had seen him

fifteen centuries ago, as Bedwyr had seen him, and

Cai, and Gwalchmai. This was the truth behind the

legend.

Above me came a dismal flap of wings. A great

bird descended from the sky. I drew back, my hand

reaching for my sidearm, thinking this to be one of

Morgana's Wasteland mutants. Then I recognized

that black, wheeling cross-shape for what it was—a

giant merlin bird. It swooped down to our dock and

sat staring balefully at us. It suddenly rippled and

blurred, much like an image in a pool will shiver

when a rock is thrown in. Then it became Merlin

the wizard, mage and arch-druid.

"Not very spectacular, Merlin," I commented. "I

expected a dragon and fanfare."

"Too draining," admonished the sorcerer, his

head bent and aquiline nose buried in his gray-shot

beard. "I have no time for chicanery. My fingers and

my powers have been worked to the bone." He

produced his gnarled hands from the folds of his

black robe and held them up to me.

"Good," rumbled Arthur as he stood beside me.

"I'm glad to hear of your doing an honest day's work.

What news have you?"

"None good, Artorius ap Utorius. The enemy

spills into the former land of the South folk, and his
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cavalry raids into the Midlands, looting Warwick,

Eburacum—er, York, and driving people into the

Cotswolds and shires."

"A pox on the scum. Can they not be stopped?

What of those fine horsemen we saw parading

before the High King Charles?"

"Shattered, my lord. They were wielded clum-

sily by the 'experts' of the Supreme Allied Com-

mand. The tactics had been developed for use by

large armored contraptions called tanks. Such a

slaughter! I have not heard of its like since your

destruction of Cerdic's horde at Badon Hill. Many

generals have been sacked, but to no avail. We hold,

but for how long? Morgana protects them, turning

the weather to her whims. Her surviving monstros-

ities are unstoppable, killing many and terrorizing

the rest, causing them to rout wherever the fiends

are employed."

"Our mission was a joke," the triangular Lan-

drum barked from behind us. "We were pawns—a

smokescreen. How it has turned to crap. Arthur,

you were one of my boys on this run, but now, I am

your man. Lead me, my lord."

The rest yelled their assent. Arthur smiled, his

first since Peder and Holger had fallen to our foe.

"You still draw the loyal of this isle to your

banner," the mage croaked.

"I don't even have a banner, you trickster,"

Arthur growled.

"Oh, but you do, my boy. It is waiting for you at

Caer y Gamlas—what the folk now call Camelot."

The enormity of his words—the implication of

his statement, overwhelmed me. Here was I, a
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nondescript captain from a largely decimated navy,

an ex-college professor, used to students, faculty

meetings, and dinner parties, now standing on a

dock in Portsmouth, hearing Merlin the Magician

speak of going to Camelot. I had to shake my head.

Everything I had been through, Avalon, Britanny,

Copenhagen, and the death of two dear companions,

and still it had the ring of unreality. "Camelot," I

breathed, and the overture of that thirty-odd years

old musical hummed through my head.

"Yes, Camelot," snapped Merlin. "Now, it is far

past noon. I have horses waiting beyond the docks

for you and Rex. The others must find their own

way."

"No way," I countered. "I won't leave Angeli-

que."

"You must," my darling returned. "Sergeant

Landrum and I shall convince the captain of this

submarine to take us to a closer port."

"Hmmm." Landrum's stubby features squinched

as he thought. Finally, he shrugged his wedgy

shoulders. "Well, enough. I'm spoiling for the fight,

and don't want to walk to this Camelot. Where is it,

by the way?"

"Somewhat south of the Christian's tor," Merlin

explained. "The one they call the Isle of Glass, Ynis

Witrin."

"Glastonbury," I updated. "Then Camelot is

where the archaeologists have dug—at the hill in

South Cadbury." My mind went back to the words

of medieval writer John Leland, who wrote in 1542:

"At the south end of the church of South Cadbyri

standeth Camallate, sometime a famous town or
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castle. . ."

"Such names," Angelique shook her head,

auburn locks swirling. "It's a wonder you got from

place to place."

"This land was in turmoil for hundreds of

years," I informed her. "Roman names layered over

Celt, which were in turn coated with Anglo-Saxon.

Your land was settled and independent for centu-

ries. It was stable. Even the great Charlemagne

could not conquer it, as Holger would tell you,

if—he—were—here," I trailed off, flapping my

hands helplessly, chiseled by the loss of two of our

band.

We all fell silent until Landrum spoke up.

"Right, then," he muttered. Then, louder: "Near

Glastonbury. Weymouth's the ticket, then. Ride on,

then, my lord, and we'll find you by the tor in two

day's time."

"What if the pig-boat captain won't agree to a

run to Weymouth?" I asked the sergeant.

Landrum winked. "He will."

I kissed Angelique lingeringly, then turned to

follow Arthur and Merlin, who apparently were

discussing Landrum.

"Well, he's no horseman," I heard the War Duke

tell Merlin, "but he's a good man. I'll need some

infantry, anyway. I wish I had my leaders of

old—Geraint, Bediverus, Caius, and even Gwalch-

mai. Can you not call them up?"

"No, my lord," the mage shook his cowled head.

"Necromancy is powerful in its ability to commune

with the spirits, but bringing the dead to life is

tricky business, and the result is less than satisfy-
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ing. Do not ask such a thing of me. The men you

have are of the same breed."

"They need molding. I don't have the time."

"Leave that to me. Morgana may drown our

armies at sea, but I am without par on land."

"Be careful, old friend. I don't wish to lose you,

too. I have lost so much as it is."

"I will do what I can. A month, perhaps, but no

more."

"A month!" I goggled. "But, we must train twice

that long to prepare raw recruits. We cannot do it."

"Then you must pray that your recruits show

great promise," Merlin snapped, coal-chip eyes

glittering balefully at me. "You are a man of the sea,

and a teacher before that. You know that training

only goes so far. Experience will weed out the good

from the bad."

We found horses waiting beneath an awning of

the now-deserted railway station that nearly three

weeks previously had seen us step off our train to

embark on our fatal mission to Copenhagen. These

were not the sleek racers that had sprung up on

Angelique's farm, but heavy, thick-bodied horses,

looking like great draft horses.

"Ho," grinned Arthur, "now these are horses for

the heavy cavalryman. A sturdy breed. Not long of

wind, but your enemy will feel the weight of their

charge."

We mounted these massive destriers and made

off out of the port city. The curious stared, and

some pointed. Merlin rode with us, and from his

saddlebow suddenly sprouted a staff from which

flapped a huge red windsock, shaped like that
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copper-scaled dragon of Avalon. Such a windsock, it

has been said, helped to correct the aim of archers.

Set at the fore of a battleline, this "head" dragon

banner may have been the start of the appellation

Pendragon. Some of those tales had Merlin carrying

the dragon banner.

So we rode. We traveled along route A36,

meaning to turn westward at Deptford and again at

Ilchester to head north for Somerset's lowlands.

That way would take us two days of hard riding. I

pitied our horses, but time could not be spared. We

slept that night under the stars amid Stonehenge's

giant megaliths. The site was deserted. Evidently

the war had called up the caretakers and certainly

there were no tourists. We lit no fire, more out of

respect for the ancientness of this place than for

fear.

Lounging amongst those giant blue sarsen

stones, we planned for our emerging army, one we

hoped would be loyal only to Arthur, not to America

or Britain. Like those old allied armies during the

invasion of Europe in World War II, British and

American generals found it difficult to cooperate,

and their lack of battlefield experience was showing

compared to Pantavsky's seasoned troops, fresh

from Lebanon and Iran. Allied troops were basically

garrison forces; our nearest good troops were, for

the most part, suffering squalls in Brittany.

"A good division of heavy cavalry," lectured

Arthur, as we munched bread and cheese beneath

Stonehenge's monstrous lintels, "could turn the

tide, even now. Tell me, Rex, what of these Russian

horsemen? Are they like the Hun of old?"
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"A little," I commented. "The last really great

Russian horsemen were the Don Cossack hordes of

the steppes. Unfortunately for them, they sided

with the Germans in the last war, and were nearly

wiped out by the victorious Soviets. Still, the

Russian cavalryman is tough, and a scrapper."

"How heavy is his horse?" Arthur demanded.

"Like the Mongols of the past, the Russian

horse is small. There were heavy units during the

last century, but they were not bred after the total

mechanization of the Soviet armies from the 1960's

on. There has been a long break in the chain. The

tradition is not here any longer."

"Now it is." Merlin spoke up raspily, oil-pool

eyes bottomless as he looked beyond those veils

which clouded normal people. "The greatest tradi-

tion of all. I have done a great deal of research while

you were gone. Your return is second only to that

of Christ, Artorius."

"Silence, Merlin," Arthur scowled. "Speak not

lightly of the gods, whether you believe or not."

"I speak no disrespect, only truth. You are as

hallowed as—as—this place." Merlin waved expres-

sively at the ring of stones.

"Legends says you brought them here," I told

the mage. "Geoffrey of Monmouth claimed that

Uther, Arthur's father, bade you steal this ring, then

called the Giant's Dance, from Ireland. Now, it is

decided that paleolithic people built it."

"From an age of stone, that is what your bastard

Latin means," Merlin croaked. "Yes, the Old Folk

raised this ring, to read the wheeling of the stars

and draw the powers cosmic from the skies. Much
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energy flows here. I feel it, and it buoys me."

"Let it buoy you to sleep, then," Arthur

growled. "We have much to do tomorrow."

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

Most dreams occur to me in the early morning.

Reality intervened that day via Merlin's bony hands

shaking me to awareness. I started, tried to stand,

and grunted as stiffness from lying on the hard

ground beneath Stonehenge's giant megaliths sent

jolts of pain through me. My hand went to my

sidearm as I focused on the arch-mage's thin, beaky

face. Burgeoning sunlight streamed about his head,

making him look beatific in that misty atmosphere.

"What is it?" I managed, mouth dry and thick.

"Can you not hear?" Merlin demanded. He

pointed behind him with his free hand. "Listen! The

enemy approaches."

As I overcame fingers of stiffness and arose, I

could feel a slight vibration in the turf. Dimly came

a woman's scream, and hoarse cries in a guttural

tongue I had become accustomed to during the last

furtive months.

"To your feet, Rex!" Merlin snapped. "You're

needed!"

I looked to my snorting charger, nervous and

pawing in the scream-bringing breeze. "I'm no

knight!" I told him as I heaved into my saddle. "I'm

a sailor, not a cavalryman!"

"Ride, Rex, and do not think—fight! Arthur

needs you!"

He slapped my roan mare's rump and I was off,
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through those fingers of stone and down the gentle

slope. I stared ahead and my heart pounded as I saw

the cause of those screams. Half a dozen horsemen

thundered along highway and roadside, pursuing a

knot of civilians—women and children, my hurried

glance noted. The horsemen were dressed in the

loose brown tunic and blue pants of traditional

Soviet cavalrymen. On their heads were those

rounded conical leather caps more reminiscent of

the 1920's than the 1990's. Curved swords hung at

their saddles, and this was all I could take in.

Arthur was half the intervening distance and

riding at full clip, his giant black steed throwing up

huge divots behind him. Caledwich glowed in the

smeary sunrise as he bore down upon those Red

ravagers. At the sight of him charging alone, I put

my heels into my mare's side and she spurted

ahead, causing me to clutch her neck wildly. Arthur

plowed through scattering refugees, his heavy

stallion shaking the first Soviet from his mount as

the lighter beast screamed in pain. A second he

hacked from his saddle as the man vainly tried to

draw his scimitar from its scabbard. Others drew

toward Arthur, one dropping an unfortunate young

woman whom he had grabbed and slung across his

saddlebow. None carried firearms, but a couple had

tasseled spears across their backs. Save for their

dress, they were little changed from those Tartar

horsemen of ten centuries before. With little idea of

how to proceed, I gained my balance and drew my

pistol. Brandishing it before me, I screamed at the

top of my lungs. The cavalrymen all turned as one

to face me.
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One should have watched Arthur, for I saw the

bright line of Caledwich's edge slice down through

leather cap and skull. Two broke off to charge me.

I shot the first twice through his body, but had time

only to duck as the second's curved blade came at

me. In ducking, I slid to my left, barely managing to

stay seated as I hung over my horse's side. Inadver-

tently, this saved me as the Soviet's backswing

whooshed overhead. My mare lashed out with its

rear hooves at its smaller cousin, and the man fell

over his horse's crupper. She then took a nip at the

other's withers and it bolted, dragging its unfortu-

nate rider by his stirrup-locked feet. I clawed my

way over her back in time to see Arthur dispatch

the last of our enemy with a savage blow to the

man's neck, leaving his head to dangle by a few

ligaments as his blood-splashed torso remained

erect while his horse followed its fellows.

I brought my mare alongside Arthur. The War

Duke seemed a little winded, but unhurt. A shallow

dent in his breastplate denoted a turned blow from

a lighter Soviet scimitar.

"Are you all right, my lord?" I asked.

"Don't worry about me, Rex," admonished

Arthur. "We've got to round up those horses! We

need them!"

"What if there are more Soviets?"

"Pray that they are alone, or that we may defeat

them, as well. Now, ride!"

We managed to round up five of the horses,

removing that grisly body from one, and an uncon-

scious prisoner from another. Since my cowboy

antics were no better than my knightly ones, our
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success was due mainly to the fact that the Soviet

ponies, while lighter, were shorter of leg and more

winded than our mounts. We managed to herd those

small, shaggy horses back to the giant temple-clock

of Stonehenge.

"Merlin!" Arthur called. The mage was nowhere

about. We dismounted and tied the Russian ponies

together with some rope that Merlin had previously

provided. We packed up then and remounted our

steeds. "Now," grumbled Arthur, "where is that

confounded wizard?"

"Right behind you, if you'd look," came Merlin's

raven croak.

Between the megaliths trotted his horse, the

ancient sorcerer on its back. Tethered to Merlin's

saddlehorn was the sixth pony. "The horsebreeders

of Cambria would find you lackluster employees,"

the wizard mocked.

"How did you—?" I started.

"Come now, Rex, I'm a wizard. Do you expect

me to tell you everything? Let's be on our way.

We've taken enough time procuring these puny

creatures."

I turned at the sound of footsteps. The fleeing

civilians filtered in among the slabs, looking haggard

in their torn and dirty clothes. Some clutched silver

candlesticks or other valuables. Five were adult

women, four more were children, and two were

adolescent boys.

"You are the king—Arthur," one of these wo-

men, a striking blond in her thirties, declared,

singling out the War Duke with a grimy forefinger.

Arthur shook his casqued head and smiled
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wearily. "No, dear lady, a king I am not; but Arthur,

yes, I am he."

She flung herself at him, hooking his neck

beneath his iron helmet and dragging Arthur's lips

down to hers. He abruptly pulled away, embarrass-

ment adding to his already dark features. "You have

saved us all," the woman continued. "The heathen

is again in the land. Once more, you're back, to

shield us. You're as great as the legends. Thank

you."

They all ringed about, touching and blessing us.

We opened up the cracked saddlebags athwart our

captured Soviet ponies. They were full of jewels

and precious metal objects such as plates and

teapots. We distributed half this loot to the refugees

and kept the rest for our "war chest". This evoked

another round of hugging and blessing from these

pitiful wretches.

"How did the Soviets make it this far?" I won-

dered aloud. "We are a hundred miles from the

'front'."

"There is no 'front', as you call it," explained

Merlin, looking as dour as I had ever seen him.

"That concept is dying. The old ways are returning.

Fixed positions such as the dike of Offa or the

trenches from your first 'World War' that I have

read of, are doomed before they are dug. Where the

enemy is, that is your front. Now, to Camelot!"

"Where will we go?" demanded the blond

woman. "What is to become of us?"

Arthur bent down to her, and in a tender

gesture I thought him incapable of, stroked her

cheek gently. "Dear lady," he murmured. "You are
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under my protection—all of you. Where my banner

is to be found, there you will find safety. While I

live, no more harm shall befall you. Follow us, we

are not far from my dun, what you call Camelot."

I thought his dark eyes misted a bit as he

regarded this woman, whose presence was belied

by her disheveled appearance. "How like my

Gwennhyfar you are. She was tall, and blond, much

as you."

I sat my horse quietly as he spoke to her,

wondering why, when he reached adulthood, he had

not sought out Morgana and married her. I kept my

own counsel on this, knowing the bitterness that

oozed from that subject. Merlin put his hand on

Arthur's shoulder, the mage himself wrapped in the

melancholy of that tragic age which had folded itself

back upon us.

"Come away, my lord," he said, as civilly as he

could muster. "We must be gone. Thrice have I said

this."

Arthur started like a spooked horse. He whip-

ped erect in his saddle, and his shoulders heaved in

a millennia-long sigh. He nodded, and drawing

Caledwich, thrust it westward. "On then," he

roared. "On to Camelot!"

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

Tired and saddle-sore as I was, my heart

leaped, and I grinned like a boy a third my age when

the battlements of that dark age dun known as

Camelot appeared. It was not as impressive as some

great castles of later times, but it instilled a certain
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joy all the same.

The main square of Camelot's walls were of

stone with earth piled about the foundations. On the

corners and at each side of its wide gate were

towers, the bases of which were stone and their

upper works of timbers. In the setting sun's yellow-

red glow, it stood looming and formidable as we

approached its gate. Arthur drew Caledwich and

rapped upon the gate's wide, rough-hewn planks.

"Ho, the fort!" he called. "Is there a porter?"

"There is, and your head may not be yours for

asking," came a reply from one of the towers.

"I'm beginning to feel at home," the War Duke

said in an aside to me. "It is Arthur, Dux Bellorum!

Raise the gate or feel my wrath!"

"That's him, all right," drifted a familiar voice to

us. "Nobody else sounds like that anymore."

The gate swung inward and wedgy sergeant

Landrum stood before us in the uncertain light. He

was dressed in his SAS fatigues, the same Kalishni-

kov he had brought back from Copenhagen slung

across his back.

"Permission to enter the fort, Sergeant Lan-

drum," the Duke asked, "with spoils of war."

"Granted, your grace," smiled the sergeant.

"We've been here half a day, chafing over whether

you'd met up with the Sovs or not."

"It is General Pantavsky who should chafe,"

Merlin cackled. "Arthur has shown the foe his steel,

and we have taken some booty. Rex helped, as

well."

Being listed as an "also-ran" was mitigated by

the next recognizable voice.
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"Rex!"

Angelique leaped from between the soldiery,

her slim body encased in overalls and high riding

boots. I gracefully dismounted, which took no small

effort, and caught her up in my aching arms, pain

vanishing instantly as her lips found mine. "You are

the hero today," she said after withdrawing a little.

"Arthur's the hero," I corrected. "I just went

along for the ride."

"Not so," boomed Arthur from his saddle. "You

should have seen him, lass—his face was a mask of

fury—eyes all bugged out and screaming at the top

of his lungs. The Russians near died of heart at-

tacks, the lot of them. And, see what we have!"

He swung from his saddle as if it were the

easiest thing in the world and flung open the saddle-

bags of our shaggy little Russian ponies. He with-

drew a necklace of finely worked gold, clotted with

rubies, and dangled it before her. "For you, my

dear."

She spurned it with a glance. "Save such bau-

bles for the easy of virtue, my lord. Rex is all the

treasure I need."

I blushed heavily at this, causing some laughter

in the ranks. I glanced about them, and they quickly

silenced. The faces I saw were a mixed bag of

humanity: young and old, dressed in uniforms of

various armies and branches, while others were in

work clothes. At the assembly's back I saw many

women and children.

"This, I take it, is my army?" the War Duke

queried of Landrum.

"Such as it is, my lord," the sergeant answered.
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"I've had half a day to look them over, and if heart

and spirit count, then they will be tigers. They're

sick and tired of the bickering between the allied

commanders, and most are from units that were

sanded down by the Sovs and have no leaders, save

you. They want actions, your grace."

"Then they shall have it, sergeant. You are now

Centurion Landrum, and shall lead my legionaries.

Rex, you are Comes Britanarium, and as such you

are second in command."

"I am unworthy, my lord—pick another," I

protested.

"I'd be insane to do so," barked Arthur. "You are

a good leader, Rex. More importantly, you are a

good follower. I need no martinets in my army.

Now, I do need a good horseman to train the cav-

alry."

"Right here," spoke up Angelique. "I can teach

the most awkward to ride. I taught all the workmen

on my farm to ride—Jacques had no patience with

them."

"Good enough—Centurion Renaud. Now, Rex,

let us find our rooms. Have you set up this fort

identically to the original, Merlin?"

"Aye, Arthur," the mage croaked. "Your rooms

are the same as always."

"Nay, old mentor. Not quite the same. My

Gwennhyfar is not there."

"Dwell not on the past, my lord. We have too

much to do."

We led our horses into the courtyard, handing

them over to stable hands directed by Angelique.

Lackeys collected our equipment and treasure-
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laden saddlebags, dragging them behind us. About

the straw-flecked ground were barracks and stables,

interspersed with journeyman and blacksmith

shops. The forges were silent now, and only horses'

nickerings sounded above our footsteps.

Count of Britain! That was the English transla-

tion of my title. It was absurd to think of me as

such. I wasn't even British! I knew not who my

predecessor had been in Arthur's day, perhaps Cai,

his foster brother. At least I was not Count of the

Saxon Shore. I knew only too well that Medraut had

formerly filled those shoes.

We were led to the main hall, a spacious affair

which reminded me of a giant log cabin, and found

rooms waiting for us. I was constantly in awe as to

how quickly these foundations had been raised,

even though the surroundings were rough hewn and

simple materials. I suspected the hand of Merlin

and told him so.

"Of course, Rex," the mage revealed. "There

are great machines to work the earth, but their

fodder is scarce, so I have been to Caer Merlin,

where I have wrought spells to cleave the stone to

stone and render the wood usable for building. My

trollkin servant helped, though these bumpkins

were afraid of him. They act like they've never seen

a troll before."

"They haven't, Merlin," I told him. "Nobody

believes they exist, just like, just like—" I trailed

off, as his glittering eye glared balefully at me,

reminding me of Coleridge's description of the

Ancient Mariner.

"Like me?" Merlin inferred.
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I turned away, seeking my quarters, indicated

by one of the lower ranks.

"Have we no uniforms?" Arthur wanted to

know.

"Wives and refugee women toil to turn them

out," Merlin outlined. "Things are being done

quickly, but do not be upset if your trappings are

not done until the day we go to battle." At this I

shuddered, but gave no indication of fear. "I am also

surprised at the number of men who are adept at

needle and thread. Of course, they are not as

masculine as some males I have encountered."

"Hmmm," mused Arthur. "Evidently they

separate the men from the boys much as they did in

ancient Greece—with a crowbar."

"You'll see in the morning the mettle of your

men, my lord," Landrum promised. "They're not

toe-dancin' faggots, believe you me."

"I can vouch for this one," assured Angelique,

grabbing my hand and pulling me into my room. My

gear went flying. I stooped to gather it up as Angeli-

que called a hasty goodnight to the rest and bolted

my door securely.

"Of course, it's been two days," she considered.

"War does change a man, they say." Her eyes were

teasing, and her even white teeth blazed in her tan

face.

"Yes," I agreed. "War does change a man. It

makes him incredibly horny!"

I knocked over the candle as I reached for her

and it went out.

CHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER THIRTY
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"The King! The King is coming!"

Metal links rolled and scattered in every direc-

tion as I literally jumped to my feet upon hearing

that call from the tower. I swung around the low

table where I had been forging chain mail and

hurried to Camelot's courtyard. Our entire army had

become jacks of all trades, making their own armor

as well as doing other menial tasks. These seem-

ingly un-martial activities, such as weapon-making

and firewood gathering, removed much of the

boredom that would have set in between training

periods. We were an inexperienced army, trained in

fighting a different sort of war. We had very little

ammunition, so the yew trees were again providing

English bowmen with deadly tools. Our force was

raw, though, no matter what our previous back-

ground. I met Arthur at the gate.

The War Duke was dressed in a rough tunic and

whipcord breeches, high boots dull and muddy.

Caledwich banged against his side and a dagger

glinted at his right hip. He nodded to me as we

stood in the midmorning sunlight. Beyond the

gate's timbers, I could hear horses.

"So, the High King pays us a visit," Arthur

mused, stroking his short, dark beard. "I know not

how to take it."

"Surely he must recognize our army," I opined.

"He must be here to ask for your help."

"Perhaps he asks for refuge. The enemy draws

fast about Londinium. He has taken the Saxon cities

of Oxford and Southend. His English army is crum-

bling."

"While we do nothing."
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Arthur balled his fists and turned his shadowy

face to me. His teeth were set and his eyes blazed.

"By Uffern, what can we do? Gods, do you wish me

to send this rabble against those Huns? Better I

should kill them in their sleep. We need more time

to train."

"I'm sorry."

"I know you are, Rex. You feel each cut as the

land bleeds. You are a man of great learning, and

such knowledge makes one very aware of the pain

all over this world. Sorrow you may feel, but great-

er sorrow will occur unless we divert it. And I

cannot divert it with ham-handed fumblewits." He

looked about him. "Raise those gates! Are you

asleep or drunk? The King is waiting."

There was a clangorous rattle of heavy chain on

wood and the rough hewn gate levitated upward. A

troop of horse stood without, dust streaked across

their sweat-stained uniforms. At least thirty cavalry

flanked the central rider. His highly polished riding

boots bore a patina of dirt and his insignia-less

uniform still retained a semblance of crispness.

From his vantage upon his long-legged dark

horse, the King of England, Scotland, Wales, and

the Commonwealth of Nations stared down along

his well-bred nose at Arthur, who stood with arms

folded at the gateway's edge. The High King,

Charles, had a past of energetic, though largely

charitable, endeavors. Most of his family had per-

ished in the bombing of London, and he had become

a very taciturn monarch as a result.

No officers higher than captain were in evi-

dence among his horsemen, all of which were drawn
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from the King's Lifeguard Hussars. I tried to imag-

ine them in the garb of two hundred years gone,

back during that great age of Napoleon. I pictured

huge bearskin busbys, rows of gilded cords on their

Polish-style pelisse jackets. All the glitter of a past

age swam before me.

Arthur's voice brought me back to the grimy

reality of our present. "My lord," he greeted, nod-

ding shortly before our royal visitor, "to what do I

owe this unexpected—er—pleasure?"

The monarch inclined his head, and one corner

of his mouth pulled up slightly. His gaze was hard,

distant, almost like the glass eyes in stuffed-animal

heads. The stress and pain of this senseless war

were walled inside those eyes, and we were not to

be privy to them.

"Arthur," began Charles, his voice clear, but

faint-sounding and distant like his gaze. "You have

raised quite a holding here—a fort, supplies, retain-

ers and men-at-arms—some still wearing the colors

of their king."

"What say you, Rex Britannia? Do you call me

traitor? Do you warn me of your intent to hunt

down my men and slay them like dogs?"

The King turned away his head, and I could see

his sharp, aquiline features outlined against that

deep blue fall sky. A glint flashed in his eyes. Was

his thick wall cracking? "God, no, Arthur," the King

denied. "You were—are—my hero. My nanny read

me Malory—of your sword Excalibur and all your

knights. I named my first-born after you, for God's

sake! I—I have not come here to war against you!

You held back the dark once for this land—you
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blazed with a light that shone for fifteen centuries.

Will you fight for the land—for me?"

"Indeed, your majesty, I have been fighting for

the land since Rex, here, brought me from Avalon.

You sit in your great city while the war breaks

around you. Here, and in Armorica, too, I have

fought, and bled. I lost my friend of nine centuries

to battle for this land. Yes, I will fight this

scourge—perhaps not as poetically as your nanny

envisioned me, but I will fight, and die if necessary,

for my homeland. But—I will not fight with rabble.

Give me another month, and I will have the begin-

nings of an army. Gods! How I wish I had two years

in which to train these horsemen. Then those hairy

Mongolian swine would hear from me! I would send

them back to Hun-land, or even to Sind! Would the

King care to partake of our simple fare? We are not

used to entertaining one born of the purple, but I do

have a few bottled beverages that I liberated from

some Soviet scum. Rex calls it champagne."

Stiffly, the King swung from his saddle. He

stripped off his gloves and nodded to his captain.

With a rustling of leather and clink of spurs, his

troop dismounted. Charles sniffed as he surveyed

Camelot's inner palisade.

"Our throat is a bit dry from the roads," Charles

admitted, slipping into his royal guise again. "They

just aren't being kept in repair. Your fortress is raw,

like your men, Duke Arthur."

"Time will improve all things, highness. If you

would step into my quarters, we may discuss

matters which would be unseemly to do amongst

this rabble. Comes," he turned to me, "round up my
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centurions."

I saluted for the first time in months. "At once,

your grace."

The war duke winked and I grinned at our

display of ceremony for the king of besieged Brit-

ain. I found O'Donnel sparring with one of our new

forged longswords against a recruit who was barely

beating away O'Donnel's lusty swings.

"Bullying the peach-fuzz, O'Donnel?" I yelled

over the din.

"Care to try it yersel'?" the black haired Gael

threw at me over his shoulder.

"I've Arthur's work to do. I need you to round

up Landrum for me."

"Am I yer dog now that ye've got yersel' a

hoighty-toighty title—Mister Count o' Britain?"

"Give me that sword, boy," I commanded the

raw boned farmer's son who handed his cross-hilted

weapon to me with relief in his eyes. "Now, O'Don-

nel, show me your swordplay, and let the loser find

Landrum."

"Done!" The pitiless blue eyes flashed as he

swung his sword-tip up to a level even with his

nose. "Fightin' is in me blood, Yank!"

He came at me hard, sword a blaze of gray

steel. I side-stepped, bringing my blade against his,

off-balancing him. A fighter he might be, but I had

been fighting with swords since I was a boy, fight-

ing first with wooden swords, then in college with

epee and saber. Two weeks training on foot and

asaddle had brought it all back to me, and I was cool

as a Norwegian fjord while O'Donnel swore and

grunted. He hacked, and I parried, wheeling his
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blade away.

He thrust, and I slid my blade along his until

our crosspieces locked. With a heave I snatched the

sword from his hand and sent it sailing across the

practice ground where it sank six inches deep into

a timber of the palisade wall, only a foot from

Centurion Landrum's face. He blinked, but other-

wise showed no dismay.

"You lose," I told O'Donnel.

"This time, Yank. Where'd you learn to swing

that iron?"

"Elementary school, my dear Watson."

O'Donnelwent to retrieve his sword and sum-

mon Landrum, while I found a trooper to head

outside to the cavalry field and alert Angelique. I

then returned to the officer's quarters where I found

Arthur and King Charles in our meeting room

around the conference table. Looming in one corner

of that room like a mass of black and gray cobwebs,

his glittering ebon eyes like two fat spiders, was

Merlin.

"Come in, Rex," Arthur waved. "We shall wait

for the rest before we talk further."

"Something is up, my lord?"

"We are talking war. The climactic battle is fast

approaching! Sit!"

CHAPTER THIRTY-ONECHAPTER THIRTY-ONECHAPTER THIRTY-ONECHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

I pulled up an empty bench and sat down on its

undressed seat. Spread over the simple oak table

was a map of England. King Charles and Arthur had

converged at one corner, pointing frantically at this
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or that town.

Merlin heaved a sigh, his onyx eyes flickering

in my direction as he shuffled forward. "They speak

of the force of arms as if the sword will decide this

contest," he muttered, his gray-shot beard rustling

like brush in a breeze.

"Er—it won't?" I questioned.

"You know it won't! Not since you landed on

the isle of Avalon and set this all in motion."

"You make it sound like my fault."

"No—even I cannot take the blame for this—it

is something deep within the soul of man, a malig-

nant tumor upon his being, a disease of the crab—a

cancer of self-destruction that inspired the trage-

dies of the Greeks and Romans."

"It still does—or did. The tragic overtones of

Arthur are echoed in all that is written about

him—and you."

"So much pig-wallow, the lot of it! Though I did

like the older stories from Wales in the "Mabinogion

and the poem by Talesin—'The Harryings of Ha-

des'."

"Did you know him?"

"I was before his time, evidently."

Our conversation was interrupted by the arrival

of centurions Landrum and Renaud. Arthur bade

them be seated. Angelique slid beside me, then

jumped up with a shrill "ooo" sound before settling

back down.

"You goosed me!" she hissed.

"Surely it was a splinter," I reasoned.

"Ahem—" intervened Arthur. "Let's get on with

the task at hand. Charles, our King, brings us
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valuable news. Our growing army has finally been

recognized as having some military value, so we are

to be included in the planning as equals."

"No longer SHAPE's whipping boys?" grunted

thick Landrum. "It's about damned time."

"The past is the past. We are not the only

independent force. The Scotti of Caledonia have

raised a group amongst their clans, and we can

expect them to strike through Oxford. I will control

the center from here, and His Majesty will be in the

south, in conjunction with the Americans."

"What can we expect?" Angelique asked.

"Portsmouth has fallen," Charles explained. Our

spirits all were dampened at this word, since we had

spent so much time in that port. "The enemy still

sieges London, but has little inclination to drive

northward. He is coming west, slowly, and inexora-

bly. We think Pantavsky is coming here."

"Here?" I barked. "Why?"

"It's the witch, Morgana," the King spoke lowly.

"She is in England. This—this is like a nightmare.

This is not war—it's confusion! Merlin, Arthur, and

Morgana—mixed up with nuclear missiles and jet

planes—I am going mad."

"The world is mad," Arthur stated. "So—my

foster sister marches to me. Let her come. Shore

up your front, my king. She wants me, and we shall

turn that desire to defeat. Have your Scotti harry

them at the North, and your Welsh in the Cots-

wolds. Channel them here, through the valley below

the White Horse Hills."

"We can mine the roads," Charles suggested.

"Destroy bridges. Block everything to the South.
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We have some gas in reserve. Do you want it?"

"I know not what you mean by gas. Do you fart

upon the enemy?"

"Your Highness," interrupted Landrum, "use

the gas to help channel the enemy. Turn upon

Stonehenge and let him by. I believe I have the

glimmers of Arthur's plan. Let's get down to the

details."

* * * * * * * *

We were given updates on the enemy by our

version of SIGINT—MERLINT, as I referred to it.

Our mage had an ability to converse with birds, and

his feathered agents warbled their observations in

his ear at regular intervals.

The picture was not encouraging. After allow-

ing for garrisons, casualties, and enough troops to

match Charles' patchwork army, Pantavsky could

still muster two full divisions of troops—twenty

thousand men, almost a fourth of them cavalry.

Challenging him, we could field slightly less than

one third his force—a little over six thousand, of

which only a thousand had horses.

"I was outmatched at Badon," Arthur recounted.

"Cerdic had welded a huge force of Saxon infantry.

I retreated to Badon Hill, and sent my horsemen

around to chew at his flanks. Numbers were not the

key—but decisiveness. It will be so again."

"Cerdic did not have cavalry," Merlin reminded

him. "Nor did he have Morgana."

Arthur did not reply, content only to brew

stormclouds across his dark face.

"Still," King Charles slipped in with his under-

stated, yet noble manner, "as one of England's other
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enemies observed: 'Morale is to numbers as three

is to one.'"

"Thank God Bonaparte's not leading them,"

Landrum snapped. "I just hope the witch doesn't

think of resurrecting him."

"No one will beat me, though Morgana raise

every demon in Uffern's depths and put Gwynn ap

Nudd, the Wild Huntsman himself, at their fore to

harry me!" thundered Arthur in a voice that caused

my hackles to rise. "Not as long as I plant my feet

on the soil of Britain and have the British people

behind me. I will have no more maundering! Leave

me—all of you. I must make my final plans."

We all left the room, Charles included. I believe

he was too impressed with Arthur's ferocity to

attempt to assert his royal will. I made sure that the

man who might have been England's last monarch,

plus his troops, found suitable lodging, and then I

went about our stronghold, inspecting watchtowers,

and talking to unit commanders. They were all of

like mind. With Charles' arrival, our troops were

certain that action was in the wind. Far from being

apprehensive, they welcomed it, infected by some

Celtic fatalism that demanded an end to be made

swiftly. I sympathized with them, but still quailed at

the prospect of going up against Morgana once

again. Merlin's avian spies informed him that she

traveled west in the company of a vast tower,

nearly a hundred feet high, pulled by vile-smelling

machines. I found the wind that night fresh, charged

with energy as if a thunderstorm were impending.

In a darkened alcove near one of the fort's stair-

cases, I stood peering out into darkness. Stars and
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planets wheeled above me, but no light challenged

them from below. I looked out into oblivion, a

lifeless plain that lay between us and our enemy.

A shooting star flashed across night's dome, and

I wondered if Arthur had perhaps looked up from

his planning and seen it, and if he had, did he think

it an omen? As I stood thus, enshrouded by night

and infected by the Celtic melancholy of my boy-

hood idol, I felt a presence at my shoulder. Whirl-

ing, I found it to be Angelique.

She was startling, not only by her unnoticed

appearance, but by her costume. No longer dulled

by splotchy green fatigues and muddy boots, she

radiated the beauty that I had first fallen in love

with. Dressed once more in her simple dress, she

was enough to make me want to grab her and run

off, forgetting Arthur, the Soviets, Merlin, and this

entire senseless war. Her soft touch electrified me,

bringing me out of my lethargy. I clutched her much

as I had clutched that piece of jetsam out in the cold

Atlantic, kissing her roughly across her perfect lips.

She responded instantly, filling me with the buoy-

ancy of passion through her parted mouth. I almost

expected a rude shove after my neanderthal grop-

ings, but instead she gripped my shirt front and

sought a firmer joining of our lips, darting her

tongue between my teeth.

Since my state of excitement was already

pretty high, I was unable to keep this fiery embrace

going too long. Breaking off our kiss abruptly, I held

her at arm's length, studying her daring, heart-

shaped face. I almost lost myself in her steady,

gray-eyed gaze, but continued to hold her at bay.
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"Whoa—slow down," I gasped. "I'm wound up

tighter than a Swiss clock spring. If you zap me with

another of those kisses, I'll have to drag you into

the nearest corner and debauch you post-haste."

"This is bad?" Angelique queried, hiking up one

eyebrow slyly. "We are alone now, and this alcove

is dark. It is one place Arthur does not guard, and I

am glad of it."

"Since when did you become an expert on

security? You, you Armorican amazon! I ought to,

yes—do just what you say. If the guard stumbled

onto us, why—"

Angelique shrugged her shapely shoulders.

"Ah, my Rex, do I surprise you? That I am not the

simple French bumpkin that Morgana paints me to

be? Or, perhaps that is what you want. Like Arthur,

you want some cloddish doxy that you can cuddle

whenever you're not out bashing in heads, no?"

"No, dammit, I do not! I am no more like him

than you are like Morgana! You are warm, caring,

and alive, while she is cold, aloof, and probably

frigid."

"So, if a woman shows that she has more

ambition than to be a willing bed mate, you think

she is frigid?"

"No, not at all! Look at us! This battle has got

us arguing with each other, and you defending

Morgana! Please, can't we forget this war for a

while?"

"Of course, my Rex. I am sorry that I have

further ruffled your quivering feathers! I only

wanted to soothe you. After all, this might be our

last night together—at least on this side of the
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curtain."

Her words caused me to draw her forward and

crush her against me. I quailed at thinking about her

being destroyed on the morrow, and again thoughts

of running and hiding crossed my mind, but I swiftly

dismissed them. Was I not Arthur's man? Medraut's

taint would not infect me.

"You cannot say that!" I shouted. "We shall win,

and you and I shall marry the day the armistice is

signed."

"Hush, my brave Rex," the woman admonished,

putting a slender hand to my lips. "The guard will

hear and think we are attacked. I know that Arthur

is a great leader, but we are overmatched greatly.

One must be realistic."

"We have Merlin, and many of Pantavsky's

troops will be drawn off by the spoiling attacks of

the Scots and Welsh. You know that. When it comes

down to it, the key will be whether or not we can

handle Morgana."

"That's all? Arthur has no other tricks up his

sleeve?"

"You know he'd tell you as well as me."

"Do you fear Morgana? Even with Merlin?"

"Well, I don't fear her as much as I did. At least,

now that I understand something about her powers

and motivations. Scorned lovers are difficult to deal

with—worse when they are magicians. Still, if

Morgana had any passion left in her soul, she would

come back to Arthur and make peace."

Angelique's gray eyes became flinty and struck

sparks. "Why is it always the woman who must

come back to the man? Do you think Arthur blame-
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less? Really, my Rex, you're as bad as him."

"Of course he's not blameless, it's just that—oh,

for God's sake, darling, would you can this business

about Morgana? She is a cold fish, and you are

worth ten times her value."

"Perhaps you would be cold also if you had been

treated so."

"No more!"

I shut off any further argument by kissing her

again. Once more she drank in my passion. My

desire was overcoming my sense of decorum, and I

was quite prepared to ravish her on the spot as she

suggested, when light suddenly burst all around me.

At the stairs top stood Merlin with his bony hands

extended. From his fingertips floated soft globs of

whitish light which brightened the landing like

artificial day. Their fluorescent glare revealed

another person at his side. It was Angelique! Now

totally confused, I turned my head to stare stupidly

at one Angelique, this one dressed in her usual

fatigues, then the other, with whom I had recently

been doing close order drills. They were identical,

save for their costume. However, one I knew was

a copy—or worse—Morgana. I stared at the one

beside me, and her features subtly altered, until

they became those of our nemesis. Instead of gray,

I was looking into fiery green eyes, and I shrank

from her quickly.

"Witch!" accused Merlin. "You stoop to befuddle

innocents in order to achieve your ends. You could

not penetrate his mind, so you beguiled him with

that which he finds fair. Are you that desperate?"

"Desperate?" Morgana hissed back, slender
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fingers curling like claws. "It is you and Arthur who

are desperate! Grasping at straws in your hope to

defeat me! Rex has told me enough. You have

nothing left! It is just you and he, Merlin, to stand

before my new Huns. And, as for you, dear sweet

Angeligue—I am done with your lover—for now.

You are indeed lucky, little sister; he shows prom-

ise. I found him very responsive. Perhaps when I

have defeated you all, I will make him my pleasure

slave?" She arched her eyebrows and pulled her lips

into a fat-cat smile while I turned various shades of

crimson.

"I don't care if you turn me to a toad!" Angeli-

que snarled, springing forward with a drawn sword.

"I will give you warts, at least, you man-stealing

bitch!"

"I'm sorry," Morgana called as she began to

stretch and curl away like smoke, "I can't spend

anymore time with you. I have to relay this informa-

tion to Colonel Rossovitch and General Pantavsky.

I will see you all again—on the day of battle. On

that day, you will all bow down to me, or you will

simply die."

Angelique's blade dissipated Morgana's fading

form, and suddenly there was nothing. I felt very

much betrayed by my love for Angelique—I felt

painfully embarrassed as I reflected on Morgana's

hot kisses. I slowly brought my gaze up to meet

Merlin's.

"She learned everything," I said, my voice low.

"Charles, the Scots..."

"Hmmmm," Merlin considered, nose buried in

his rippling beard. "She has learned much."
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"Everything!" I half-wailed.

"No," he said, slyly smiling, "not everything."

CHAPTER THIRTY-TWOCHAPTER THIRTY-TWOCHAPTER THIRTY-TWOCHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

We marched at about three in the morning,

streaming down a road that snaked out before us.

Only a sliver of moon graced the sky above. Most of

us wore new uniforms of Lincoln green, inspired by

one of England's other heroes, Robin of Locksley.

Divided into Roman-style cohorts and centuries,

our army was little changed from the days of Cae-

sar. Some units still bore rifles, but most were

armed either with longbows or pikes. Landrum had

found amongst the refugees several historians and

medievalists, who helped him drill our troops in

ways of warfare not seen for at least two centuries.

The only horsemen on this march were offi-

cers. At midnight, our entire cohort of cavalry had

ridden from Camelot to a destination known only to

Arthur, and of course Angelique. She would have

told me, but I was loathe to entrust myself with any

secrets after my entrapment by Morgana.

It would be too maudlin to recount that bitter-

sweet parting between Angelique and myself.

Suffice it to say that we said many of those silly

things that lovers tell each other, and that we wept

and laughed alternately. She forgave me my weak-

ness with Morgana. After all, she said, Morgana was

disguised. I again marveled at Angelique's bravery

and intelligence, wondering how somebody like me

could be blessed by someone like her. We had but

one battery of horse guns, 105mm howitzers origi-
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nally designed to be airdropped. King Charles

provided these as an afterthought, and Arthur only

vaguely understood their use. He was counting on

some sort of home-field advantage, I think, plus his

own tactical brilliance. My horse clopped along

monotonously, and I sat her glumly.

I knew not what we would find at daybreak, and

was still dazzled by Morgana's latest display of

power. My scarlet cloak of office did little to ward

off the chill, but I knew that it was a cold little

related to dampness. A malaise had gripped my

soul, another bout of Celtic fatalism shook me, and

I strove to throw it off.

We wended our way North, and passed through

Bath just after noon. We stopped at Bathhampton

Downs, a pretty little conglomeration of green hills

that afforded us some protection. There we camped

for the night, or at least until three in the morning,

when Arthur bade us march again. He was deter-

mined to reach a spot of his own choosing before

Pantavsky.

We marched on, through Trowbridge and onto

Salisbury plain. Like an ocean of green glass it

curved away from me in all directions. As day

broke, I could see smoke to the east, knowing it had

to be Pantavsky—and Morgana. Arthur regarded

the smoke with a grim smile. He called a halt to our

army and began to array them across the plain,

bidding his centurions to have their men set up for

battle. He had made up his mind to fight within

sight of Stonehenge, on a flat plain that would allow

him to see Pantavsky's forces long before they were

in range of our smaller weapons.
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We set up headquarters in a little village called

Shrewton, and dug in cohort V around it. From the

roof of Shrewton's town hall, Arthur, Merlin and I

were able to view our surroundings. In a crescent

over two miles from horn to horn, our other four

cohorts began to dig in, throwing up earthworks and

anti-horse stakes before them. Within two hours,

our entire line bristled like a huge, sinuous hedge-

hog.

Our battery of horse guns set up just behind

Shrewton, concealed from Pantavsky's view, or so

we hoped. Arthur and I took turns viewing the

Soviet's approach, while Merlin received various

members of the avian class who twittered in his ear.

Like a churning brown ooze, Russian soldiers began

to file toward us down various roads and trails. By

eight, Morgana's tower became visible.

It appeared imposing, even at a distance of two

miles. Dazzlingly white in the early morning sun, it

reminded me very much like a smaller version of a

nuclear reactor tower from a power plant. It lurched

slowly along behind six huge lorries, probably

missile tractors, which belched and fumed over

their converted fuel systems.

As they drew close, the Russians began to

array in something akin to the Napoleonic line of

battle. Morgana's tower was at our left, while I

picked out nearly twenty misshapen creatures from

Morgana's experiments on our right, directly in

front of Shrewton. As we waited, I suddenly heard

a whistling shriek from behind us.

Soaring so close above us that they nearly

sucked the kevlar helm from my head were two A-
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10 Thunderbolt II's, painted in US Army green.

Evidently SHAPE had found us a few more assets.

The two ungainly aircraft wheeled over the Soviet

line, and from their olive cross-shapes fell a pleth-

ora of various munitions which erupted in the midst

of Pantavsky's parade-perfect ranks and caused

havoc.

"Flying machines!" marveled Arthur. "Who

called them?"

"I did," Merlin admitted. "I had a little talk with

General George."

"How?" I goggled.

"My mind to—whatever he uses to think with.

I pointed out that if we lost this battle, he would be

back in America waiting for Morgana there. He

swore he couldn't spare a hand grenade—whatever

that is."

"How did you persuade him?"

"I do not think he relished spending his last

years as a braying donkey, a beast to which he

compares favorably."

"He was obviously impressed."

"Yes, wasn't he?"

The A-10's wheeled and dove like hawks,

oblivious to any small-arms fire that met them.

Evidently, Pantavsky had no anti-air assets, or he

would have easily shot down the slow-moving

ground-support aircraft. Perhaps he thought all our

planes were out of fuel. Soon, however, whether

from that very reason or, more likely, lack of ammu-

nition, Pantavsky's aerial tormentor's fell silent and

arced away toward Exeter and safety. My communi-

cator beeped. Arthur had no like for electronics, so
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I was in charge of our radio net. Each cohort com-

mander possessed one set, plus our battery chief. It

was the latter who was calling.

"Captain Reeves wants to know if he may

commence laying mines?" I inquired to Arthur.

"Explain to me the concept," Arthur requested.

"He says that he has a couple of cases of

artillery-delivered mines—sort of like exploding

caltrops. He uses his guns to sow them in front of

the Soviets, and they cause large casualties."

"Tell him to wait until the cavalry charges."

That was not long in coming. I saw their ranks

forming into columns behind the infantry. Morgana's

mutants went forward first, shambling toward

Shrewton. When they were halfway to us, Pantav-

sky's footmen parted like a rusty gate and his entire

complement of horse, the 103rd Guards Cavalry

brigade, streamed out, causing the building beneath

us to shake with their hoofbeats.

"Tell Reeves that now is a good time," Arthur

decided absently.

Reeves' four guns coughed behind us, and I saw

his little bomblets sprinkling down before the

Russian Guards. Like strings of firecrackers, they

went off sharply as Pantavsky's cavalry passed

through them. Gaps appeared in their serried rows

as men and horses went down in tangled heaps.

Still, the charge continued.

"Reeves informs me that he is switching to

beehive rounds if they break through," I updated

after listening to my earpiece.

"Stinging the horsemen, Rex?" Arthur won-

dered, his eye now on the advancing monsters.
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"Will this deter them?"

"The bees in these beehives are of solid steel,"

I explained. "Imagine, if you will, a helmet full of

Roman sling bullets fired from one of these guns at

a packed formation."

"I await results, rather than imaginings. I am

also concerned about these fiends Morgana is

sending at us."

"I will deal with them," Merlin proclaimed.

"Look ye to the horsemen. Unnatural things are my

domain. My trollkin servant will make short shrift

of these creatures."

Indeed, I saw that shambling thing, no less

hideous in full daylight, standing outside the village.

He was dressed in shiny boilerplate, lapped over his

misshapen frame like vast shingles. In one hand was

a club that would have dwarfed a telephone pole,

and across his left arm was a shield the size of a

beach umbrella. As Morgana's things approached,

the trollkin threw back its reptilian head and emit-

ted a deep trumpeting howl from its froglike lips.

My communicator sounded again, drawing my

attention. This time it was Landrum. The wedgy

centurion sounded pressed, but no panic was heard

in his voice.

"We're going to try to hold them, but they're

likely to break through our lines," he reported. I

relayed this to Arthur.

The War Duke's gauntleted hand went to his

brow for a moment, then he quickly barked. "Tell

him to assemble his archers in the rear of their

point of attack, so that when they break through,

they will be feathered with arrows. Have Reeves
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bring up his—er—cannons, right?—and do the

same from the other side. I can't have them hunt

down our men like so many foxes. Destroy them!"

I related this order to Landrum and we watched

with awe. I knew how a cavalry charge at the

correct moment could turn the tide of battle. I also

knew that cavalry was a fragile weapon, and could

be dealt with if properly prepared. At Crecy, as at

Balaclava, men on horses had suffered because of

the excellent targets they made. Pantavsky may

have been reading up on Napoleon, but Arthur's

tactics hailed from an even earlier time. In front of

our earthworks, the pikemen of our cohorts fanned

out in a line, insulated by some hastily constructed

racks of sharpened stakes. This was the Celtic

shilltron, or pike-wall, something that many an

armored knight had come to grief on—and Pantav-

sky's Guardsmen were not armored. Still, they

dropped their lances and bore in.

Longbowmen began to further deplete their

ranks at about three hundred yards, but our men

were too few to stop them completely. One good

look at the shilltron, behind their wicked stakes,

though, was enough to stall many of the more faint-

hearted horsemen, but their momentum caused

dozens to fall upon those cruel points. Lances and

pikes thrust and parried along an area facing cohorts

II and III, but the weight of horsemen soon broke

through, their horses leaping over our hasty en-

trenchments to fall upon our rear area. However,

success was elusive. As their thundering mass

began to boil and attempt to reform, crossbowmen

from all cohorts had assembled, and their shorter-
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ranged weapons unleashed a feathered storm into

Pantavsky's Guards. Further, Reeves had unlim-

bered his four howitzers and their anti-personnel

rounds began to tear red gaps out of the milling

cavalry. It was too much. Faced with the prospect

of being mown down to nothing, the leader of

Pantavsky's horsemen waved his scimitar and his

entire brigade wheeled and passed back through our

lines, leaving behind fully half the number they

entered with. Arthur nodded grimly as he watched

our bowmen harry the remnants until they had met

up with Pantavsky's advancing infantry.

"Good," was his only remark.

"What I wouldn't give for one machine gun," I

commented.

"Will they try again?"

"I don't think so. I almost hope they do, because

they certainly don't know how to use their assets.

This type of warfare is new to them."

"But not to me."

With this reprieve, I turned again to see how

Merlin's huge lackey had fared against the mutants.

I picked him out easily without binoculars, leaning

heavily on his club, a ring of shattered creatures

lying about him. Several spears stuck out of him at

angles, and pieces of his armor hung loosely, but he

had been the victor.

"Now, we shall see Pantavsky's true metal,"

Arthur determined. "Here come his footmen."

Fifteen thousand men of the 23rd infantry

division and 167th infantry brigade began to change

formation from line to column as they approached

within 500 yards. I could see behind them five
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batteries of cannon. The Soviet formation again

changed to line and their artillery broke loose,

showering our men with a mixture of cluster muni-

tions and high explosive.

"I am appalled by this destruction!" Arthur

grated. "How did these World Wars, of which I have

been told, last more than a few hours? I have never

seen such."

"You will see," Merlin assured him. "Call Lan-

drum on your magic box, Rex."

I did as he bade. "How are your casualties?" I

inquired.

"Light," was his terse reply. "Pantavsky thinks

to emulate Napoleon, making his army perform just

as did the French. I expect him to attack in column,

a tactic that the Corsican Ogre used against every

foe. It is not well known, and certainly not to Duke

Arthur, but there was one army against which the

column did not succeed."

"Who might that be?" I demanded.

"The British. As you can see, we drove trench-

es behind our stakes, and let the ground take the

punishment meant for us. Pantavsky thinks he has

battered us pretty well, and he will advance with

skirmishers. He is out in the open. We are not."

"Why won't he just be satisfied with bombard-

ing you?"

"Artillery has never taken a position in history.

Only ground troops do that. If Pantavsky expects to

win, he must attack, no matter what the cost.

Please, Rex, I don't have time to explain. Remem-

ber, I'm the infantryman—you are the naval officer."

"He seems confident," Arthur observed, cross-
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ing his arms.

I hoped inwardly that this confidence was not

overdone. As predicted, Pantavsky's regiments

shifted again to column mode after he completed his

barrage, and the advance continued, preceded by a

swarm of fast-moving skirmishers. The cavalry

hung back, ready to go in again. Reeves zeroed in

on the horsemen, dropping high explosive on them,

while occasionally throwing some more artillery-

delivered mines at the infantry.

As Pantavsky advanced, Morgana's tower

lurched forward as well, cloaking the Soviets like a

black sword blade with its shadow. As the range

closed, I saw a group of our own men leap forward

with some of our precious rifles. They shot directly

at Pantavsky's skirmishers, pinning them, or other-

wise eliminating them with deadly accuracy.

"Tell Reeves to fire directly at the footmen,"

Arthur ordered. "We can deal with the cavalry since

their numbers are now manageable."

"What about the enemy's cannons? Should he

not try to knock some of them out?" I looked

through my binoculars at the Soviet gunners, who

were calmly readying their weapons as if on a drill.

"They are not my concern at present. We must

blunt his sword arm first."

Reeves reluctantly obeyed, turning all four

guns to bear. Still, their effect was limited. Like

Napoleon, Pantavsky brought the weight of his

force to bear on our center, already pierced by his

ill-fated cavalry, in the hope of splitting our line and

defeating us in detail. Landrum, I perceived, was

trying to strip away the columns' cover of skirmish-
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ers. He appeared to be succeeding marvelously.

"Have the fifth advance," Arthur ordered. "Let

us go down now and saddle up. Our levy needs to

see its leader."

I goggled at this. Surely Arthur would not

expose himself to such danger while the issue was

still very much in doubt. I kept silent, though, since

Landrum had clearly pointed out my shortcomings

on the battlefield. We went down to the street and

mounted our steeds. I checked my accouterments

carefully. Like most of our army, I wore a dull green

kevlar helmet, but over my tunic was a short chain

mail vest. At my side was one of our hastily forged,

but well balanced swords, plus my old service

Beretta.

I was unsure of how fine a figure I cut, but it

was utilitarian, save for the crimson cloak of office,

and I had gotten used to the chain mail's weight

during training. With Arthur leading, we trotted off

to find cohort V's commander. Cohort V was com-

posed mostly of Cornish and Irish troops, fierce

taciturn men who could swear as hard as they

fought. Their leader, of course, was O'Donnel. We

found him under an oak at the village gates, watch-

ing Pantavsky advance and fuming with inaction.

Arthur did not dismount, but spoke to O'Donnel

from his saddle.

"Assemble your men," he commanded. "We will

advance on the enemy's flank and bloody it."

"About damn time, yer Grace," O'Donnel swore.

"We can't win this battle with yer best unit sittin' at

tea in this hamlet."

"Just be sure you watch out for his cavalry. We
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will accompany you."

"That's risky, sir." Still, I saw admiration in

O'Donnel's pitiless eyes.

"We must take a risk. To do nothing is to

accept defeat."

O'Donnel mounted his horse and called for his

centurions. Cohort V was composed mainly of

Cornish pikemen, but the Irish contingent was

armored with steel scale mail and every man carried

a two-handed axe. To me, they were reminiscent of

those Dalcassian warriors who fought with King

Brian at Clontarf. Like Arthur, Brian was struck

down. I could not help but wonder if Celts always

ended their battles with the death of their leader.

"Come on, me boyos," O'Donnel called as he

drew his sword. "Duke Arthur wants to see if a Gael

knows how to die as well as a Brit."

"Doan fergit the Cornish, ye bogtrottin' Mick!"

sailed out from the ranks of pikemen.

O'Donnel barked out a short laugh and slapped

his thigh. "Duke Arthur wants a good show so some

Fathead can write stupid crap about us a thousand

years after it happened!"

We walked our horses behind that lusty cluster

of men. Surprise was impossible, so O'Donnel's

cohort yelled raucously to show their lack of fear.

Pantavsky detached several columns to meet our

threat, but his original goal was unchanged. He

continued to throw masses of men against our

entrenchments, losing hundreds a minute to arrows

and pikes. I suddenly recalled one of my briefings

long ago when I was aboard my destroyer. The

voice of my captain, "Sea Cabbage" Jakes, rang
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through my head as I remembered his lecture on

Soviet tactics.

Overwhelming all defenses by giving too many

targets, that was his assessment. I saw this very

doctrine beginning to bear fruit on a different

battlefield. Pantavsky could afford to lose thou-

sands, as long as he overwhelmed us in the end.

Arthur ordered Reeves to drop some high explosive

in front of Cohort V to clear away the cloaking

skirmishers, and he did so with unerring precision.

O'Donnel's axemen fell upon the Soviets like starv-

ing Irish wolves, and from my vantage I could now

see how our enemy's infantry was armed.

The skirmishers were equipped with automatic

rifles, but they had mostly been demolished by

Reeves' gunfire. The main body of infantry carried

spears and short bows, but their use was made less

effective by Reeve's judicious dropping of smoke

rounds along with his high explosive. By the time

this gray curtain had dissipated somewhat, cohort V

was nose to nose with Pantavsky's men.

Howling like maniacs, O'Donnel's Gaels

smashed spears and shields with their huge axe-

blades, while the Cornish pikemen guarded their

flanks. As a termite's armored head chews through

wood, so did our cohort rip crimson shreds in

Pantavsky's flanks. It was good, but as the fellow

said, not good enough. Pantavsky had men to burn.

"Arthur," called Merlin.

The War Duke turned his casqued head to face

his old mentor. Merlin said no more, merely point-

ing a bony finger east. 103rd Guards Cavalry was

again on the move, heading straight for us! Two
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thousand horsemen pounded Salisbury plain, tassels

sailing from their lance heads. I placed my mare

alongside Arthur.

"We've got to back off!" I blurted. "Those

horsemen will make mincemeat out of us!"

Arthur frowned darkly. "O'Donnel, can your

cohort cover a retreat?"

"It would be a rout, and we'd be lanced in the

back," O'Donnel surmised. His blue eyes became

glacierlike. "I'd just as soon die here, if you don't

mind, yer Grace."

"Well, though it pains me to use such means, I

will attempt to keep you from having to make that

sacrifice."

Arthur drew Caledwich from its sheath and

raised it heavenward. In that midmorning sun, the

sword glowed and flashed like living fire. He bran-

dished it thrice, then pointed it toward Pantavsky's

cavalry.

"In the name of those who entrusted this blade

to me, and to those of my blood who would defend

this land, I call upon all the gods who watch over

Britannia to scourge this horde."

With those words, a bolt of dazzling yellow fire

shot from Caledwich's tip, expanding out until it

became a golden sheet of blinding luminescence. It

enveloped Pantavsky's Guards, and struck every

man in the unit and his horse sightless. They

became a milling mass of pitiful wretches, flounder-

ing about and trampling each other in unreasoning

panic.

"It worked!" I breathed as I watched a proud

unit wrecked.
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"It was a desperate move," Merlin heaved

through his beard. "Morgana will no longer feel

bound to not release her powers."

"We shall see. Rex, have Reeves attempt to

destroy her tower."

"Fine, my lord," I acknowledged, as I scanned

Pantavsky's rear area with my binoculars. "How-

ever, I see the Russians are moving their artillery

to enfilade our ranks here. Can you blind them, as

well?"

"No, Rex, Caledwich's power is limited, and

without renewing it at a place of power, or coming

in contact with an object of power, it will not work

again. Where is the cauldron, Merlin?"

"In the town," the mage replied. "Shall I get it?"

"It will be too late," I updated. "They are firing."

High explosive showered us with dirt and

grass. Twenty guns would devastate our cohort,

leaving Pantavsky a free hand to shatter our right

flank. We were doomed.

CHAPTER THIRTY-THREECHAPTER THIRTY-THREECHAPTER THIRTY-THREECHAPTER THIRTY-THREE

Arthur turned and looked me straight in the

eye. I looked at his dark, Celtic features and

thought I detected a note of humor amidst the

deluge of shellfire. Is this what it meant to be a

Celt, to laugh when death was certain?

"What is the range of your magic box?" he

demanded.

"About five miles, my lord," I answered, uncer-

tain as to his reasons for asking.

"Then we can save Merlin some mental effort.
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Speak this message into it: 'the die is cast'."

"Why?"

"You will see. Do it quickly, before we are

chewed up by these monstrous machines."

Bewildered, I sent the message. Reeves,

seeing our plight, dropped his last smoke in front of

Pantavsky's gunners, and for an instant, the firing

stopped. Still, I realized it was a brief respite, that

as soon as the breeze took hold, our cover would be

withdrawn and we would be at Pantavsky's mercy.

Meanwhile, O'Donnel's men continued to battle the

lighter-armed Soviets, spearing each other over

growing heaps of dead and wounded, while Irish

axes split the head of any Soviet who leaped across

that grisly bulwark.

Suddenly, above the nearer din, I heard cannon

booming across that gauzy expanse. Then, I heard

steel strike steel, and hoofbeats. Thinking that

Pantavsky's cavalry had regained their sight, I

shuddered at the prospect of facing a double-edged

sword. Slowly, the smoke became diaphanous, then

drifted off, showing us tantalizing gaps as it fled the

scene of carnage. Pantavsky's pitiful cavalry were

still milling about, trying to find shelter. His guns

were now in ruin, overrun by new horsemen,

cavalry that wore our familiar Lincoln green! I saw

Angelique at their head, looking very much like

Brigit, the warrior goddess, herself. Her white mare

plunged and dove, trampling gunners while Angeli-

que's sword arm rose and fell in time.

"Our Boudicca has ravaged their weapons,"

Arthur commented drily, smile gone from his lips.

So, this was the result of our cavalry's midnight
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ride. Evidently, she had ridden our thousand horse-

men completely around Pantavsky's army, to strike

at its unprotected rear on Arthur's signal. I now also

realized the import of Arthur's quote from Caesar.

To commit his cohort of cavalry meant that Arthur

was determined to fight the battle to the finish.

Now, Pantavsky was surrounded on three

sides, with only hills on his fourth. The arrival of

our cavalry threw his infantry into confusion. They

fell into an irregular circle about Morgana's tower,

and attempted to reorganize. This was the time to

counterattack, and Arthur knew it. He looked again

at me, and I saw grim triumph brighten his dark

features.

"Tell all commanders to advance, and have

Reeves to continue to fire at Morgana's tower," he

bade. "We must attack, and give no quarter. Having

stripped Pantavsky of his fine horsemen, he is no

better than Cerdic at Badon—a hamstrung giant.

Now we slit his throat."

Orange flame flashed from the top of Morgana's

tower as if to remind us of Merlin's observation that

Cerdic did not have Morgana. A bolt erupted in the

center of Reeves' battery, obliterating two guns and

overturning the others. Then, without respite, two

further bolts scorched into our cavalry, killing a

dozen horses with each explosion. With horror, I

saw Angelique thrown from her horse, to be lost

amid the panic and confusion.

"I told you that Morgana would not stint if we

used our powers," Merlin reminded Arthur.

The War Duke's face clouded anew. "Can you

send me up there?" he demanded of the mage.
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"It—it is madness!" Merlin protested. "What

can you do against her? It is obvious that she has

completed her experiments with this atomic poison

and is drawing upon it to power her spells. Even I

could not deal with her."

"He's right," I agreed. "I thought that her tower

looked like a small nuclear reactor. Reeves' guns

hardly scratched it before he was silenced. Her

power is vast, Arthur."

"I cannot stand here while my army is de-

stroyed!" the war duke bellowed. "Send me up

there, Merlin, then return to the cauldron and see

what you can do."

"Very well, Arthur. I think there might be

something that can be done, but it will take more

power than I have now. Perhaps she will not kill

you and give us some space to act while she is

deciding what to do with you."

"Send me up with him," I stated flatly, drawing

my sword.

"You jest," Arthur rapped. "If I can do nothing

with her, then you could do less than nothing."

"No," I disagreed stubbornly. "I found you, I

took you from Avalon, and I cannot stand by to have

you face her alone. I started this, and I will see it

through to the end."

"She is not alone," Merlin reported. "I perceive

that Rossovitch is with her."

"Good," I said. "I have a score to settle with

that half-Saxon. Red devil he may be, but nobody

can give him hell like I will."

Merlin said no more, concentrating his power.

He drew his hands upward, and I saw a cone of
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energy form between them. It grew and grew, then

he projected it toward us, enveloping us within its

coruscating boundaries. Suddenly, as if a light had

been switched on and off, we were standing atop

Morgana's tower. There, we stood with drawn

swords to face Morgana and Colonel Rossovitch of

the KGB.

The tower top was bleak, made of that same

ceramic-like integument that coated the rest of its

structure. There was no ladder, so Morgana evi-

dently wanted no interference, preferring to magic

herself and Rossovitch up and down as necessary.

Only one cube-like structure blistered the top, an

access hatch of some sort. Its top was thrown back,

and Morgana had dipped her snake-headed staff

inside with one hand, while the other lobbed her

bolts into our ranks. She was dressed in that same

velvet dress that I had seen before, and her stirring

of radioactive power had not dulled her beauty. At

one side stood Rossovitch, his skull-like head

turning reptile-like as we appeared. He tried to

draw his pistol, but I was faster, nipping his forefin-

ger and sending his Makarov skittering over the

tower's lip. Morgana turned at the pistol's report.

Drawing out her staff and holding it before her like

a priest would hold a crucifix before a vampire, she

faced us with a cold fury. Rossovitch pulled out a

handkerchief and bound his shattered finger, sidling

close to his witch-queen.

"So," she hissed. "Again, you pop in unan-

nounced to undo my plans. Not this time. I have

power here, power that is unlimited. Like a huge

cauldron of Britain, I can draw forth unimaginable
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energy. I could fry you to cinders, foster brother."

"At what price?" I demanded. "Surely being

close to an open port from which spews raw atomic

power is dangerous. The radiation should kill us all

in a few hours."

"Hah!" she crowed. "That is where you are

wrong. I control these atoms, and I make their

components sing to my tune. The harmful waves of

radiation are channeled, through me, allowing me to

vibrate at a different rate, so that they do not

disrupt my cells. Colonel Rossovitch is protected as

well, by a spell I have wrought to bend those parti-

cles and rays around him. You two, I might add, are

not so lucky—unless you bow down to me now!"

"Never," Arthur countered. Whether you burn

me, or allow this invisible poison of which you

speak to kill me, it matters not. You cannot make

me bow, so let that love which turned to hate

destroy me as it destroyed that gentle Morgana I

once knew."

"No, it's not like that," Morgana protested, her

face softening, but only slightly. "I do not hate you,

not the way you think. You would not come to me,

so I must break you, must make you understand

that you spurned me, and that now you must pay

my price. Bow down, Arthur, is it so hard? Bow

down, and you will rule at my side, I promise you

this."

"Rule as your dog?"

"No, as an equal. Just give me this satisfaction,

then we will be together, forever."

"Even your magic can't make that happen," I

interrupted. "To subordinate Arthur's will would be
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like killing him. He would see it as slavery."

"I have had enough of your interference!" the

witch snapped, green eyes boring into me like

emerald lasers. "Arthur can speak for himself. You

started all this, you naive hero-worshiper. You

ruined everything! I could have turned this whole

war to my advantage, and could have brought him

back myself to rule with me over all the world. I

should remove your tongue—no, better, I will seal

your mouth shut so that if radiation does not kill

you, you will starve to death!"

Morgana swung her staff in my direction.

Arthur took advantage and swung Caledwich in a

silver arc. Morgana twisted her body so that it was

the Egyptian staff and not her neck which impacted

with Caledwich. I expected that ancient length of

lacquered hardwood to shatter, instead, the two

implements locked together as a magnet pulls steel.

An awful glow began to boil forth, blue white lumi-

nescence like ball lightning foamed in a pattern like

iron filings around a bar magnet. The light engulfed

the two combatants in its dazzling radiance and I

despaired over what was occurring.

"NO!"

That harsh denial made me turn. I saw Merlin

sailing along through space in the cauldron. Merlin's

face was squeezed in agony, evidently from the

outpouring of power from this magical mating.

"This is dreadful!" Merlin wailed. "Good and

evil intentions, like positive and negative energies,

attract. Amplified by these power objects, their

energies are magnified a hundred fold. Arthur has

no training in magical discipline! He could be
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blasted on the spot!"

I started forward then, intent on trying to pull

Arthur away. Rossovitch saw my move, and tried to

preempt me by grabbing Morgana. Before he got

within a yard of her, he was suddenly thrown back

and slid until he almost went over the edge. I

stopped my advance then, knowing that this irradia-

tion of magic would repulse any who could not deal

with it. I stared at Arthur. His dark face had a

ghastly pallor over it, the veins of his forehead and

neck stood out like bundles of cords and piano

wires. His teeth were clamped together and his lips

were drawn back in a snarl of agony. Morgana, I

noted, was calmer looking, appearing glacier cool in

this arctic glare. Finally, Arthur could take no more.

With a soul-wrenching cry, he was propelled back-

ward, Caledwich flying from his grasp to clang

against the access port and lay still. Unable to

control his careening, he tottered at the tower's

smooth ceramic lip. Arms windmilling wildly,

Arthur toppled ungracefully overboard and out of

sight.

The scene was charged with far more energy

than had been released heretofore. Merlin's eyes

bulged in his wizened face and he caused his giant

floating pot to plummet so fast that he had to grip

its sides to keep from being sucked out of it.

Morgana shrieked like a legion of banshees in a full

gale and dropped her staff, where it rolled next to

Caledwich and lay there sparkling and sputtering as

it cooked off its violent energies. Morgana's next

move surprised me. She ran to the tower's lip and

without a moment's hesitation she dove off as if she
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was taking a dip in a YMCA pool. Instantly, she was

lost from sight and I was left alone with Colonel

Rossovitch. The wily KGB spymaster eyed me

through slitted lids, his thin lips twisted with hate.

He saw Morgana's staff lying there next to

Caledwich and the same thought must have crossed

both our minds. I knew that to let him live was to

invite more trouble, so I calmly pulled the trigger

on my Beretta. The hammer fell on an empty

chamber. Cursing jaggedly, I threw the gun at his

head and missed his domed skull by inches as he

ducked and dove for the staff. I tossed my sword at

him and it slipped between his legs. He sprawled a

couple of feet short of his goal, and I sprang toward

him. He made a scrambling tackle and hugged

Morgana's staff to his chest, rolling around the

access port.

Caledwich's hilt lay at my feet, and I picked it

up, feeling a strange, tingling sensation as I gripped

its smooth surface. Rossovitch leered at me across

that open, venting maw. I cared little about the

radiation, since I was trapped up here anyway. I

wanted Rossovitch.

"Your mistress is gone," I pointed out. "The

spell she wove is probably no longer in effect. The

radiation will get you as certain as it will me."

"She will be back," the Russian hissed, clutch-

ing the staff at the present-arms position. "By then,

I will have destroyed you. I have watched Morgana

use her staff. I think now that I can unleash magic

powers just as she. I will fry you, Yankee pig, make

your flesh sizzle like bacon. Then, I will levitate

myself off this tower and watch as our victorious
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Soviet forces destroy your pitiful rabble. Now, you

die!"

He pointed the snake head at me and his

parchment-like brow wrinkled with concentration.

I held up Caledwich, thinking back on Arthur's ex-

planation of its strange power. Suddenly, I recalled

what he said about recharging through contact with

an object of power. Yes! It had touched Morgana's

staff. It had fed well! Pointing Arthur's sword at

Rossovitch, I tried to recall the War Duke's speech.

I found I could not, so I extemporized.

"In the name of God the Father, Son and Holy

Ghost, and for the sake of the free people of Britain

and the world, I adjure you to scourge this vile

Bolshevik bastard!" I screamed at him.

It worked.

A single, pencil thin beam of opaline light

lanced out from Caledwich's tip, so precise and pow-

erful that it caused Rossovitch's eyes to melt from

their sockets and run down his cheeks like two

broken eggs. He wailed like an air raid siren, reel-

ing drunkenly about and flailing with Morgana's

staff. Unseeing, he caught his foot against my fallen

blade and slammed against the knee-high access

port. Still screaming, his knees buckled and he

tumbled into that seething cavity, the staff rattling

against the side as he dropped from sight. His

disappearance snapped me back into motion, and I

grasped the port's hatch and slammed it down with

a hollow clang. Dogging it firmly shut, I leaned

against it heavily, Caledwich nearly falling from my

trembling grasp as all my energy and resolve fled.

Arthur gone!
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The elation I felt upon discovering his exis-

tence was overmatched by the sudden grief that

now coursed through my spent frame. How would

we carry on without him? What would become of

me, trapped alone atop this hell-tower, exposed to

God only knew how much radioactivity? I held up

Caledwich, looking at my drawn, bearded counte-

nance in its reflective surface. My dream had been

fulfilled. I had wielded Excalibur, and my joy was

turned bitter by it.

I was still staring stupidly at Caledwich when

Merlin and the cauldron elevated up to me. I stood

up and shook myself, holding Caledwich in both

hands.

"Come away, Rex," Merlin said. "You will fit in

my conveyance with me."

"To what end?" I demanded glumly. "Arthur is

dead, Angelique probably trampled, and our army in

ruins. Perhaps I should open that cover and leap in

after Comrade Rossovitch."

"Don't be a fool," he challenged. "You've been

hanging around us gloomy Celts until you are as

fatalistic as we are. Come with me. Arthur is not

dead, and the battle not yet over."

My heart jumped to my throat and nearly

choked me at his words. Arthur alive? "You saved

him!" I shouted, clambering into the crudely pasted-

together cauldron.

"No, I could not maneuver this accursed stew-

pot in time. Morgana did the saving. She sprouted

giant eagle wings about halfway down the tower and

snatched up Arthur like a harpy. Not, I might add,

before he banged against the side once or twice."
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"He will live, won't he?"

"He is alive."

"That's not what I asked, you sorcerous double-

talker. Is he in any shape to lead the battle?"

"No, that is where you come in."

"Hmph. What about Angelique?"

"I do not know at present, but I do know that

we will lose if we allow this battle to get out of

control!"

"What can I do? Landrum should lead—he's the

infantryman."

"No. You have Caledwich. You are now the War

Duke. It is up to you to win."

I winced at the import of his words. I almost

begged him to float over the nearest lake, so that I

could cast Caledwich into it like Malory's Bedivere,

until a worthy hero could take it up again. We were

now but a few yards above the battle, and I could

see naught but smoke and churning, struggling

men. "What can I do?" I demanded. "How can I turn

this thing around?"

"I have read that your navies raced in earlier

times for the ship that carried the biggest guns and

had the strongest armor," Merlin stated.

"So?"

"So, we need just that advantage."

"Like your trollkin."

"Yes, but he has expired from his wounds.

There is one last symbol of power that you can call

to defend Britain. We have the cauldron and the

sword, but not the dragon."

"The red dragon of Avalon!" I exclaimed,

memories of that titanic battle on Avalon's cliffs
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returning to me. "But I last saw it locked in combat

with the white dragon of the Saxons. Did it win?"

"I do not know. I do know that you fought the

man you characterized as at least half-Saxon atop a

similar cliff and set him tumbling to radioactive

hellfire."

"Which reminds me—can I be healed by your

powers?"

"You will be purified at the place of power—the

Giant's Dance!"

"Stonehenge?"

Merlin nodded shortly, turning our cooking-pot

conveyance south until the lamprey-fangs of Salis-

bury's immense clock-temple thrust up beneath us.

Merlin sat me down in its center, and I felt the

tingling sensation of earlier grow within me. My

entire body seemed to keen with energies, and I

felt power and strength unlike anything I had ever

experienced.

"I feel weird, like I'm walking on live wires," I

commented.

"Hmm, I think you are feeling the coalescing of

energies from the stones," Merlin observed. "I now

understand your live-wire expression. Yes, that is

correct. You hold an object of power on sacred

ground. You will be searched, then purged of your

impurities. Whatever sickness you have will vanish,

whether a common cold or this radioactive poison."

Indeed, I felt better than I had been in ten

years. The rhythm of that energy seemed to

straighten out and flow through me like an electric

comb, removing my physical tangles and leaving me

healthy and in harmony with my surroundings.
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"Raise the sword," Merlin bade. "My, I haven't

done this in fifteen centuries—not since Arthur was

a boy. Raise the sword high!"

I did so, holding it straight and true until my

arm hurt with my exertion. As I pointed it heaven-

ward, I saw that the sun was directly over me, and

it looked as if I had buried Caledwich into its glow-

ing center. Suddenly, beams of energy that corus-

cated much as did those which streamed from

Morgana's staff when Caledwich touched it shot

from every stone whether standing or fallen and

intersected the sword tip as if I were a living May

pole and they children's streamers.

"You have drawn their energies," Merlin told

me. "Now, project them at the battle—focus them

to bring the dragon home!"

I felt buoyed by that increase in power, almost

as if I would start floating. Still, I concentrated on

my task and swung my arm level. The energy

beams maintained their connection, and I pointed at

the milling mass of humanity locked in war around

Morgana's tower. A livid scarlet ray projected out-

ward from me, enveloping my entire sword arm,

and it burrowed into the ground at a spot where

Pantavsky's men were breaking through. I could see

the General himself, for the first time—a huge

blocky man with a green, peaked cap, astride a

gigantic warhorse, striking out with pistol butt and

a heavy, cross-hilted broadsword. At the very feet

of his horse, earth churned as my red beam bit and

chewed.

"What is happening?" I asked.

"You have fished, have you not?" Merlin rasped.
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"When one wishes to catch a large fish, one must

dig for a large worm!"

Coiling out of the ground where my beam

touched like a massive, rusty bedspring, came

Britain's dragon. Gleaming and pulsing in that ruddy

radiance, he let out a steam-whistle shriek and

shook dirt in all directions. I put down Caledwich,

and the energies stopped. Merlin sent us back into

the sky, and as we went, I watched the dragon

snatch Pantavsky from his saddle in a yard-long

maw and bite him in two as if he had been a thing of

gelatin.

The dragon's arrival turned the Soviet breakout

into rout. Like a muddy creek overflowing, Rus-

sians poured out, scattering in all directions to

escape that coppery beast of legend. Our men

pursued them, killing dozens as they went. The

dragon plunged in like a diving duck, rending and

tearing all those Russians who could not dodge in

time. What were not shot down or destroyed by the

dragon were lanced or hacked by our cavalry. It was

suddenly not war, but butchery, as an entire army

crumbled away to pitiful masses of men, who were

either killed out of hand, or who threw down their

arms and huddled together like so many chickens

when a car blows its horn outside their chicken

house. The dragon, his appetite sated, used his

huge front paws in a mole-like fashion, and bur-

rowed down into Britain's foundation and was soon

lost from sight. We had won.

Merlin turned our flying cauldron to Morgana's

tower, where at its base we found Landrum, his

battered Kalishnikov ready to fire, watching over a
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scene which shredded my heart to red ribbons.

Here lay Arthur, his scalp ripped open anew, crim-

son covering the right side of his head like a half-

mask. His right arm appeared to be dislocated, and

his tunic sleeve was slashed and impregnated with

more blood. His eyes were glazed and unfocused,

and his lips were hanging and flaccid. Cradling his

head and weeping upon his battered chest was

Morgana. Her velvet dress was ruined, smeared

with rust-colored marks and grass-stains, and her

makeup ran all over her face, making it look bruised

and discolored. She was weeping deep, shoulder-

trembling sobs, and one hand smoothed back

Arthur's short, black locks.

"So, witch, are you satisfied?" Merlin de-

manded.

"I will blast the both of you!" she snarled.

"Beware," I cautioned, holding forth Caledwich

until its tip was level with her mottled face, "I have

been in contact with a place of power. You did not

see Rossovitch's eyes leak from his face—it was not

pretty. Will he live?"

"Yes, if I can be allowed to minister to him. I

need my staff."

"It is destroyed in the bowels of your tower,

along with Rossovitch."

"I will bear her to Avalon," Merlin offered.

"There, Arthur can be healed once more."

"You trust her?" I marveled.

"Not entirely. I have the cauldron, though, and

she is now more—manageable. Bear Arthur to me."

Merlin looked almost sad as he spoke.

Slowly, I clambered out of the cauldron, and
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knelt down beside Arthur. As I did, his eyelids

fluttered and some intelligence returned to his

features. His lips worked a little, looking for mois-

ture.

"Have we won?" he whispered raspily.

"Yes, spectacularly," I told him. "The enemy

flees, and their leadership is destroyed."

"As is ours."

"Merlin and Morgana will take you back to

Avalon, and there you will be healed."

"Why not let me die? Have I not served

enough, these fifteen centuries?"

"I do love you," Morgana sobbed, stroking his

cheek, "and you shall not die while I live. Try as I

might, I could not destroy the love that burned

inside me for you. Even hate could not erase it. Our

fighting is finished now. Whatever plans I had for

you lie shattered about us. Come, Merlin beckons.

Have your lackey help bear him into the cauldron,

Rex; I no longer have the power to lift him magi-

cally."

With a word to Landrum, we lifted Arthur as

gently as possible into Merlin's cauldron. Morgana

stepped gracefully in beside her foster brother. She

was a chastened woman now, like a spirited horse

who had been broken harshly. I wondered if her

drive would ever be inflamed again. After settling

Arthur within, I gave Caledwich one more respect-

ful caress and laid it at Arthur's side. He seemed to

be in less pain as his sword touched him, and a

smile came to his lips.

"Your hero is brought low again, Rex," he

murmured, as if in his sleep.
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"No," I assured him. "Never. Your legend lives

on, my lord. You have won another great battle. You

will get well, and you shall visit us again."

"Perhaps."

"We must go, or it will be too late for him,"

Merlin warned.

"Farewell, Rex. You must heal this world."

"I'm no savior," I protested. "I'm not cut out for

this hero stuff!"

"Well, I'll keep an eye on you from time to time.

You will do fine." Merlin's bony hand slapped me on

the back. "After all, your name means king." He

then smiled enigmatically. "I see great things for

you, have no fear. Now, good-bye!"

Landrum and I stood back, and Merlin caused

the cauldron to soar away, fast as any jet, until he

was just a speck, and then invisible in the sky. I

remembered the words of Mary Magdalene at Jesus'

empty tomb on that Easter Sunday: "...they have

taken away my Lord, and I know not where they

have laid him."

"Right, then," stated Landrum. "What now, sir?"

"A good question," I returned.

Then, I heard my name called. Through the

piles of dead horses and men threaded a figure in

dirty Lincoln green, her helmet gone and her hair

flying like a bronze war flag.

It was Angelique.


